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Attachment III

i Q i L S 6nstns

SDD:

SSC: Level 4:

Level 3: Level 5:

OA-1 OA-2 tA-3 CA-4 IA-S OA- QA-7 on-oQ

QA-1 I Iriportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requhTed to provAde reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, ernplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

@O Yes? Rationale:

...... ....... ..__.. . .. . ......... ........... ..b. ... ................................ .,,. ., ............... .. ,,.... ,

1.2 Is the SSC required to Function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Eimits?

I3 Yes? Rationale:
, ___,.._................... ___._ .......... __ ..... _.._,.................. .. .. _. _ . .... __._.____.............. ... ............ _._._._........ ___

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resuit In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emimts?

[S Yes? Rationale:

~~~~~~~~~~~. .._ .................. ...... ..................... .... ... . ... ..........

QA-2 - Irmportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[g Yes? Rationale:

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.. _. ____ .. ........ ______.__._____.... .................... _ _.___..........___.. __..___.__.5
2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochernical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or

engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:
.......... _..__....__. ._____..___ ..................... ____ ........ . _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ ... ................ _._.____................._
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Attachment III

SDD:

SSC: Level 4:

Level 3 Level 5:

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

Fn_ Yes? Rationale:

QA-4 -ImportanittolFire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CIA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

Wj Yes? Rationale:

QA-J - Imrportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As aresult ofaDesign Basis Evert. couldfailure of the SSC impair the capability of A-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

UK_ Yes? Rationale:

QA.6 - mportantto PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

S.A Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restrictedlarea?

[~Yes? Rationale:

1.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

CO Yes? Rationale.

. . . .-.-- ......... . . . -.. . . ......-- .- . .-....-... -.-. . -...-......-
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Attachment III

SDD:

SSC: Level 4:

Level 3: Level S:

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Nto radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

jk Yes? Rationale:
------- , -__. ------- _ -. -- ---- __ -- -. ----- _ _.______ ....... ........ ............................... __. _ . . .._ ...__._._.........._

.__. __._..__ ..... __.._ ..._._ .._._ .......... _._....__....._._... .................... __. ___.._, .............................. ._ ... . . ._.. . ..... . ... .. ..........

72 Is the SSC a permanently instated radiation monlor wtich monitors areas for personnel radation protection?

RE Yes? Rationale:

Previous QCA Classification:

This question is or histoncal and traceably purposes ony. A yes answer to this question does notprovide Iciuson to the -List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

[ Yes? Rationale:
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Attachment IV

SDD: SSOI - Subsurface Facifity jstei i ' ___

SSC: Development System

Level 3: Development Accesses

-___ Level 4: Ramp

Level 5: Internal Ramps

GA-1 OA-2
El 9,

GIA-3 COA-4 QA-S

El 11 ' 1
GA-6 OA-7 Non-0
[] I Ii

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

[C Yes? Rationale:
The development internal ramps may become operations ramps and, as such, wil provide reasonable assurance that high-
level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits. However, preserving the
integrity or development ramps Is alocated to the Ground Control Systems.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[E Yes? Rationale:

The development internal ramps are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due
to DBEs However. preserving the Integrity of development ramps Is allocated to the Grouxd Control Systems.

............

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lirmts?

r Yes? Rationale,

Direct failure of the development intedmal ramps would riairesull in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.
However, preserving the integrity of development ramps is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

Y Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the kong term waste isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geormecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

7 Yes? Rationale:

Direct faIlure of the development internal ramps could significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may
prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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Q- ust Qunstions Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Internal Ramps

QA-3 - Irnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monrtorlng of site-generated radioactive waste?

E: Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function

QA4 - inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

G Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC impair the capabiity of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development internal ramps could impair the ablity of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs. including engineeredchatural
barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function. However, preserving the integrity of
development ramps is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-6 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6. Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized kitrusion or unauthortzed explosive material in the restricted area?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabirity?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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Q-l~t UO tie fl.)S Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Internal Ramps

QA-J - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instalfed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for historcal and traceabity purposes only. A yes answer to this question does not provide inclusion to the Q-Ust

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

: Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the 0-LWst by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as OA-4. ESF Main Access Openings were also included on the O-List by analysis. M&O Classlfication Analysis
or Main Access Openings. BABEAD000-0171 7-2200-00002, Rev 02.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System

Level 3: Development Accesses

Level 4: Ramp

Level 5: Main Ramp

OA-11 OA-2
Li 5z

OA-3 GA-4 OA-5 OA-6 CIA-7
II L 0 0 Li

Non-Q
Li

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:
The development main ramps will become operations ramps and, as such. provide reasonable assurance that high-level
waste can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits. However, preserving the
integrity of development ramps Is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development main ramps are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due to
DBEs. However, preserving the integrity of development ramps is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

1.3 WI the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

U Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development main ramps would not result in a credible OBE that would lead to a radioactive release.
However, preserving the integrity of development ramps is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

GA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

i] Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as wet as the long term waste Isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

g Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development main ramps could significantily affect the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent
them from performing their waste isolation function.
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0: -List QuestionsAttachment IV

SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Main Ramp

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

CA-R - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

EJ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development main ramps could impair the ability of other OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, Including engineered/natural
barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function. However, preserving the integrity of
development ramps is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-6 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

a Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

El Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nudear material accountability function.
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IQ-Ust Qu-estlons Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Main Ramp

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

a, Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation montor.

Previous QA Classification:

rTis question is for hisforcal and traceablit ypurposes only. A yes answerto this question does not pro ide inckision to the Q-List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radidogical safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as QA-1. ESF Main Access Openings were also Included on the Q-Ust by analysis, M&O Classification Analysis
of Main Access Openings, BABEADOO-01717-2200-00002, Rev 02.
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0-List Questions Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Portal

OA-1 OA-2 QA-3 4A-4 OA-5 QA-6 OA-7 Non-Q
c El El El El F C 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to pride reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as wel as the long term waste isolation objectives of the repository- However, preserving the integrity of development
ramps is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwiseresult in a radioactive
release above the federal linits?

L Yes? Rationale:
Development Portals do notfunction to prevent a release and mitigate the consequences of a release of radiological
materials.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limnits?

Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of development portals would not result in a release of radiological materials and that release could exceed
federal limits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

i Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

7 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of portals could affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers and prevent them from
performing their waste isolation function.
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Q-List Questions Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Portal

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[]Yes? Rationale:

Portals do not contain site-generated radioactive waste

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

Portals are not associated with fire protection.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Eventcouldfailure oftheSSC impairthecapabilityof QA-l or QA-2 SSCsfrom performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of portals could impair the ability of other QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs, Including engineered/natural barriers, from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function. However, preserving the integrity of development ramps Is
allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6 1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

[I Yes? Rationale:

Portals are not associated with the detection or unauthorized intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

[] Yes? Rationale:

Portals are not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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|UQ-lList' Questions Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Portal

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:

Portals have no associated radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale-

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for histoncal and traceablty purposes only. A yes answer to this question does not provide inclusion to the Q-Lst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale

This SSC is contained on the Q-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as OA-1. ESF Portals were also included on the Q-List by analysis. M&O Classification Analysis of the Starter
Tunnel and South Headwall, BABEAA00-01717-2200-00098, Rev 01.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System

Level 3: Development Accesses

GA-1 CA-2
Cl El

Level 4: Shaft

Level 5: Emergency Hoist System

CA-3 OA-4 CA-6 OA-6 GA-7 Non-0
LI El 0 0 L

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provfde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

E( Yes? Rationale:
The development emergency hoist systems are not associated with storage, emplacement, or retrieval of high level waste
and do not provide reasonable assurance that the federal limits will not be exceeded.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development emergency hoist system is not required to preventlmitigatelmonitor a credible DBE which would result in a
release of radioactive material.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

[E Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the development emergency hoist system would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

El Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the long term waste isolation
objectives of the repository. The development emergency hoist system. however, is not part of the naturalengineered
barriers associated with waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

LI Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development emergency hoisting system will not significantly affect the naturaVengineered barriers that
perform waste isolation functions.
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.-Lis QUestions Attachment IV

SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Emergency Hoist System

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

7 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[ Yes? Rationale.

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-8 - linportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development emergency hoist system is not expected to Impair the capabiity of OA-1 or QA-s SSCs from
performing their radiological safetylwaste isolation functions.

QA-G - Important to PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the Sscs function provide detection or alrm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

I] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

[2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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Q LlSt Quest Qps Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Emergency Hoist System

QA.-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

[I Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for historical and traceably purposes only. A "yes' answer to this queston does not provide incusion to the Q-Ust

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

C Yes? Rationale
This Hoist Subsystems are contained in Appendix B, Page B-2-5, of the Q-List, 'Items excluded from the O-List by
exemption.'
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Hoist System

OA-1 OA-2
Ii E El

OA-3 GA-4 QA-G QA-6 GA-7
t1 E L [U-E

Non-Q

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

EI Yes? Rationale:
The development hoisting systems are not associated with storage, emplacement. or retrieval of high level waste and do not
provide reasonable assurance that the federal limits will not be exceeded.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development hoisting system Is not required to preventlmltigatelmonitor a credible DBE which would result in a release
of radioactive material.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal limits?

C: Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development hoisting system would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

EJ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the long term waste isolation
objectives of the repository. The development hoisting system, however, is not part of the natural/engineered barriers
associated with waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

a] Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development hoisting system will not significantly affect the naturat/engineered barriers that perform
waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Hoist System

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

CYes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of GA-I or GA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development hoisting system is not expected to impair the capability of OA-1 or GA-s SSCs from performing
their radiological safety/waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

[2Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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Q-List Question s Attachment IV

SDD: SSOI - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Hoist System

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

[I Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous CA Classification:

This question is for histouical and traceably purposes only. A yes' answer to this question does notprovide inclusion to the Q-Ust

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:

This Hoist Subsystems are contained in Appendix B, Page B-2-5, of the C-List, "Items excluded from the Q-Ust by
exemption-'
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SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Shaft Structure

GA-1 OA-Z GA-3 GA-4 QA-G GA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
_ i LI El z S El El

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development shaft structure is not required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received,
stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development shaft structures are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent andlor mitigate a releases
due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

F Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development shaft structures would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation;

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

i Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility systern physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

7 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development shaft structures could significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may
prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Shaft Structure

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

Z Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

r' Yes? Rationale

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result o a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

S7 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development shaft structures could impact airflow balance within the emplacement area and impair the ability of
other QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs, including engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste
isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm o unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

E] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

El Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Shaft Structure

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

F' Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous CA Classification:

This question is for historical and traceabflty purposes only. A yes answer to this quesfion does not provide inclusion to the Q-List

8.0 Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation ({A-2)?

H Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the Men & Materials Shaft, 3.32.1, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Shaft Yard Facilities

<A-1 OA-2 OA-3 QA-4 QA-G QA-6 OA-7 Non-CI
I E 1} l0 E] EJ n WE

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lmits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development shaft yard facilities do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

' Yes? Rationale:

The development shaft yard facilities are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent andfor mitigate a releases
due to DBEs

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

r Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development shaft yard facilities would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[E Yes? Rationale:

Development shaft yard facilities are not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

[]Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Development shaft yard facilities will not significantly affect the natureal or engineered barriers from
performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Shaft Yard Facilities

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andhor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no fire protection functions

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capabilty of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development shaft yard facilities wound not impair the ability of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, including
engineeredtnatural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not peiform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Development Accesses Level 5: Shaft Yard Facilities

QA-7 - Impoutant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

[]Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for histodcal and traceabity purposes onty. A 'yes answer to this question does notprovide inclusion to the Q-List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

C Yes? Rationale.

This shaft yard facilities are contained in Appendix B, Page B-2-, of the 0-List, Items excluded from the 0-List by
exemption-'
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SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Muck Handling System

QA-1 QA-2 COA-3 OA-4 GA-S QA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
EIl 0 0 0 El D l I

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

A Yes? Rationale:
The development muck handling systems do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received,
stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface muck handling equipment are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a
releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

[E Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development muck handling system would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

f Yes? Rationale:

Development muck handling systems are not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

[I] Yes? Rationale-
Direct failure of the development muck handling system would be mitigated and would not significantly affect the
naturallengineered barriers that perform waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Muck Handling System

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

L! Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E] Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[] Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development muck handring systems would be mitigated and would not impair the ability of other QA-1 or QA-2
SSCs, including engineered/natural barriers. from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection oralarrn of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exptosive materials in the restricted area?

[EYes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Muck Handling System

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

L2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation montor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation montor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for histodcal and traceability purposes only A 'yes' answer to this question does not pwoide incdusfon to te -LUst

S.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

C: Yes? Rationale:
This Muck Handling System are contained in Appendix B, Page B-2-8, of the 0-Ust, 'Items excluded from the Q-List by
exemption.'
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Service Equipment

CA-1 GA-2 QA-3 OA-4 QA-5 <1A-6 OA-7 Non-Q
EL l El [1 0 EL l _

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal fmrits?

Yes? Rationale:
The development service equipment do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development service equipment are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent and/or
mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

Z Yes? Rationale

Direct failure of the development service equipment would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

L Yes? Rationale:

Development service equipment are not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geormechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development service equipment wiN not signifcantly affect the naturallengineered barriers that perform
waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Service Equipment

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radioogical safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale

Failure of development service equipment would be mitigated and would not impair the ability of other QA-I or QA-2
SSCs, Including engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QAJ- Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exloosve materials in the restricted area?

E2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Service Equipment

QA-? - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates i radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not incude personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instated radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[I Yes? Rationalei
This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is ibr historical and traceabilty purposes onty. A 'yes answer to this question does not provide inclusion to the Q-Ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-i) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Services and Utilties System, 3.5-1
Transportation System, as (A-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Specialty Equipment

(IA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 CA-5 QA-6 QA-7 Non-C
[II El [ l El El I 2i

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Oimits?

LYes? Rationale:
The development specialty equipment do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal rimits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development specialty equipment are not required maintain their Integrity to function to prevent andfor
mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Wdl the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development specialty equipment would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste lsolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part or the natural or engineered barriers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Development specialty equipment are not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrobgical, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

EJ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development specialty equipment will not significantly affect the naturaVengineered barriers that
perform waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Specialty Equipment

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3-1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring or site-generated radioactive waste?

L Yes? Rationale.

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-8 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-I or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development specialty equipment would be mitigated and would not impair the ability of other QA-1 or OA-2
SSCs. Incuding engineeredinatural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facflity and Materials:

6.1 Does the S SC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

[E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Specialty Equipment

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

El Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for histoncal and traceabilly puposes only. A yes answer to this question does notproide oinclusfon to the Q-List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led lo the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-t) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

5R Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Services S Utilities System, 3.5.1
Transportation System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Trackless Equipment

OA-1 CA-2 <A-3 QA4 QA-6 OA-6 QA-7 Non-C

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Hmits?

F- Yes? Rationale:
The development trackless equipment do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface trackless equipment are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent and/or
mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resul in a credible Design Basis Event which wouid lead to a racioaclive release above the federal limis?

Z Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development trackless equipment would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

rag Yes? Rationale:

Development trackless equipment are not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure of the Ssc significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

E] Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development tracless equipment wil not significantly affect the naturaliengineered barriers that perform
waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Trackdess Equipment

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

CYes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development tracIdess equipment would be mitigated and would not impair the ability of other QA-I or QA-2
SSCs, hicluding engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

QA-6 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

I] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Personnel & Materials Transport

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Trackless Equipment

QA-7 - Irnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

LYes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monilor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is orhistoncatandtraceabltypurposes only. A 'yes answerto this queston does notprovide incusion to the Q-List

S.O Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct indusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA.1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

VI Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Services & Utilities System. 3.5.1
Transportation System, as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Emplacement Areas

GA-1 GA-2
LI O

GA-3 GA-4 GIA-S GA-6 GA-7 Non-Q
El El [] [] El

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

, Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas does not provide reasonable assurance that
high-level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate. or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas is not required to maintain their Integrity to
function to prevent andfor mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

T Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas does not result In a credible
DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation: -

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

L Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste Isolation objectives of the repository but do not form part of the natural or engineered
barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

E] Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas would be mitigated and would
not significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation
function.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Lever 3: Development Support System Level 5: Emplacement Areas

QA-3 - kinportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

: Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - knportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isdation function?

a Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas would be mitigated and would not impair
the abiflty of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, including engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or
waste isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

El Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabirty?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Emplacement Areas

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

[]Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for historical and traceablfty purposes onty. A 'yes' answer to this question does not provide indusion to the Q-List

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isoltin (QA-2)?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface excavation system for the emplacement areas are contained In Appendix B, Page B-2-8,
Borehole Drilling and Lining Equipment, of the O-List, Items excluded from the Q-List by exemption.'
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Attachment IV

SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System

Level 3: Development Support System

Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 5: Miscellaneous Cutouts

QA-1 QA-2 CA-3 0A4 QA-6 CA-G CA-7 Non-C
] Li O Li O O - v

QA4-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the miscellaneous cutouts do not provide reasonable assurance that
high-level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limis?

[]Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface excavation system for the miscellaneous cutouts are not required maintain their integrity to
function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

'~ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the miscellaneous cutouts would not result In a credible
DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

Ei Yes? Rationale;

The subsurface subsurface excavation system for the miscellaneous cutouts are not part of the natural or engineered
barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure othe SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

D1 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the miscellaneous cutouts would not significantly affect
the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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i::Q-List: Ues S Attachment IV

SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Miscellaneous Cutouts

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA.4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale.

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-4 - hrnpoutant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale

Failure of development subsurface excavation system for the miscellaneous cutouts would be mitigated and would not
impair the ability of other OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, including engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological
safety or waste isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

E[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Miscellaneous Cutouts

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term7

[] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for histoncal and iraceabillty purposes onfy. A 'yes' answer to this question does notpide inclusion lo the 0-List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

SZ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the O-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SSOI - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Ramps

GA-11 A-2 QA-3 OA-4 GA-5 QA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
Li El El 0 El El El 6

GA-1 Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the ramps does not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste
can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface excavation system for the ramps are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent
and/or mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limrs?

E[ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the ramps would not result in a credible DBE that would
lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

El Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface subsurtace excavation system for the ramps are not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

Ea Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the ramps would be mitigated and would not
significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent them from performhig their waste isolation function.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Ramps

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[l Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions,

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development subsurface excavation system for the ramps would be mitigated and would not impair the ability or
other GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, including engineered/natural barrIers, from performing their radiological safety or waste
isolation unction.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

L[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Ramps

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

E_ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[, Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous OA Classification:

Ths question Is Ibr histoikcalandtraceabltypuposes only. A yes answerto this question does notprovide incuston to the Q-List

e.0 Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as OA-A.
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SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Shafts

QA-1 OA-2 OLA-3 BAG4 A-5 QA-6 C1A-7 Non-C
Il n El [I El o El El

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the shafts does not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste
can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal fimits

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the shafts are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent
and/or rrmiigate a releases due to DBEs

1.3 Will ithe direct failure ofthe SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

__ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the shafts would not result in a credible DBE that would
lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

El Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface excavation system for the shafts does not form part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the shafts would be mitigated and would not
significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function
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SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Shafts

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

A, Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

OA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

L1' Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evern, could failure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-¶ or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development subsurface excavation system for the shafts would be miligated and would not impair the ability of
other QA-I or QA-2 SSCs, including engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste
isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Shafts

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

_ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous CA Classification:

This question is for histocal and traceabuJty purposes only. A 'yes' answer to this question does not provide inclusion to the Q-.ist

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1 ) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

v Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the Q-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.3.2 & 3.3.7 Shafts System, as
QA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Ventilation Raises

QA-1 C*A-2 0A-3 GA-4 QA-5 QA-6 <A-7 Non-0
C I El E l ] ] o z

QA-1 - Important lo Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

E_ Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface excavation system for the ventilation raises do not provide reasonable assurance that high-
level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface excavation system for Ihe ventilation raises are not required maintain their Integrity to function
to prevent andlor mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the ventilation raises would not result in a credible DBE
that would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

LI Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface subsurface excavation system for the Ventilation Raises is not part of the natural or engineered barrers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing Iheir waste isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface excavation system for the ventilation raises would not significantly affect the
natural or engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Ventilation Raises

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is Ihe function of the SSC designed br collecton, containment. andlor monitoring of sti-generated radioactive waste?

£ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA04 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

tA-6 - Important to Potential 'hteraction:

6.1 As a result of Design Basis Event could faiure of the SSC impair the capability of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs ftom performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of development subsurface excavation system for tie ventilation raises wouid be mitigated and would not impair
the ability of other CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, including engineeredftatural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or
waste isolation function.

GA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

L Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

t2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Subsurface Excavation System

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Ventilation Raises

QA.7 - Important lo Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioaclive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to mirnmize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is Ibr histodcal and ftceabliy purposes only. A 'yes' answer to Nhis question does notprovide kiduslon to the 4List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as prevlwis analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion. that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological salety (OA-1) or waste isolation (IA-2)?

; Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inckusion for the Underground Excavations. 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurfage Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Cutouts

QA-1 GA-2 GA-3 CIA4 CIA- CA-6 QA-7 Non-0

0 0 0 0 0 [] 0

CQA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. mplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development cutouts do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, migate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in *radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development cutouts are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due to
D8Es.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

0. Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development cutouts would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.

QAA2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Iselation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

U Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface Cutouts Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2 2 Can direct falure of the SSC slgniicantlyaffect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechankai characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation hfnction?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development cutouts would not significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent
them from performing theirwaste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Cutouts

QA4 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 is the fnction of the SSC desid for colection containmernt and/or monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no slte-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA.4 i- important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential InteractIon:

S 1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, couid falure of the SSC Impair the capabirity otQA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

jZ Yes? Rationale:

Faiure of development subsurface excavation system For the cutouts couid impair the ability of other QA-l or QA-2 SSCs,
including engineeredfnatural barriers, frornmperforming their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA- - Irmportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Doesr t SSCs ction provide detection or alarm of unauthorlzed intruston or unauthorited expbsive materis in the restrited area?

L Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection nctbon.

62 Is the SSCs funcion requtred for special nulear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SSO1 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Cutouts

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieiding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to rnimnize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is Ithe SSC apernently installed radiation monoior which montors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classitication:

This questibn is for Nsftosca and trceabDty puposes oniy. A 'es' answer to fils quesfton does notprovide idusin to He Q-List

8.0 Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body ofconsensus, orby direct inclusion, that ied to the pvius concusion that
this SSC Is Irnportant to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste isolaton (QA-2)?

S Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on tie Q-List by direct Inciusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Equipment Storage

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA4 QA-S QA-6 CA-7 Non-C
O 0 0 0 53 0 0 0

QA-1 - Imporlant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assuranrce that hg-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Units?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development equipment storage does not provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be receIved, stored,
emplaced and retrieved wihout exceeding the federal Omits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

- Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface developmental equipment storage areas are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent
andwor mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federa limits?

Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development equipment storage would not result In s credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA- - Important to Waste Isolation:

2. Does the SSC performs waste sdation function by forming part of the natural or engIneered bders?

o Yes? Rationale:
Development equipment storage Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can directfalure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characterisics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development equipment storage will not significantly affect the naturaVenghieered barriers that perform
waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Equipment Storage

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colecton, containmnent, and/or moniloring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA4 hnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA6 - knportant to Potential Interactlon

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could aliure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation Function?

3 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development equipment storage may Inpair the atility of other OA-t or QA-2 SSCs, including
engineeredtnatural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functon.

GA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorizedntrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

ii Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform * physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

z Yes? Rationale:

Ths SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountabiirty function.
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Q-LIt. Questions Attachment IV

SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Equipment Storage

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prvide persornel radation shlelding. reduce dose rates in rdioactive areas. orrequire personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive souce term?

2Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled racation monitor which monitors areas for personel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA ClassificatIon:

Ths queson is brbstockaslndbraceabrdypurposes only. A 'yes'arrswerto Mds quesfon does notprow*de ncluslon to Me Q-Lkt

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is inportanl to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The development system subsurface equipment storage are contained in Apperndi B, Page B-2.8, shops warehouse &
service facilities (part of Underground Excavation), of the Q-1.st, 'items excluded from the 0-List by exemption.'
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Subsurface Shops/Warehouse

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA4 QA-5 QA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
o o 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-i Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface shcps*vaehouse does not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be
received, stored, emplaced and retleved without exceeding the federal Eimits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitgate, or montor a credible Design Basis Event whih would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface shopsgwarehouse are not required maintain their Integrity to function to prevent andfor mitigate a releases
due to DBEs.

1. WiT the direct falure ofthe SSC result hi a cedie Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactve releaseabove the federal nmits?

L Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development subsurface shops/warehouse would not result hI a credible DBE that would lead to a
radioactive release.

QA-2 - Irnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

a Yes? Rationale:

Development subsurface shops/warehouse are not part of the natural or engineered barders

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanicat characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performning their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development subsurface shopsAwarehouses wil not significantly affect the natural/engineered barriers
that perform waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Subsurface Shops/Warehouse

QA/ - important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contaihment, and/or monitoring of mite-generated radioactive waste?

a Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA4 - rinportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects o fire?

2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no tire protection functions.

QA-5 - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result o at Design Basis Event. could filure of the SSC Impair the capabilty of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

5 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of development subsurface shopshwarehouse may Impair the abiliy of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, incduding
engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA46 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorIzed intrusion or unauthoried explosive materials I the restricted area?
L Yes? Ratiorale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

62 Is the SSCs functon required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountablity function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Development System Level 4: Support Openings

Level 3: Development Support System Level 5: Subsurface Shops/Warehouse

QA-7 - Irnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source tern?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radation monitor which monitors areas tor personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is fobrhistorcal and traceablty purposes only. A yes answer to ths quesfon does not provi Inclusion to the O-List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

_ Yes? Rationale:

The development system subsurface equipment storage are contained in Appendix B. Page B-2-8. shops warehouse &
service facililes (paWt of Underground Excavation), of the Q-Llst, 'tems excluded from the Q-Ust by exemption."
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SDD: SSOi - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Internal Ramps

CA-1 QA-2 CA-S CA-4 CA-S QA-6 GA-7 Non-Q
O 0 O O 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 li the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highevel waste can be received. handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retneved without exceeding the federal mRits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Internal Ramps provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits. However, preserving the Ntegrity of operation hternal ramps are allocated to
the Ground Control Systems.

1.2 I the SSC required to funcion to prevent, mitlgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event vwlht would otherwise resuit in aradioacive
release above the federal limits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The internal ramps may be required to maintain their Integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due to DBEs.
However. preserving the integrity of operation Internal ramps are allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

1.3 Wit the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits?

E Yes? Rationale:

DIrect failure of the operations internal ramps could result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radloactive release above
the federal limits. However, preserving the integrity of operation internal ramps are allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-2 - h0portant to Waste isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

7 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facaTlty system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as wes s the long term waste Isolation objectives of the reposftory

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent thern from performing their waste isolation function?

71 Yes? Rationale:
Direct fiure of the Operations Internal Ramps wil signIficantly affect the natural or engineered barrers which may prevent
them from performing their waste Isolton function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Internal Ramps

QA - Important to Radoactve Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collecUon, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radloacive waste?

Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fronI the effects of tire?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no fre protection functions.

QA-5 - important to Potentl Interaction:

5.1 As a resut of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capabiry of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

[2Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations internal ramps could Impair the ability of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, Including enghneeredfnatural
barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function. However, preserving the Integrity of
operation Internal ramps are allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA46 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorlzed Intrusion or unauthorized exilosive materials in the restricted area?

Yes? Ratonale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

t2 Is the SSCs function mqu*red for special nuclear material accountabiiTy?

O Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Internal Ramps

QA-? - Ikportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is owAn radioactive source term?

3] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personmel radiation shielding to minimtze radiological exposure.

72 Is the SSC a permanently instalted radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monior.

Previous QA Classification:

Thi question Is for histodcal and traceabillty purposes on. A 'yes answer to this question does not provide hdusion to the Q-Ust

5.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, ihat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the 0-List by direct Inchusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Wain Drift and Entry
System, as QA-1. ESF Main Access Openings were also included on the 0-List by analysis. M&O Classification Analysis
of Main Access Openings, BABEAD000-01717-2200-00002. Rev 02.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses

QA-1 OA-2 QA-3
0 iz 0

Level 5: Main Ramp

QA-4 CA- CIA-6 QA-7 Non-0
oc 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, paciaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

' 1Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Main Ramps provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits. However, preserving the integrity of operation ramps Is allocated to the
Ground Control Systems.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate. or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The main ramps are may be required to maintain their Integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due to
OBEs. However, preserving the Integrity of operation ramps Is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which wouid lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

a Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the operations maln ramps may result In a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release above the
federal Emits. However, preservig the Integrity of operation ramps Is allocated to the Ground Control Systems

QA-2 - hnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation function by forring part of the natural or engineered barriers?

j Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste Isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochernical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

j Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations main ramps will signircantly affect the natural or engineered barriers vhich may prevent
them from performing heirwaste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Main Ramp

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the eflects of fire?

Yes? Rationale:

Main Ramps are part of an engineered barnier that provide for waste confinement; they are not associated with fire
protection.

QA4 * Important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC inpair the capabirity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations main ramps could impair the ablity of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, including engineeredfnatural
barriers. from performing their radiological safety orwaste Isolation function. However, preserving the Integrity of
operation ramps Is alocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facdlity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or air of unauthorIzed Intrusin or unauthorized exposive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabifty?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Main Ramp

QA-T - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

T.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access hilo radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive souce term?

j2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not Inchde personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths queston Isforhltodke andtraceabStpuiposes only. A y.s'answerto Oils question doesnotprode'dusion t the -List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
fis SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-t) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

C7 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on he 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Undergroutd Excavaons 3.4.1 Ibin Drift and Entry
System, as OA-t. ESF Main Access Openngs were also induded on the Q-List by analysis, M&O Classircation Analysis
of Main Access Openings, BABEADOOO-01717-2200-00002, Rev 02
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System

Level 3: Operations Accesses

Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 5: Portal

QA-11 OA-2 QA-3 QA-4 GA4- OA-6 OA-7 Non-C
El B On EO O ] O O O0 9 0~~~~ .. 0. 0

QA-1 -Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface facility system Portals provide ground and utiliy support and overhead protection for Ingress of waste
transporters. However, preserving the Integrity of operation portals Is allocated to the Ground Control Systerns.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

G Yes? Rationale:
Portals (part of an engineered barrier that provide for waste confinement) serve to prevent a release and mitigate the
consequences of a release of radiological materials. However, preserving the Integrity of operation portals Is allocated to the
Ground Control Systems.

1t.3 Will the direct faiure of the SSC esuit in a redble Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct faflre of portals could result in a release of radiological materials and that release could exceed federal limts
However, preserving the Integrity of operation portals Is allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

; Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system portals physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and
emplacement phase as well as the long term waste Isolation objectives of the repository

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of portals could affect the characteristics of the natural or engineered barriers and prevent them from
performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level S: Portal

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

Portals do not contain site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-t or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

Portals are part of an engineered bamier that provide forwaste confinement; they are not associated with tre protection.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As . result of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC Impair the capability or QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Faiiure of portals could Impair the ability of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, Including engineered/natural barriers, from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function. Hwever, preserving the Integrity of operation portals Is
allocated to the Ground Control Systems.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detectlon or alarm of unauthortzed intrusion or unauthorized explosive raterials In the restricted area?
] Yes? Rationale:

Portals are not associated wIth the detection or unauthorized IntrusIon or the presence of explosive materials.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

Portals are not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Ramps

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Portal

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
Portals have no associated radioactive source term.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous OA Classification:

Ths question I for hitdc 1and aceablrpuiposes ony. A yes answerto this ques6on does notprvide kIdcuslon to the Q-Lst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-l) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 aiUn Drift and Entry
System, as QA-1 ESF Portals were also Included on the 0-List by analysis, M&O Classification Analysis of the Starter
Tunnel and South Headwall, BABEAA000 0171?-2200-0098, Rev 01.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Hoist System

OA-11 GA.2
010

CAA-3 CIA-4 4OA-S CA-6 OA-7 Non-0o El 9 0 0 03

QA-1 - knportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limnks?

F, Yes? Rationale:
The hoisting systems hI the operations shaft are not associated with storage, emplacement, or retrieval of high level waste
and do not provide reasonable assurance that the federal limits will not be exceeded.

12 I the SSC required to funcUon to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible Design Basi Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

El Yes? Rationale:
The hoisting system is not required to prntvmnigatelmonltor a credible D8E which would result hI a relase of radioactive
material.

1.3 Wil the dectfalure of the SSC resut hi a credible Desin Basis Event which would lead to a racfoactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the hoisting subsystem would not resul hi a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste lsoatlorn

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

E Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the long term waste isolation
objectives of the repository. The hoisting system, however, Is not part of the natural/engineered barriers associated with
waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct faiure of the SSC signifcanly *affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics ol the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

E1 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the hoisthig subsystem wilt not significantly affect the naturalengineered barriers that perform waste
isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Hoist System

QA-3 - important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC designed for colection, containment, andtor monitoring of se-generated radiactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performns no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA 4 - inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects ofrwe?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-S - knportant to Potential interaction:

5.1 As a result of aDesign Basis Event, could failure of te SSC Inpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frorn performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

5 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the hoistirg subsystem could impair the capability of QA-i or QA-s SSCs from performing their radiological
safetyhwaste isolation functions.

QA-4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detecrion or alarm of unauthorized hitrusion or unauthorized exposive materials i the stricted area?

1 Yes? Rationae:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

I Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability runction.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Hoist System

QA-7 - hnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, at require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation montor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesdon Is for hitocat andtraceabfy pwposes one,. A yes answer to th's quesiffon does not provide hcluslon to the Q-List

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body ot consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

5; Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.3.7.1 Emplacement Area
Exdaust Shaft, as OA-1.
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SDD: SSOW - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Shaft Structure

QA-1 OA-2 0A-3 A-4 GA-S tA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
~~ ~~..~0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federa lmimts?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The Operations shaft structure provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored, emplaced and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits.

1.2 is the SSC required lo function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor acredibte Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal iEmits?

r Yes? Rationale:
The shaft structures are required maintain their integrity to function to prevent andhor mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Wil the direct faikire ofthe SSC resul in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal limis?

l Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations shaft structures would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release
above the federal imits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

! Yes? Rationale.

The subsurface facilty system physIcal iocation and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste Isolation objetves of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performhng their waste isolation function?

* Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations shaft structures will significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may prevent
them from performIng theirwaste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Shaft Structure

QA-3 - Irportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colectionr containment. and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radloactie waste control function.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-l - inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Event could falure of the SSC impair the capabiity of QA-l or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

By meeting requIrements of Question 1.2, failure of operations shaft structures would not Impact the ability of other QA-1
or QA-2 SSCs. including engineeredlnatural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA4 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function providedetection or alarm of unauthorzed hitrusion or unauthorized expiosive materbis in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Shaft Structure

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minirmize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a ladiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths queson Is forhisfWcl and traceabItypurposes on/y. A 'yes' answ r to this quesfion does notprovide kIlduslon to the Q-LIst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conchislon that
this SSC is Irnpottant to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

1Z Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct incluslon for the Underground ExcavatIons, 3.3.7.1, Erplacemenl Area
Exhaust Shaft, as A-I.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Shaft Yard Facilities

CA-1 QA-2 C0A-3 GA-4 ILA-S qA4 CA-7 Non-O
0 0 0 0 z 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal iimits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Operations shaft yard faclitles do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal linits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limils?

iI Yes? Rationale:
The shaft yard facilities are not required maintain their Integrity to function to prevent andlor mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

' Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations shaft yard facilities would not resuit In a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release
above the federal limits.

QA-2 - Irportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[2 Yes? Rationale:

Operations shaft yard faclitles are not part of the natural or engineered barriers

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isoiation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations shaft yard facilites wil not significantly affect the naturallengineered barriers that perform
waste isolation functions.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Shaft Yard Faciliftes

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

nL Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no sitegenerated radioactive waste control function.

QA4 - hnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 goes the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire prolection functions.

GA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

t.1 As aresuit of Design Basis Eventr could failure of the SSC impair the capabiity o CA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:
Failure of operations shaft yard facilities may impair the ability of other QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs. Inciuding engineered/natural
barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation hrnction.

CLA-S - inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

a Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 I the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabirty?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Operations Shafts

Level 3: Operations Accesses Level 5: Shaft Yard Facilities

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Thisquestonis forhistonicalandwaceabiftypurposes onr. A yes answrfoftis queslondoesnotprovideinchuslontotheQ List

I.5 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the auLst by direct inclusion for the Emplacement Area Exhaust Shalt, 3.3.7.1, Hoist House. as
QA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Emplacement Area

Level 3: Underground Fadlity Level 5: Emplacement Drift

....

OA-1 OA-2 QA-3 QA4 OA-E A-6 OA-7 Non-t
0 v 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - knportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provde reasonable assurance that hihlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

S Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Emplacement Drifts provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, stored, emplaced
and retrieved without exceeding the federal imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drifts are required maintain their integrity to function to prevent sndfor mligate a releases due to DE Es.

1.3 Wi the direct failure ofthe SSC result i a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federalEmits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations empecement drifts would result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release
above the federal limits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste sdation function by forming part of the natural or engIneered barriers?

i Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste Isolation objectives of the repository. Emplacement Drifts are part of an engineered
banter that provide for waste confinement.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly afect the hydrological, geochemical or geomecharncal characteristics ofthe natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

; Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations Erplacement Drifts will significantly affect the natural or engineered barriers which may
prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SSO1 -Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Emplacement Area

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Emplacement Drift

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive wastb control function.

QA-4 -niportant to iire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of CA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

7' Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations emplacement drifts would not Impalr the ability of other OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs, Including
engfneerednatural barriers, fron performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function other than what was
already identified in QuestIon 1.3. and 2.2.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

1 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for specil nuclear material aecountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Emplacement Area

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Emplacement Drift

CtA-7 - IWortant to Occupational Radiologkal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own rad0oacive source term?

' Yes? Rationale-

This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to milrntize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaed radiation mcntor wich montors areas for personnel radIation protection?

, Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classificatlon:

This question Is for histodcat and racesabEty purposes o*. A 'yes answer to this quesfion does not provide Inclusion to tHe Q-Ust

1.6 Are there other factors, such as preWlous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusin, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

j7 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contined on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 34.1 Main Drift and Entry
System. as QA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System

Level 3: Underground Facility

CA-1 OA-2
7! VR

Level 4: Emplacement Area

Level 5: Perimeter Mains

CA-S IA4 CA-6 OA-6 QA-7 Non-(
0 0 0 0 0 0

CA-1 - limportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Olmits?

; Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Perimeter Mains provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received. stored, emplaced and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required o function to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credibe Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
The perimeter mains are required maintain their hItegnty to function to prevent and/or mitigate a reieases due to DBEs.

13 Wl the direct falure of the SSC result hi. credible Design Basis Event whichwoud lead tor aradioactive lease above the federal Emits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations perteter mains would result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release above
the federal Omits.

CA-2 - hIiportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the bng term waste Isoation objectives of te repository. Perimeter Mains are part oran engineered barrier
that provide for waste confinement.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomnechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations perimeter mains within the Repository may significantly affect the natural or engineered
barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SSOI - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Emplacement Area

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Perimeter Mains

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

1: Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioacthre waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects o fire?

[a Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-5 hmportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a rewlt of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[]Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations perimeter mais would not Impair the ability of other OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs. Including
engineered/natural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function other than what was
already identified in Question 13. and 2.2.

QAB - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorzed exposive materials In the restricted area?

CYes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs funcion required for special nuear material accountability?

E( Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Emplacement Area

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Perimeter Mains

OA-7 - hInportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

a1 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiaton monitor which monitors areas fbr personnel radiation pratection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston is f histonca! and tracsabilty purposes onl. A 'yes' answer to this question does ndprovide incuston to the Q-Lbst

*.0 Are there oher factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion. at led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is contained on the Q-List by direct inctusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as QA-11.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility

OA-11 OA-2
o1 __

Level 5: Performance Confirmation

CA-S GA4 QA.5 aA4 QA-7 Non-0
0 0 Q 00 0 1

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 is the SSC reqLired to provide reasonable assurance that h4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imilts?

T Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Performance Confimation areas do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received,
stored, emplaced and retrieved wlmthout exceeding the federal imits.

1.2 Is the SSC requred to function to prevent, miigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal liniTs?

( Yes? Rationale:
The Performance confirmation areas are not required maintain their Integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases
due to DBEs.

1.3 Wil the drect failure of the SSC resut In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radcoactive relase above the federal imits?

EYes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the operations performance confirmation would not result In a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emits.

QA- - mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isWatgon function by forming part of the natural or engineered bariers?

7 Yes? Rationale:

The subsuflace facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomnechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered bariers which may prevent them from performIng their waste isolation function?

7 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations performance confirmation within the Repository may significantly affect the natural or
engineered barriers which may pregent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SSDI - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Performance Confirmation

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment. mnd/or monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

1 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC kinpair the capabirty of A-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations performance confirmation could Impair the ability of other CA-t or QA-2 SSCs. Including
engineeredthatural barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation function.

CA-A - important to Physical Protection of Facflity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alann of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exposive materials in the restricted area?

, Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs unction requred or special nuclear material accounabiity?

3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountabity function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Performance Confirmation

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access hito radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

L Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

F Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation montor.

Previous QA Classfication:

rhis queson Is brhodcal and traceabilfypurposes oay. A 'ys'answer to this queston dboes notproWde hcludon to the -List

E.O Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste isolatlon (QA-2)?

| Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the O-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, &4.1 Main Drift and Entry
System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Support Openings

CA-1 OA-2 QA-3 CA4 IA-6 A-C CIA-7 Kon-O
o S 00 i 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imIs?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Support openings do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stared,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

Yes? Rationale:
The Support openings are not required maintain their integrity to function to prevent andfor migate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result in acredible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations support openings would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release
above the federal Emits.

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isodation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

SE Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the long term waste isolation objectives of the repository,

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

b Yes? Rationale:

Direct flure of the Operations support openings within the Repository may significantly affect the natural or engineered
barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Support Openings

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

a Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 cr QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[_ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC performs no fre protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC impair the capabinty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

it Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations support openings could impair the abrity of other OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs, inciuding engineered/natural
barriers, from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusin or unauthorized explosive materials in the restridced area?

I Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

*.2 is le SSCs function required for spechl nuclear material accountability?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountability function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Support Openings

QA-7 - irnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to mininize radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanertly installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

rTh queston Is for historcal and tracabfJtypurposes only. A 'yes answr to ts question does notprovide hcson to the Q-List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Wain Drift and Entry
System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Ventilation Openings

GA-l QA-2 QA-3 IA-4 QA-t OA-6 OA-7 Non-C
S2 0 Li 0 0 0

QA-i - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

i: Yes? Rationale:
The Operations Ventilation Openings do not provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, stored,
emplaced and retrieved without exceeding the federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to fwnction to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

SE Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation openings are required maintain their Integrity to function to prevent and/or mitigate a releases due to DBEs.

1.3 Wll the direct faiure of the SSC resul hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to. rafloacive release above the federal lirits?

Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the operations ventilation openings would not result in a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emits.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolion function by forming part of the natural or engineered banlers?

j3 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface facility system physical location and general arrangement helps support the operation and emplacement
phase as well as the bng term waste Isolation objectives of the repository.

2.2 Can direct fahlure of the SSC sinificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

jZ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Operations ventliation openings within the Repository may significantly affect the natural or engineered
barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Ventilation Openings

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andtor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resut of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Impair the capabNity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

_ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of operations ventilation openings would not Impair the ability of other QA-i or QA-2 SSCs, Including
engineeredlnatural barrers, from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation function.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function providd detection or alarm of unauthoized intrusion or unauthorzed explosive materals in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

1.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

1 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountablity function.
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SDD: SS01 - Subsurface Facility System

SSC: Operations System Level 4: Support Areas

Level 3: Underground Facility Level 5: Ventilation Openings

QA- - Imnportant lo Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC function does not include personnel radiation shielding to minimize radiological exposure.

7.2 I the SSC a permanenly instated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radation protection?

r Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon Is Ior hifoda and Iraceabilty purposes onty. A yes' answer to thils queson does not prvide hIclusion to the Q-Lf

E.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Impoltant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the Q-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Excavations, 3.4.1 Main Drif and Entry
System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS02 - Engineered Barrier System

SSC: Engineered Barrier System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NWA Level S: N/A

QA-1 CA-2 QA-3 0A4 CA-S OA-6 OA-7 Non-C
0 0] C E E 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

SE Yes? Rationale:
The engineered barrier system (EBS) delays the release and transport of nuclides to the natural barrier followIng waste
emplacement. Coilectively, the EBS consists of the waste package, waste package support hardware, and performance
enhancing barriers. Various Important4o-safety functions are performed by this SSC during packaging, storage.
emplacement and retrieval.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, nigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Gmits?

i Yes? Rationale:
The SSCs associated with the engineered barrier system will help mitigate several design basis events Including those
events which involve collitsionlcnshing of the DOE Waste Form. These SSCs will also mitigate effects of external events
including seismic activity.

1.3 W~i the direct faure ofthe SSC resut in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead tor aradioactive release above the federal imits?

SZ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the EBS could result in a DBE that would incude a release of radioactive material that exceeds federal Eimits.

CA-Z - Important to Waste solation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forning part of the natural or engineered barriers?

Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is part of the engineered barrier

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochermical, or geornechanical characteristics of the naturl or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the EBS would result hi a loss of the waste isolation function of this system.
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SDD: SS02 -EngineeredBarrierSystem

SSC: Engineered Barrier System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

Q4A3 - inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no site-generated radioactive waste control function.

QA-4 * Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC proect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC performs no fire protection functions.

QA4 - important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC rimpatr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

F Yes? Rationale:

Failure of this SSC would not. per se, Impact or Impair a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing its radiological safety or
waste isolation function.

QA6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide deectin or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exriosive materials in the restricted area?

2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountablity?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a special nuclear material accountabiRy function.
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SOD: SS02 - Engineered Barrier System

SSC: Engineered Barrier System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NIA

QA-? - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:

This SSC function does not Include personnel radiation shielding to minimtze radiological exposure.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protecton?

, Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classificatlon:

This quesSon I for histodcal and traceabAtypuposes only. A 'yes answer to this quesfon does notpmWdek Inlusion to the -List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to raddogical sa"ety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the Waste Package, SSA 2.2 Defense High-Level Waste, as
QA-1.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Accesses Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 tA-3 GA4 GA-6 QA-6 OA-7 Non-0
6o 0 0 0 W 00 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requd to prmide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, empbe, and
retrieved ihout exceeding the federal 3mits?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System withhn the Accesses Is required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be
transported and retrieved from the emplacement areas withoul exceeding the federal rimlts.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal lirnits?

? Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System within the Accesses Is required to function to prevent a credible Design BasIs Event, such as
rockfal.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The direct failure of the Ground Control System within the Accesses may result In a credible Design Basis Event.

QA-2 - Important to Wasite Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System within the Accesses does not form part of the natural or engineered barrler.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemIcal, or geomechardcal characteristks o the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Ground Control System within the Accesses will not significantly affect the natural or engineered
barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: S303 -Ground Control System

SSC: Accesses Level 4: Ni/A

Level 3: NIA LevelS: NWA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System within the Accesses does not have a sfte-generated waste function.

QA-4 - hnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System within the Accesses does not have a fire protection function.

QA-6 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capabity ofd A-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiologcal safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Ground Control System within the Accesses could impair the capabilty of QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their waste Isolation functions, especially if rodcfall due to failure of this SSC damages these QA-1/2 SSCs.

OA 6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function prowide detection or alarm of unauthoflzed intrusion or unauthorized explosve materials in the resWicted area?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does rot perform a physIcal protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

2 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform an accountability function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Accesses Level 4: NIA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NIA

QA-T - hnportant to Occupationat Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System wilhi the Accesses are not assoclated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of
dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 I the SSC a permanently Installed raclatimonitor which monitors areas or personnel radaltion protection?

L Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This question is for hstoical and traceabity purposes onlr A 'yes' answer to this questlon does not provde hIchson to the Q4At

t.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radidogocal safety (CA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control Systems In specific areas have been previously classified as OA-1 and QA-S by M&O CA
Classficatlon Analysis of Ground Support Systems, Docunent No. BABEE0000-01717.2200-00001 Rev 04.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Emplacement Area Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NIA

QA-1 QA.2 QA-3 QA-4 GA-6 GA-6 GA-7 Uon-4
W.0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to prwide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packtged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System within the Emplacement Areas Is required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel
waste can be emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits.

1.2 is the SSC required to function to pvent, mitigate, or motor a creible Design Basis Event whichwoud otrwIse resu in a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

i Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System within the Emplacement Areas Is required to function to mitgate a credible Design Basis
Event, such as rockfall.

1.3 Wlil the direct failure of the SSC result in acredible Design Basis Event which would lead to. radioactive release above the federal Emits?

E Yes? Rationale:

The direct failure of the Ground Control System within the Emplacement Areas may result in credible Design Basis Event.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

! Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System within the Emplacement Area may not literally form part of the natural or engineered barrier but
it will be accounted for In the TSPA forwaste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from perforrming their waste Isolation function?

IZ Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Ground Control System within the Emplacement Areas may significantly affect the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SSO3 - Ground Control System

SSC: Emplacement Area Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collectior containment, and.:or monitoring of sitegenerated radioactive waste?

] Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System does not hav a site-generated waste function.

QA-J - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect C or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of fire?

[ Yes? Rationae:

The Ground Control System does not have a fire protection functon.

QA- C- Important lo Potential Interaction:

5.t As a result cda Design 8ass Event, could fallue of dt7 SSC inpar e wcapabity of A-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Ground Control System would not knpalr the capablity of OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation functions beyond what Is already covered in Questions 1.3 and 2.2.

A-C6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Doss the SSC's function provide detecdon or alarm of t dzed intrusion or ulohonzed explosive materials in the restrictarea?

] Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

62 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountabilit?

0 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform an accountability function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Emplacement Area Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NMA

QA-7 - inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, orreque peronnel access hto radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System Emplicerent Areas are not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of
dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permaxnetly Instaled radiation monitor which monitos areas for personmel radiation protection?

D Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesffon is forhistoca andhcesabfllypurposes on A jes answerto Uis quesffon does notpro ide nichusion to Uh. O-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:
Other Ground Control Systems have been previously classified as OA-t and QA-5 by M&O OA Classilcatlon Analysis df
Ground Support Systems, Document No. BABEED00O.01717.2200-00001 Rev 04. This SSC is currently classified OA-
1/QA-2 by Direct Inciusion.
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SOD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Performance Confirmation Openings Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NIA Level 5: N/A

OA-1 CA-2 QA-3 QA4 < QA4 QA4 QA-7 Non-0

o: 0 0 E-] 0 0 0

QA-1 - tinportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mifts?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System withh the Performance Confirmation Openings are not required to proide reasonable
assurance that high-level waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emptaced. and retrieved without exceeding the
federa limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouid otherwise resul in a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

12 Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System within the Performance Confirmation Openings are not required to function to mitigate a
credible Design Basis Event.

1.3 Wllt the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal knits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The direct failure of the Ground Control System within the Performance Confirmation Openings will not result in a credible
Design Basis Event.

GA-2 - Irportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste iation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System within the Performance Confirmation Openings Is not part of the natural or engineered barrier.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signifleantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

nl Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Ground Control System wihin the Performance Confirmation Openings will not affect the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Performance Confirmation Openings Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

.1 Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System does not have . site-generated waste function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA- ar QA-2 SSCs from the ffects of fire?

O2 Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System does not have a fr protection function.

QA-5 - kIportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As aresult of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC Inpair the capability of rA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Ground Control System within the performance confirmation openings coud impair the capability of QA-I or
QA-2 SSCs from performing tIeir waste Isolation functions, espectaly If rockfafl due to failure of tlis SSC damages these
QA-1/2 SSCs.

QAl - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthortzed Intrusion or unauthorized ewoosive materials In the restricted area?

El Yet? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physIcal protection function.

Ci Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

IZ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform an accountability function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Performance Confirmation Openings Level 4: NWA

Level 3: NIA Level 6: NIA

QA-? - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Doesthe SSC provide personnel rafiation eding.r reduce dose rates In radioactie areas, or reqepersonnel acess ito raiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled rdation monitor which moritors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classificatloh:

This ques lron Is for hlsWdcal end tsceablty purposes only. A yes answer to fthis quesfion does notpro vde Inclusion to the Q-Ust

3.0 Are there other fbctors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA.2)?

6Z Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control Systems in dther areas have been previously classified as OA-1 and QA-S by M&O QA Classification
Analysis of Ground Support Systems, Docmnent No. BABEEOOOO-01717-2200-4001 Rev 04.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Perimeter Mains Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NWA Level 5: N/A

QA-1 OA-2 QA-3 CA-4 CA-S Q4-6 CA-7 Non-0
1 2 o o 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to RadiologIcal Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

j Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System within the Perimeter Mains are required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste
can be transported, and retrieved fhom the emplacement areas without exceeding the federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federa limits?

g Yes? Rationate:
The Ground Control System Perimeters mains are required to function to mitigate a credible Design Basis Event, such as
rockfan.

1.3 WVil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

iZ Yes? Rationale:

The direct failure of the Ground Control System Perimeter Mains may result In a credible Design Basis Event.

QA-2 - Important lo Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by fomring part of the natural or engineered barriers?

62 Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System within the Perimeter Mains may not literally form part of the natural or engineered barrier but
will be accounted for In the TSPA for waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct faure ofthe SSC siniriantly affect he hydrological. geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Ground Control System Perimeter Mains may aignificanty affect the natural or engineered barriers
which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation funcimon.
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SDD: SSO3 - Ground Control System

SSC: Perimeter Mains Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level :5 N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofdihe SC designed for collecdon, containment, and/or monitorig of site-generaed rdioa vewaste?

E] Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Contrd System does not h1e a site-generated waste function.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-I or OA-2 SSCs from the elffts of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System does not have a fire protection function.

QA5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result o a Design Basi5 Event, coud failure of the SSC inpair te capabibty of CA- tor OA-2 SSCs from performing eir
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Ground Control System would not imair the capability of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing teir
radIological safety or waste isolabion functions beyond what is already covered In Ouestions 1.3 and 2.2.

GA-6 * Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function pride detection or alam of ua ed itrsion or unauthorzed eXplosiV materials in the restri area?

o Yes? Ragonale:
This SSC does not perform a physIcal protection function.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
o Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform an accountability function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Penmeter Mains Level 4: NIA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requre personnel access Into radiation
areas by As own radioactive soumc term?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactie areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monkor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA ClassilicatIon:

Tis questfon i larthstodcaland traceabhtypwposas or. A yes' answer lo thi queston does not provide incuson to the Q4tst

3.0 Are there other ctors, such as prviousanalyses, a bodyofconsensus, or by drd Inclusbn, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

iZ Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control Systems have been previously classified as GA-1 and QA-5 by M&O OA Classification Analysis of
Ground Support Systems, Document No. BABEEOOOO-01717-2200-00001 Rev 04. The Perlmeter Mains are also
classified as QA-1/QA-2 by Direct Incluslon.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Support Openings & Cutouts Level 4: NIA

Level 3: N/A Level S: NIA

GA-1 GA-2 QA-S IA4 QA-S QA-6 CA-7 Non-G
O O 0 0 5Z 0 0 0

IA-1 - hIrportant to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to prwtde reasonable assurance that high-ievel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal 6mims?

3] Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System Support Openings & Cutouts Is not required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level
waste can be received, handled. packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the federal Eimits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal mits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Contro System Support Openings & Cutouts are not required to function to mitigate a credible Design Basis
Event

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resut in a credibte Design Basis Event which woutid lead to radioactve release above the federal mits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The direct failure of the Ground Control System Support Openings & Cutouts will not result In a credible Design Basis
Event.

qA-2 - kIportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barners?

o Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System Support Openings & Cutouts does not form part of the natural or engineered barrier.

2.2 Can direct failure ofthe SSC sign"antly affect the hydrological geochemical, o geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing theirwaste Isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the Ground Control System Support Openings & Cutouts will not significanly affect the natural or
engineered barrIers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Support Openings & Cutouts Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is lthe function of the SSC designed forcollecion, containment, andlor monitorlng of sigenerated radloactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale.

The Ground Control System does not have a site-generated waste function.

QA.4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of lire?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System does not have a fire protection function.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

S1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, ould failure of the SSC impair the capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radiological safety or waste Isolation flnction?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Ground Control System could Inpair the capablity of QA-i or OA-2 SSCs from performing their waste
Isolation functions, especially if roddail due to failure of this SSC damages hese OA-112 SSCs.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthortzed intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?
=' Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6S2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC does not perform an accountality function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Support Openings & Cutouts Level 4: NIA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Irnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prmvide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requke personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioacive source term?

i Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation potection?

12 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston ts for hlstoikaandtaceablltypurposes ongr. A 'yes'answerto tis queston does notproW ide Icuson to he QLst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radidogical satety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

S3 Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control Systems have been previously classified as QA-1 and QA-5 by M&O OA Classification Analysis of
Ground Support Systems, Document No. BABEEOOOO01717-220000001 Rev 04.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Ventilation Openings Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NWA

OA-1 QA-2 CA-3 0A-4 QA-S CA-f QA-7 Non-C

o1 0 0 02] 0 10 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that high-lvel waste can be received, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limk?

Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System Ventilation Openings Is not required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can
be received, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event hich would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[2Yes? Rationale:
The Ground Control System Ventilation openIngs are not required to function to mitigate a credible Design Basis Event.

13 WM the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to . radioactive release above the federal imits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The direct failure of the Ground Control System Ventilation Opening will not result hI a credible Design Basis Event

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System wIthin the Ventilation Openings performs does not form part of the natural or engineered barrier

22 Can direct failure of the SSC signlrfcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomnechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers whih may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

D Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Ground Control System within the Ventilation Openings wIN not siagnllcantly affect the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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S_ SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Ventilation Openings Level 4: iWA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hIrportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collectlon, containment, andlor monitoring of sle-generated radioactive waste?

[_ Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System does not have a site-generated waste function.

QA4 Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

1i Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control System does not have a fire protection function.

QA-6 - knportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Event coult faiure of the SSC Impair the capabilty of QA-l or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Ground Control System could Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their waste
Isolation functions. especially If rockfall due to failure of this SSC damages these QA-11i2 SSCs.

QA-6 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC s function prioIde detection or alarm of unauthorezed intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs fnction required for special nuclear material accountablity?

r Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform an accountablrity function.
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SDD: SS03 - Ground Control System

SSC: Ventilation Openings Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel raiation shielding, reduce dose rates h radoactive aeas, or requk'e personnel access ito rdiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not associated with persornel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hi radoactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC apermanently histaled radcation monor which monitors areas fbr personnel radiation protecion?

E[ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesb'on Is fobrhstocal endtraceablty purposes onty. A yes' answer fo fths quoston does notprovlde nclusion to the Q-List

S.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to raddlogical safety (aA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The Ground Control Systems In other areas have been previously classified as CA-1 and OA-5 by M&O OA Classification
Analysis of Ground Support Systems, Document No. BABEE0000-01717-2200-001 Rev 04.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 CA-3 QA-4 CA-S tAL6 CA-7 Non-C

00E 0 [J 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, sored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not required to provide reasonable assurance
that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public. Waste is not
stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository; only the operations portion of the repository.
However, once waste packages are Introduced Into this portion of the repository, this portion of the repository (the ramp
ventilation) will be rnportant to radiological safety.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not required to be operable to prevent or mitigate
the consequences of a DBE hat couid otherwise resuit In a radioactive release above federal limits. However, once waste
packages ae Introduced ibn this portion ofthe repository. this portion of the repository (the ramp ventilation) wil be
Important to radiological safety.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which wouid lead to a radloactive release above the federal fliris?

El Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository will not result hI a DBE which would lead
to a radioactive release

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or engineered barrters
important to Waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteris-tics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository wil not affect the function of the

naturallenglneered barriers. thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - rnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC designed for cotlection, containment, andfor monitorlng of site-generated radioacive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with site-generated radioactive
waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from the effects o fi?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not serve as . barrier to protect OA41 or
QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of . Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC kIpalr the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

7 Yes? Rationale:

Falure or the ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository could Impair the capability of QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs on the operations portion of the repository from performing their waste Isolation functions by Interfering with
operational side subsurface ventilation systems.

QA4 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intusion or unauthorzed explosie materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with detectionalarm of
Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with nudear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: NIA

QA-T - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requke personnel access into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the development portion or the repository is not associated with personnel radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates In raclioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monors areas Ibr personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the development portion of the repository is not part of a radiation monitor or monitorig
system.

Previous CA Classification:

This quesion i ftrhistodcat and bceabli'ypwposes onty. A 'yes answer to this questlon does notprovide hicbsion to the 4-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbon, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiodogical safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Area Venrilation) Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1, as A-1. This SSC (Development Area Ventilation) Is contained on the a4.1st by direct Inclusion.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

OA-1 QA-2 CA-3 CA-4 CA-6 GA-A GA-7 Non-C
O ) 0 O 0 0 0

QA-I - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal knits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface developmental shaft ventilation system provides air to personnel, and provides temperatue control for the
underground openIngs. The ventilation shaft on the developmert portion of the repostory, however, Is n required to
provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and
safety to the public.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation shaft on the development portion of the repository Is part of the ventilation system that Is not required to be
operable to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result in a radioactive release above federal
Emits. However, once waste packages are Introduced into this portion of the repository, this portion of the repository (the
shaft) may be Important to radiological safety.

1.3 W the direct failure of the SSC resuti a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoaclve release above the federal Emits?

2 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development portion ventilation shaft wit not result in a DBE which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 . Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

] Yes? Rationale:
The development portion ventilation shaft Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnirfican affect the hydroogical, geochemical, orgeomechanical characteristics othe natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development portion ventilaton shaft would not affect the function of the naturallengineered barriers, thereby
preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QA-3i Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

Li Yes? Rationale:
The development portion ventlation shaft Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

O1 Yes? Rationale:
The development portion ventilation shaft does not serve as a barrier to protect OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of
fire.

QA-B - Important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Event could faiue of the SSC impair the capabilTy of OA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performingir ther
radiological safety or waste isolation fuiction?

5 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development portion ventilation shaft could Impair the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from perforrning
their waste isolation functions.

qA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function prove detection or salrm of unauthorized intrusion or unauhozed explosive materials hi the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The development portion ventilation shaft is not associated with detection/alarm of intruders or presence of explosive
material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

Yes? Rationale:
The development portion ventilation shaft Is not associated with nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access hito radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

D Yes? Rationale:

The development portion ventilation shaft is not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates
hI radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSCa permanently istated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personne radiafion protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The devlopment portion ventilation shaft Is not part of a radiation monitor or monitoring system.

Previous QA Classilicatlon:

This question is for NstodcIaend traceabilty pwposs o*. A 'yes'answerto ftfs quesion does not provide hIlusbn to the Q-Lt

6.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
TNs SSC (Development Area Ven6l1ation) Is contained on the Q-ist by direct inciuslon for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 35.5.1, as CA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System

Level 4: Drift Excavation

Level 5: NIA

OA-1 OA-2o 0
GA-3 CA-4 CA-6 GA-6on 0 0

QA-7 Non-Q
o 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The drift excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not provide reasonable assurance
tht spent fuel can be handied, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubiic. Waste I not
stored, emplaced, or retrleved from the development portion of the repository; only the operations portion of the repository.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The drift excavation ventilation system an the development portion of the repository does not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal Emits.

1.3 Win the direct faikere of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the drift excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository wiN not result In a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 I tmportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste iolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The drift excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or engineered
barriers Important to waste Isolation.

'2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered baniers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

E Yes? Ra0onale:

Failure of the drift excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository will not affect the function of
the naturaUengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Drift Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NWA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colletion, containment, andlor monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The drift excavation on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 I mnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ire?

F' Yes? Rationale:
The drift excavaiion on the development portion of the repository does not serve as a barder to protect QA-t or QA-2
SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-6 . kiportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could failure of the SSC impair the capablity of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radblogical safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the drift excavation on the development portion of the repository could impair the capablity of QA-1 or GA-2
SSCs from performing their Waste isolation functions.

QA-6 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

[2Yes? Rationale:
The drift excation on the development portion of the repository is not associated with detectionlaarm of Intruders or
presence of explosive material.

6.2 is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
' Yes? Rationale:

The drift excavation on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with nuclear material accountability.
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.0-list Questions Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation Syslem

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Drift Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NJA

QA-7 - lmportant to Occupationai Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel racattn shiekding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or reqire personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioacive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The drift excavation on the devetopment portion of the repository Is not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the
reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 ts the SSC a pemianently instaled radiation monltor which monitors areas or personel radiation protectlon?

C Yes? Rationale:

The drift excavation on the development portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monitor or monitoring system.

Previous QA Classfication:

Thi queston Ls for histodd and frceably puposes on. A yss'answerto rois quesfon does notprovIde £clusibn to the Q-Ls

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses,'a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusbon for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.5.1, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System

Level 4: Raise Excavation

Level 5: N/A

.

OA-I CA-2
o 0

CLA-3 QA.4 CA-U (kA-6 OA-7 Non-O
0 0 ~ 0 0 0

QA-1 - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is fte SSC required to provlIde reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be recived, handled, paciaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wto exceeding the federal knits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not provide reasonable
assurance that spent fuel can be handed, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public.
Waste Is not stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository ory the operations portion of the
repositry.

1.2 Is the SSC required functin to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event ich wouldotherwise result hin radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not prevent or miate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal lmits.

1.3 Wi the direct aidlure f the SSC restit ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead toa radoacive release above the federal hiims?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Fulhje of the raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository wil not result hi DBE which
would lead to radioactive release.

CA- - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banters?

CI Yes? Rationale:

The raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or engineered
barriers important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC stgnircartly affect the hydrological, geochemical. orgeomechanicat characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not affect the function
of the naturasengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Raise Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

QA3 - himportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fhnction of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not assoclated wit site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 i-kportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protert QA-1 or OA-2SSCs from the effects of ire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The raise excavation ventilaton system on the development portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to protect
QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert. could falure of the SSC tmpatr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Y Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the raise exavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository could Impair the capability
of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with detection/alarm
of intruders or presence of explsIve material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requred for spedal nuclear material accountability?

i1 Yes? Rationale:

The raise ecaation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with nuclear
material accountabilty
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Raise Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The raise excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with personnel
radiation shie ding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

The ratse excavation venlation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part or a radiation monitor or
monitorfn system.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is for hWofc and traceabity purposes onl. A yes answer to this question does notprovide kniuslon to MHe Q,-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbn, that led to the previous concusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the O-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1. as OA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Turnout Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 QA-3 0A-4 CQA-S GA-6 CLA-7 Non-Q
Eo 0 0 0 5Z 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant lo Radiological Sakety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prvide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

LI Yes? Rationale:
The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not provide reasonable
assurance that spent fel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubic.
Waste Is not stored, emplacecd or retrieved from the development portion of the repository, only the operations portion of the
repository.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Will the direct filure of the SSC resuit In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release aboe the federal limis?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repostory will not result In a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The turnout exaation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository is not part of the natural or
engtneered barriers Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechancal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

Failure of (he turnout excavation ventilation system on the development porton of the repository would not affect the
function of the naturalengineered barriers, thereby preventing them frno performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Turnout Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of ite-generated radioactive waste?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:
The turnout excavation ventilatbn system on the development portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to
protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of IIre.

QA-S - important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 Asa resuit of aDesign Basis Event couldb alure of the SSC impair the capabiRty of QA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

3 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository could Impair the capability

of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs firom performing their waste Isolation functions.

QA.6 - hIportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

r2 Yes? Rationale
The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with
detection/alarm of intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 is the SSCs function required for speil nucilear material accountabilty?

U Yes? Rationale:
The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Turnout Excavation

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational R iologkal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prvde personnel radaton shielding reduce dose rates I radbacie areas or equle personnel access Into radiation
areas by is owvn radioactive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The turnout excavation ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous OA Classification:

This question is for listoncal and traceabffty purposes ordty. A 'yes answer to tfhs question does notpro vie kxtsbn to the Q-List

*.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body or consensus, or by direct Incusion, that led tothe previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

0 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventilation System) is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service
and Utrity Systems. 3.5..1, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Charging Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-1 QA-2 CA-3 GA-4 CIA-& CA-6 QA-7 Non-0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 li the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

r Yes? Rationale-
The charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not provide reasonable assurance
that spent fel can be handled, stored and retrieved wlthout undue risk to the health and safety to the public. Waste Is not
stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository, only the operations portion of the repository.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that coud otheuwlse result in a radioactive release above federal Eimits.

1.3 Wit the direct fablure of the SSC resuit In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

n Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the charging stations ventllatloA system on the development portion of the repository will not result In a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barres?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The charging stations vertliation system on the development portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered barriers important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sinificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanlcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers wich may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not affect the
function of the naturallengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Charging Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

L Yes? Rationale:

The charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrler to protect
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from She effects of fire.

QAS- Ibportant to Potential Interaction:

L1 As. result of a Design Basis Event could falure of the SSC Inpair the capabilty of A-t or QA-2 SSCs fror performing lhelr
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not Impair the
capability of d A-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

L Yes? Rationale:

The charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not assoclated with
detectioiValarm of Intruders or presenoe of explosive material

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountab.Trty7

C Yes? Rationaleb

The charging stations ventilation system on the development porton of the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Charging Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Rts awn radioactive source term?

I Yes? Rationale:
The charging stations ventilation system an the development portion of the repository are not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hi radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Irstaled radiation nior which moritors areas for personnel radiation protection?

12 Yes? Rationale:
The charging stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not palt of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is for hstoaland raceabftypurposes only. A wyesanswerto tho s queston does notpxovde hIcson lothe. tohe

310 Are there other factors, such as prevlou analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the preious conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

| Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventlation System) Is contained on the a-iist by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 35.5.1, as QA-.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems

Level 4: Fueling Bays

Level 5: N/A

OA-1 GA-2 OA-3 OA-4 0A-1 QGA-6 GA-7 Non-G
a0 [ 0 0 0o o z

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurrce that highlevel waste can be received handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

El Yes? Rationale:
The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion or the repository do not provide reasonable assurance that
spent fel can be handled, stored. and retrieved w~thout undue risk to the health and safety to the pu6ic. Waste is not
stored. emplaced, or remeved from Ihe development portion of the repository, only the operations portion of the repository.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal lmis?

L Yes? Rationale:
The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not prevent or mritgate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result in a radioactive release above federal limits

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resuft hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Enits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository will not result hi a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release.

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation function by forrning part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The fueling bays ventilton system on the development portion of the repository are not part of the natural or engineered
banters Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the fuel ng bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would rnot affect the function of
the naturallengineered barriers, thereby preventin them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Fueling Bays

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or montoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 '- Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does fe SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSC5 from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion o0 the repository do not serve as a barrierto protect QA-I
or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ire.

CA-5 - kriportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC in'pair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not impair the capability of
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functon provide detection or alarm o unauthorized itrusion or unauthorized apiosive materials h the restricied area?

[:Yes? Rationale:

The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with detectionlalarm of
Intruders or presence or exploslve material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requied for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated wth nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Fueling Bays

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radialon shelkdirng reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by is own radioaclive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The fueling bays ventlatio system on the development pon of the repository are not associated with personnel radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instafled raciation monitor which montors areas fbr personnel radiation protection?

L Yes? Rationale:

The fueling bays ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not part of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous CA Classification:

rhs quesifon bs frhonca!rnd tceabply put poses onl A Ws ensrib tis quesffon des notprwdde ion to the Q0 st

1.6 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusbn, Vat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Inportant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) is contained on the 04List by direct Inchusion for the Underground Service and
Utrly Systems. 3.5.5.1, as CA-.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems

Level 4: Pumping Stations

Level 5: N/A

CA-I QA-2
o E

0A-3 QA4 OA-5l QA-6
o o 0 0

OA-7 Non-C
O S:

QA-1 * hnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

L Yes? Rationale:
The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not provide reasonable assuance
that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrived without undue rlsk to the health and safety to the public. Waste is not
stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository; only the operations portion of the repository.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. miligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The pumping slations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not prevent or miligate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result in a radioactIve release above federal Emits.

1.3 win the direct ailure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale

Failure of the pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository will not result hi a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 . Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

a Yes? Rationale:

The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not affect the
function of the natural/engineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Pumping Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 6: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fcton of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andlor monitoring of ste-generated radioactve waste?

L Yes? Rationale:
The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protec QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Ratinale:

The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

C.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, could fhure of the SSC impair the capabilrty of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

EJ Yes? Rationale:
Fallure of the pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not impair the

capaixTity of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-C - Imnportant to Physial Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrsion orunauthorized exposive materials I the restrkited urea?
C Yes? Rationale:

The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with
detectiontaiarm of intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

, Yes? Rationale:
The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion o0 the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SOD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Pumping Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NWA

QA-T . Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiatin shiekding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive reas. or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

[O Yes? Rationale:
The pumping stations ventilation system en the development poition of the repository are not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monItor which monRtors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The pumping stations ventilation system on the development portion of the repository am not palt of a radiatlon monitor or
monitorIng system.

Previous QA ClasstricatIon:

This quesion t or hlstodcal and taceablly pwposes only. A yes' answer to ths questfon does notproWde hidusIo to the Q-Ls

3.0 Are there other factors, such as preWous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct lncluslon that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

C7 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) is contained on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utilty Systems. 3.5.5.1, as QA41.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems

Level 4: Refuge Chambers

Level 5: NWA

...

GA-1 GA.2o 0
QIA-3 OA-4 GA-6 GA4 QA-7 Norn-0
0 0 0 0 0

QA-11 - Important to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved wlthout exceeding the federal limits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The refuge chambers ventilation systern on the development portion of the repository does not provide reasonable
assurance at spent fuel can be handted, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public.
Waste Is not stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository orny the operations portion of the
repository.

1.2 is the SSC required to hfction to prevert, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouki otherwise result in a radioacive
release above fte federal limits?

L Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE Wat could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result ins credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a racloactive release above the federal limits?

1 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the refuge chambers ventlation system on the development portion o the repository will not result hi a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isobtion:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

CL Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered barriers important to waste Isolation.

22 Can direct hflure of the SSC sinificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them rorm performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not affect the function
of the naturallengIneered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Refuge Chambers

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[2Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventlation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 - important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA46 - Important to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Event, could failure o the SSC impair the capabiliy of A-l or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository wouid not Impair the
capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC s function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

Li Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portIon of the repository are not associated with
detection/alarm of intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

r2 Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD; SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Refuge Chambers

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-7 . iknportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnet radlation shielding, reduce dose rates i radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radtion
areas by its on radioactive source term?

r Yes? Rationale:

The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the teduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently histalled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The refuge chambers ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not part of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous QA ClassificatIon:

This question is for hlstodcal and traceabJty puwposes onty. A 'yes' answer to this question does hot proWde kIduslon to the 0-ULst

g.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utilily Systems, 3.5.51, as QA-.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems

QA-11 tA-2 CA-3 Q
O 0 0 .

Level 4: Science Cutouts

Level 5: NIA

A-4 CA-E QA- QA-7 Non4
O 0 0 0 i3

QA-1 - important to Radiological Safofr.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

O2 Yes? Rationale:
The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not provide reasonable assurance
that spent fuel can be handed, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubric. Waste is not
stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository; only the operations portion of the repository.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal EImits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The science cutouts ventilatIon system on the development portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a D0E that could otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federal Emits.

1.3 Wi the direct falure ofthe SSC reslit In a credible Design 8asis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal miTuS?

~ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the acience cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository will not result In a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release.

QLA-2 - Irportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isulation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not padt of the natural or engineered
barrlers Important to waste Isolation.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not affect the function
of the naturalengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Science Cutouts

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Inportant lo Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed bor collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

( Yes? Rationale:

The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository re not associated with site-generated
radioactve waste.

QA.4 - important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QAA1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA4 - important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, coukl falure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fm performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale

Failure of the science cutouts ventilaaion system on the development portion of the repository would not Impair the
capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste kolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection alarm oa unauthorkaed ntrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The science cutouts ventilation system an the development portion of the repository are not associated with
detectionhalarrn of Intruders or presence of explosive material.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Science Cutouts

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-T - Important to Occupatlonal Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnet radlation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requb personnel access into radation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the repository are not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 Is Ihe SSC apermanenty Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protecUton

O Yes? Rationale:
The science cutouts ventilation system on the development portion of the reposltory are not paet of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is forhistodcatandirecabfEtypurposes only. A 'yes' answerto ths question does notprovide ncbsion to the Q-Lst

a.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inlusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contalned on the Q-List by direct hIcluson for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Performance Confirmation System

Level 4: NA

Level 5: NIA

.... ..

CA-1 CA-2
:O 0

QA-3 GA-4 QA-Go 0 0
QA-6 tlA-7

00
Uon-Q

QA-1 - Imnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prmdde reasonable assurance that highevel waste can be receIved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding tie federal Imis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the development ventilation system Is used during the
contrucion phase and does not ensure that highlevel waste can be handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, or retrieved
without exceeding federal iEmits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

i_ Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the Performance Confirmation Systems does not perform functins to prevent, mitigate or monitor
credible DBEs which may exceed federal limits hi the event of a radioactive release.

123 Wi te direct falure o the SSC resut hi a dredible Design Basis Event which would ead to radloacive release above th federal lmits?

a] Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development ventilation system fr the performance confirmation system for the repository wil not result in a
DBE which would lead to. radioactive release

QA-2 - important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0i Yes? Rationale:

The development ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the repository is not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engIneered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the development ventilation system for the performance confrmation system for the repository would not affect
the function of the naturalengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing ther waste isoation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: DevelopmentVentilation System Level 4: NA

Level 3: Performance Confirmation System Level 5 N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed fo collectcin, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development ventation system for the performance confirmation system for the repository Is not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
The development ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the repository does not serve s a barrer
to protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-6 - important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 Ass resuit ofa Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC inpair the capablity of OA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

r Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the repository should not impair
the capabWiy or OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Irnportant to PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs Function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized expxosve materials In the restricted area?

CYes? Rationale:
The development ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the repository k not associated with
detectiontalarm of Intruders or presence of explosive material

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
[2Yes? Rationale:

The development ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the repository Is not associated with
nuclear material accountabiity.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Performance Confirmation System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requike personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The development ventilation system for the performance confirmation system on the development portion of the repository
is not associated with personnel radiation shelding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty Installed radlation onitor which monitors aeas for personnel radiaton protecion?

_ Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the performance confirmation system for the repositlory is not part ofa radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Prevtous QA Classification:

This question is for Istotcal end raceabty puposes only. A 'yes* answer to M squesfton does notprovide Iciuslon to the Q-Jst

8A. Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is kniportant to radidogical safety (QA-i) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

7 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventilation System) is contained on the Q-List by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.5.2, as QA-.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Shop/Warehouse Area System Level 5: NIA

OA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 QA-E l A-6 QA-7 Non-Q
O 0 00 0 0 0 SZ

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be receved, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wilhout exceeding the federal mrits?

L Yes? Rationale:
The shopiwarehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not required to provide
reasonable assurance that pent fel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the
public. Waste Is not stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository. only the operations
portion of the repository.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwIse result in I radioactive
reease above the federal Emits?

r Yes? Rationale:
The shop/warehouse area ventiltion system on the development portion of the repository does not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a OBE that couid otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal Eitds.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resull In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the shopANarehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository will nrot resuft in a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA- - important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The shop/warehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct filure of the SSC signficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the shop/arehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not affect the
function or the natural/engineered barrlers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Shop/Warehouse Area System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection containment, and/or monioring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The shoplwarehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not issociated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The shopwaehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to
protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - Important to Potential hIteraction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evenrt could hallure of the SSC kipalr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radlological safety or waste Isolation function?

2 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the shopwarehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository would not Impair the
capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA.8 - kIportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functin provide detection or alarm of unauthorized hitnnion or unauthorized explosive materials h the restricted urea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The shop/warehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository I not associated with
detectiontalarm of Intruders or presence of explosfve material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

EYes? Rationale:

The shop/Warehouse urea ventilation system on the development portion of the repository is not associated with nuclear
material accountabiity.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Shop/Warehouse Area System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive ;reas. or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
The shop/warehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The shop/warehouse area ventilation system on the development portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monitor
or monitoring system

Previous QA Classifcation:

7is queston I orhistodalandbaceabltypurposes ony. A yes nswertoth quesfon des not provid ndusbn to the Q-List

8.0 Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect Inclusion, ihat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QhA1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

b Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.51 as OA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Air Movers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

CA-1 Q-2 CA-3 CA-4 QA-S QA-6 QA-7 Non-C
0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important lto Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assw'ance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without xceeding the federal lmits?

SE Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the development portion of the repository provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be handled.
stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubic. The air mbvers on the development portion of
the repository are required to be operable to maintain the proper air balance hI the repository and thus provide for
radiological safety ri the event of a breach of a waste package or other such event that leads to a release of radioactivity on
the operations portion of the repository.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtigate or monitora credIble Design Basis Event whichwould aterwlse result In a radioactive
release above the federal fmits?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the development portion of the repository are reqLired to be operable to mitigate the consequences of a
DBE that couid otherwise lesuit hI a radioactive release above federal Omits. These air movers maintain the air balance
between the development portion and the operations portion of the repository such that leakage between these systems will
Dow from the development system to the emplacement system.

1.3 WU the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioaclive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the air movers on the development portion of the repository will not result In a DBE which would lead to a
radioactive release.

QA-2 - important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does tie SSC perform a waste isolation functin by forming part ofthe natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the development portion of the repository are not part of the natural or ernineered barriers Irmpotant to
waste Isolation.

22 Can direct falkire of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the air Mors on the developmrent portion of the repository wouid not affect the function of the naturalaengineered
barriers, thereby preventing them fromn performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Air Movers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, cortainment. and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

' Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the development portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

QA-5 - Ivnportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As aresuKl of. Design Bsis Evert couldfalue of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

i3 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the air movers on the development portion of the reposiory would not ImpaIr the capabDity of QA-1 or QA-2
SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthrized intrusion or unauthoied explosive material the restricted area?
o Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the development portion of the repository are not associated with detection/alarm of Intruders or
presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs funcion required for special nucear rmaterial accountabil?

a Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the development portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSOS - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Air Movers

Level 3: Ventilabton Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

C ies? Rationale:
The air movers on the development portion of the repository are not associated with personnel radiation shielding or ten
reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation mnitor which monito areas for p nel radtbn prtection?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the development portion of the repository are not par of a radiation monlor or monitoring system.

Previous QA Classifcatlon:

This question is forhsodcalndtraceablfypurposes only. A yes' answero this ques6on does notprvide incluson to the Q-LIst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Iiportant to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-list by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Control Devices

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: NIA

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 OA4 QA- CQA- OA-7 Non-Q

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QA-1 -mportarit to RadiologIcal Saety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lmits?

SE Yes? Rationale:
The control devices for the development ventiation system provide assurance that high-level waste can be handled, stored.
and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubic. These devices control the flow of air to ensure a
balanced air flow distributon such that air leakage always flows from the development portion of the repository to the
operations portion of the repository

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Enits?

5 Yes? Rationale:
The control devices for the development ventilation system are required to be operable to mitigate the consequences of a
DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal limits. This system ensures that the air balance
between the development portion and the operations portion of the repository Is such that leakage between these systems
will flow from the development system to the emplacement system.

1.3 Will the direct failre of the SSC resAt In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the control devices for the development ventilation system will not necessarily result in a DBE which would lead to
a radioactive release.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The control devices for the development ventilation system are not part of the natural or engineered barriers Important to
waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the control devices for the development ventilation system would not affect the function of the naturallengineered
barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Control Devices

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 t 1the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andor monitorin of ite-generated racioactive waste?

3] Yes? Rationale:
The control devices for the devebpment ventilation system are not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from ite elfects offire2

El Yes? Rationale:
The control devices for the development ventilation system do not serve as a barrer to protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

QA-6 - Important to Potential hIteraction:

5.1 As a resut of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC ipalr the capabity dofA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the control devices for the devebpment ventilation system wouid not Impair the capabilty of QA-I or QA-2
SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-9 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs hunction provide detction or alarm of unauthorted intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the mstricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The control devices for the development ventilation system are not associated with detection/alarrm of intruders or
presence of explosive material.

62 Is the SSCs functn qud for special nuclear material accountabilty?
_ Yes? Rationale:

The control devices for the development ventilation system are not associated vith nuclear material accountabily.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Control Devices

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7. Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shiekdng, reduce dose rates I radoacre areas, or reque prsonnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

11 Yes? Rationale.
The control devices for the development ventilation system are not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the
reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[1` Yes? Rationale:
The control devices for the development ventilation system are not part of a radiation monitor or monitoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This question Is Ibr histors cal and traceab puposes only. A 'yes answerto this qusffon does notproide hclusion to 0O, Q-Ls

E.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is irnportant to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventilation System) is contained on the Q-Lst by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
UWflity Systems. 3.5.5.1. as QA-.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities

OA-1 QA-2 I
Li 0

Level 4: Dust/Fume Control

Level 5: N/A

QA-3 LA-4 QA-S CIA- QA-7 Non-C
O0 0 0 0 Oi

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceedimg the federal Imits?

L Yes? Ratonale:
The dust/fume control equipment on the development portion of the repository does not provide reasonable assurance that
spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public. Waste is not
stored, emplaced, or retrieved from the development portion of the repository; only the operations portion of the repository
ibis equIpment is not Important to radiological saty.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

L Yes? Rationale:
The dustfume control equipment on the development portion of the repository does not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In radioactive release above federal rinits. This equipment is not
hnportant to radiological safety.

1.3 Wi the direct failure ofthe SSC result hia credible Design Basis Event whichwould lead to a radoactive rlease above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the dust/fume control equipment on the development portion of the repository will not result In a DBE which would
lead to a-radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Islation function by forming part ofthe natural or engineered barriers?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The dustifurne control equipment on the development portion of the repository Is not padt of the natural or engineered'
barriers Ioportant to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC ssgnicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteritics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the dust/fume control equipment on the development portion of the repository would not affect the function of the
naturallengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SSO5 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Venfilation System Level 4: Dust/Fume Control

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC desIgned forcolection, containrent, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

3- Yes? Rationale:
The dust/fume control equipment on the development poution of the repository are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA'4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E] Yes? Rationale:

The dust/fume control equipment on the development portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1
or QA-2 SSCs frorn the effects of ire

QA - Irnportant to Potential Interacthon

Li As a esul da esign Basis Event could ailre of the SSC Impair the capabTity of OA- or QA-2 SSCs from perforring their
radiologkeal safety or waste isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:

Fadiure of the dust/fune control equipment on the development portion of the repository would not impair the capabilty of
OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide dection or alarm o unauthorized intrusion or unaulthrized exiosive materials in the restricted area?
r Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with detection/alarm of intruders or presence
of explosive materl.

62 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

a Yes? Rationale:

The dust/fume control equipment on the development portion of the repository is not associaed with nuclear materiai
accountabtiy.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Dust/Fume Control

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: NIA

QA-? - Irnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation ding, reduce dose rates hi radoacthve areas, or reqike personnel access ito radiation
areas by its own radioactive source tern?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The dustfume control equtpment on the development portion of the repository Is not associated wuth personnel radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstalled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

12 Yes? Rationale:
The dust/furne control equipment on the development portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monit or
monitoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesion Is tar histofcal and traceablltypuposes only. A yes answer to tls ques6on does notpmridde nciuson to fhe Q-Us

3.0 Are there other factors such as previous analyses a body of consensus or by direct Inclusion that ed o the previous conclusion thal
this SSC is Important to radiological safety (QA.i) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

SE Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1, as CA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities

Level 4: Heating/Coding

Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 QA-3
O . O 0

QA4 CA-S CIA-$ CA-7 Non-0
O 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requIed to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lhe federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The heatinglcoooing ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository does not provide reasonable
assirance that spent fuel can be handed, stored, and retrieved without undue rIsk to the health and safety to lie pubric.
Waste packages are not stored on the development portion of the reposftoy even when waste packages are eventually
ctored hI these drifts, the heatingtooling system will not be required to provide this assurance.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miate, or monilor a credible Design Basis Event which woild otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Enits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The heating/cooring ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository does not prevent or mitigate
the consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal limits.

1.3 WIN the direct failure fthe SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event whichwould leadto a radoacive release above the federal Omits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of tie heating/coollng ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository will not result hI a
DBE which would lead to a rdioactve reease.

QA-2 - Important to Waste ksolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation fnction by forming part of the natural or engineered barrIers?

o Yes? Rationale:

The heatingkoormg ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct faiure of the SSC Igniricanty affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechaical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste Isolation Function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Faflure of the heating/coolng vertilaton system equipment on the deveopment portion of the repository would not affect the
function of the natural/engineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Heating/Cooling

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

12 Yes? Rationale:
The heatinrcooling ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

CA-4 - Irportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Doesthe SSC protect QA-t or OA-2 SSCs from the effects ofd ft?

C Yes? Rationale:
The heating/cooling ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier
to protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects or fire.

QA4 - Important to Potential hIteraction:

5.1 As a resut o a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capablity of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Faffure of the heating/cooing ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository would not Impair
the capability of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function proride detection or alarm o unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hi the restricted area?

Yes? Rationale:

The heating/cooling ventlation system equipment on the development portion of the repository Is not associated with
detecion/alarm of intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required fbr special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The heating/ooling ventilation system equipment on the development portion of the repository is not associated with
nuclear material accountabllity.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Heating/Cooling

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlatbn a"elding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source lerm?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The heating/cooling ventilation system equipment on the development portion or the repository is not associated with
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monior which monitors areas tor personnel radiation protection?

17 Yes? Rationale:
The heating/cooling ventbltaon system equipment on the development portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation
monitor or monitoring system.

Previous CA Classification:

This question is for historialndtraceablty purposes only. A ¶yes'ansver to hs question does notprovide Inclusion to te 0-List

. Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body or consensus, or by direct Inclusion, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

S Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventiiation System) Is contained on the 0-Ust by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.51, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Silencers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 CA-S QA-4 CA-6 A-6 S CA-? Non-C
i O O 0 0 0 0 C

CA-1 - riportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requd to proIde reasonable assunce that high-lel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, empLd, nd
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository do not provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel
can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue dsk to the health and safety to the publc.

12 I the SSC requiredto function to prevent. dtigate or monitora credibb Design Basis Event whichwould o(hemise result a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the consequences of a DBE
that could otherwise result n a radioactive release above federal 6mits.

1.3 Win the direct ibure of the SSC resLdt ina credible Design Basis Event which would lead toa radcoactive release above tle federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation silencers on the development potion of the repository will not result In a DBE which would lead to a
radioactive release.

CA-2 I-mportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the naral or engineered barners?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation silencers on the developmrent portion of the repository are not part of the natural or engineered barriers
Important to waste Isolatin.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation finction?

L Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository would not affect the function of the
naturalengineered barrers thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Silencers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collecton, contalnment, andlor monitonng of site-genemted radioaclive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation sencers on the development portion of the repos3tory are not associated with site-generated radioactive
waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or QA-2
SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA4 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failue of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performig their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository would not impair the capablity of QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation hfnctions.

QA46 - kIportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intruslon or unauthorized exposive materials in the restricted area?

, Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository are nol associated with detectiontalarm of intruders
or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabiriy?

L Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: Silencers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personrel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or requre personrel access into radiaton
areas by its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation silencers on the development portion of the repository are not associated with personnel radiation shieling
or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation mitor which moritors areas for persornel radiaon protection?

Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation silencers on the development portion of Cue repository are not part of a radiation monror or monitoring
system.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesuon is forhtodcafandtecaablftypuposes on*. A es'answerto Ibis quesfion does notprovde hchuslon to the Q-List

a.0 Are there other hotors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radidogfcal safety (QA-1) orwaste soation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: DevelopmentVentilationSystem Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Level System Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA-2 CA-3 OA4 A-6 CQA-6 CA-7 Non-a
_________p~1 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system ensures a balanced ar flow distnbution
using reasonable ventilation control measures on the development portion of the repository. This SSC is required to provide
assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, emplaced and stored on the operations portion of the repository
without exceeding federal nimnts.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result h a radioactive
rek-ase above the federal tmits?

; Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system Is required to be operable to mitigate the
consequences or a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal rnits. This system ensures that
the air balance between the development portion and the operations portion of the repository Is such that leakage between
these systems will flow from the development system to the emplacement system.

1.3 Wig the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal firiits?

1 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system wil not result In a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release. Failure of this system does not necessarily mean waste packages will release their
contents or result In a DBE which would lead to such a release.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

L Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system is not part of the natural or engineered
barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sbnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system would not affect the function of
the naturallengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Iolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Development Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Level System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 b the function of the SSC designed for coletion, eontainment, and/or monitoring of ste-generated radioactve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system Is not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

r Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the devdoprnert portion of the repository ventilation system does not sere as a barrier to protect OA-
I or QA-2 SSCs from the eflects of fre.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of theSSC pairthe capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from perfomring their
radiological safety or waste Islation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system would not impair the capability of
CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6 1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized hitrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system Is not associated wfih detectionlalarm of
intruders or presence of expiosive material.

6,2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabirdy?

C Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilalion system Is not associated with nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: DevelopmentVentilationSystem Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Level System Level 6: NIA

QA-i - Irnportant to Occupatonal Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates h radioacive reas, or requke personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the development portion of the repository ventilation system Is not associated wdth personnel radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a pennanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the development potbin of the repository ventilation system Is not part of a radiation morfor or
monkorlng systerr.

Previous CA Classification:

This quesion otbrhfstordelnd hceabfypurposes only. A "yesanswerto this question does notpmnde hicfuslon to the -LIst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as premvous analyses. * body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conchlsion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste isolation (CA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Development Ventilation System) Is contained on the C-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.5.1, as CA-1.
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SDD: SSO5 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

C*A-1 CA-2 CA-S GA-4 QA-S E A-6 QA-7 Non-Q
0 00C1 1 0 00 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Seety:

1.1 s the SSC required to prndde reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handld, packaged, stored, emplaced, nd
retrieved wihout exceeding the Wederal limWts?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The ramp access ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is required to provide reasonable assurance
that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safetyto the public. This part of
the ventilation system is required to function as designed to maintain the proper air Nlow through the operational portion of
the repository, thus ensuring that federal limits are not exceeded If there Is a breach f a waste package In the operational
portion of the repository.

12 is the SSC required to functionto preventr miUgate, or montrora credible Design BEads Event whichwouid othterwise result hiam radioactive
release above the federal limits?

b Yes? Rationale:
The ramp access ventilation system on the operations porion of the repository Is required to be operable and function as
designed to maintain the proper air flow through the operational portion of the repository. This wIll prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a OBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Wil the direct falure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radIoactive release above the federal Emits?

i Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the access venblation system ramp on the operations portion of the repository wil not result In a DBE which would
lead to radioactive release (assurning that failue of the ramp does damage the waste packages).

QA-2 - Irnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

1 Yes? Rationale;
The ramp access ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of the natural barriers Important to
waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ramp access ventilation system on the operations potion of the repostory wl not affect the function of the
naturalkenghneered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the functin of the SSC designed for collecUon, contalnmern, and/or monitoring of ste-generated radbactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ramp ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with site-generated radioactive
waste.

QA-4 hirportant to Fire Protection:

4. Does the SSC protect GA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

22 Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or GA-
2 SSCs fron the effects or fire.

QA-6 - knportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event could falure of the SSC impair the capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 S$Cs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ramp ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository will not impair the capability of QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

GA-6 t Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

61 Does tbe SSCs tunc0n prvide detection or alarm unauthoried inltuson or unauthorlzed xaposive materlais in the rsticted area?

E Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the operatlons portion of the repository Is not associated with detectionalarm of intruders
or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountabit?

i Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the operations portion of the repos~tory Is not associated with nuclear material
accountablly.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Ramp

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates hi radoactwe areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ramp ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with personnel radiation shielding
or the reduction of dose rates h radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSCa permanenty installed radiation monior which monitors areas for personnel radiation protectin?

C[ Yes? Rationale:

The ramp ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monitor or monitoring
system.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesfton Is forhistocal andIraceabltypurposes onq. A yes'answerto N quesffon does notprovide incusion to the -Lhst

o.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that Led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radioogioc salety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

I Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Emplacement Area Ventilation) Is contained on the Q-tist by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.2, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: NWA

QA-1 OA-2 GLA-3 QA4 CA- QA- CA-7 Non-C
0z o ] 0 0 01 0

QA-1 - Importan to RadlologicalS afety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prevlde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

j Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository provides *r to personnel, provides radiological
confinement, and provides temperature control for the underground openings. The venriation system for the ventilation
shaft on the operations portion of the repository (part of the ventilation system that controls the release of radioactive
particulates and gases from 1he subsurface facility) Is required to provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be
handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubic.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

1; Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operations portion of the repository Is part of ihe ventilation system;
this system controls the release of radioactive particulates and gases from the subsurface facilty. The shaft Is required to
be operable and to function as designed to maintain the proper air flow through the operational portion of the repository to,
mitigate the consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federal Ermits.

13 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credble Design Basis Event which Would lead to a radioactive relase above the federal limits?

G Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository wilt not result hI a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered batiers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository is not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste isolation.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository would not affect the
function of the neturailengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Shaft

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: NtA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for coliection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

LE Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository s not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QAt - Important to Fire Protecion

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frm the effects of fire?

1C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portIon of the repository do not serve as a barrier to
protect GA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-C * Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As. result of aDesign Basis Event. couic failure of the SSC impair the capabiiy of QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

r Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system for the vernation shaft on the operational portion of the repositorywould not Impair the
capabirly of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCe from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important lo Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarrn of uLnauthorized rusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

G Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository Is not associated with
detectionfalarm of intruders or presence of explosive material.

62 s the SSCs funcUon required for special nuclear material accountabidy?

i Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository Is not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4 Shaft

Level 3: Access Ventilation System Level 5: WA

QA7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

i Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ventilation shaft on the operational portion of the repository is not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radboactve areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which rnonltors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the ventilatIon shaft on the operational portion of the repository is not part of a radiation monitor
or monitoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon is for hitodcal and traceabfltlpuposes on*y A yes' answer to this quesfon does notproxide hdluson to the QLst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body'of consensus. or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radidogcal safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (OA.2)?

v Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Emplacement Area Ventilation) Is contained on the Q-iist by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utilty Systems. 3.5.52, as CA-t.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Drift

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 OA-2 CA-3 QA4 CA-S CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0 0I 0 0I.- 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Sadety

1.1 Is the SSC required to prcide reasonable assurice that hhevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is required to provide reasonable
assurance that spent fuel can be handed, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public.
This part of the ventilation system Is required to function as designed to maintain the proper air flow through the operational
portion or the repository, thus ensuring hat federal Eimits are not exceeded if there Is a breach of a waste package in the
operational portion of the repository.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventiiaton system on the operations portion of the repository Is required to be operable and function
as designed to maintain the proper alr flow through the operational portion o the repository. This will prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal limits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in a cedibe Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal fmits?

[2 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the emplacement cdift ventilation on the operations portion of the reposlory would nWt result In a DBE which could
lead to a radioactive release.

qA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventilation on the operations porton of the repository Is not part of the natural barrier hIportant to
waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC stinificantly affect the hydrological, geochernical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performIng their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the emplacement drft ventilation on the operations portion of the repository would not affect the function of the
natural barriers, thereby preventing them ftm performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Drift

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fuction of the SSC designed for collection, contalnment, andlor monitoring of site-generated raloactive waste?

L Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated vwith site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 I mportant to Fore Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

E Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to protect
OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-J - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As eresult of a Design asis Ever, ioud fiture of the SSC Impair the capatility of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from perforring their
radiological safety or waste Isolatin function?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the emplacement diff ventlation system on the operations portlon of the repository would not Impair the
capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA46 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alamn of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated wth detectionlalarm
of Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requted for special nuclear material accountabirty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The emplacement drift ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with nuclear
matenal accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsutface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Drift

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drWt ventbdon system on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radlation monitor which monitors areas or personnel radiaton protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The emplacement drift ventilation system on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous QA Classltiicatlon:

This question is br hstoncarandt raceabltpuposes only. A 'yes answer to this question does notprovide Icusfion to the Q-List

1.0 Are there other fators, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is important to radidoogical safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Emplacement Area Ventiltion) Is contained on the Q-Ltst by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Wility Systems, 3.5.5.2, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Ventilation Raise

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

OA-1 QA-2 CA-3 QA-4 QA-S CA4- QA-7 Non-C
z 0 o0 o a 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required t prade reasonable assurance that hig-lvel waste can be received, handied, packaged, sored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the emplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository is
required to provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the
health aKd safety to the public. This part of the ventilation system Is required to function as designed to maintain the proper
air flow through the operational portion of the repository, thus ensuring that federal rmits are not exceeded If there is a
breach of a waste package hI the operational portion of the repository.

12 Is the SSC required to function to preven. mitigate, or monior a credible Design Basis Evert which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal lims?

IZ Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the emplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository Is
required to be operable and function as designed to maintain the proper air flow tirough the operational portion of the
repository. This will prevent or mitigate the consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result hI radioactive release
above federal limits.

1.3 WiG the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead tor radioactive release above the federal limits?

E Yes? Rationale;
Failure of the ventilation system for the emplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository
will not result In a DBE which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

L Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the ernplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository does not
form part of the natural barrier hIportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system for the emplacerment chift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the
repository would not affect the function of the naturaiengmeered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their
waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Ventilation Raise

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for cdlection, containment andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the emplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository is not
associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 I-portant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes?* Rationale:
The ventilation system for the empacemnent drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository does
not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - Iknpoutant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of *Design 8asis Event, could hfaiure the SSC irnpalr the capabliity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isoiation function?

] Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the emplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository would not Impalr the
capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA 6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorkzed intuson or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

E3 Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the emplacement dnit system ventilation raise on the operations porion of the repository Is not
associated with detectionalarm of Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear mataial accountability?

E3 Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the erplacerrient drift system ventilation rise on the operations portion of the repository Is not
associated with nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Ventilation Raise

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

" Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the emplacement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository is not
associated with personnel raation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently irstaled radiation monior which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:

The ventiation system fbr the empleement drift system ventilation raise on the operations portion of the repository is not
part of a radiation monitor or monitorig system.

Previous QA Classificatlon:

This question s for hNstorcal and traceabEty purposes onry. A yes' answer to this quesgon does not provide hIcluslon to the Q-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Operations Vnlation System) Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.2, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Charging Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

CA-1 CA-2 CA-S3 CA4 CLA-B CA-6 CA-7 Non-C

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
QA-1 - hnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requtred to provide reasonable asurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository do not provide reasonable
assurance that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved wihout undue risk to the health and safety to the public.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouid otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the reposItory do not prevent or mitigate the
consequences or a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal Imits.

1.3 Winl the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which viould lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

! Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository wil not result In a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The venSilation system forthe charging stations on the operations portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered banlers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanlcal characterIsties of the natural or
engineered barrlers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of he repository would not affect the
function of the naturallengineered bariers, thereby preventing them Wonm performing their waste isoation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Charging Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, rontainment, and/or monitoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

El Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with sit-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to
protect GA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-6 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resul of a Design Basis Event, could fhlure ofthe SSC knpalr the capability of A-I or QA-2 SSCs from performnng their
radioogical safety or waste Isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the ventilation system for the charging stations an the operations portion of the repository would not inpair the
capability of GA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-4 Irnportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthortzed explosive materials In the restricted area?
El Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the charging stations an the operations portion of the repository are not associated with
detectionalarn of intruders or presence of expbosive material.

1.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with nucdear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Charging Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-7 nimportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personrel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

:I Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which moritors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the charging stations on the operations portion of the repository are not pat of a radiation
monitor or monitoing system.

Previous QA ClasstticatIon:

Tis question Is for histofcal and traceablly purposs oniy. A 's answer to tids queston does not pvide cson to e Q-Ust

J.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hidusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) is contained on the G-Llst by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.5.1, as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems

Level 4: Pumping Stations

Level 5: N/A

.

QA-11 A-2
o 0

QA-3 QA4 CA-6 OA-6 QA-7
0 0 0 0 0

Non-0
Qz

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal hmits?

Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository Is not required to provide
reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be handed, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the
public.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, ritgate. or mnitora credibe Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioacrive
release above the federal hmits?

] Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that coad otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal lmits.

1.3 Wit the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository wil not result In a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isoation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrters which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the pumpIng stations on the operations portion of the repositorywould not affect the
function of the natural/englneered barers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation funcUton.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Pumping Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: WA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contaliment. andor monitoring of sie-generated radioactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects offire?

lYes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository do not serve as a barner to
protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects ofire.

QA-5 - important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a resuit of a Desgn Basis Event could falure atlhe SSC impair the capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing ther
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository would not impair the
capatility of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radlological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 * Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC s function proide detedion or alam of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hi the restriced area?

E Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the pumrping stations on the operations portion of the repository re not associated with
detectionlalarm of Intruders or presence of expiosive materiaL

6.2 Is the SSCs function requrd for speial nuclear materil accountatility?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 -Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Pumping Stations

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hIportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the pumphig uations on the operations portion of the reposktory are not associated with
personnel radiation shieldig or the reduction of dose rates hi radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radlation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation systern for the pumping stations on the operations portion of the repoitory are not part of a radiation
monitor or monitorIng system.

Previous QA Classification:

Thk quesfon forh todcalandfncoabltypuwposs o*. A yesenswerto ils questhn dbes notprovite d n to the Q-LLst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIclusion, that led to the previous concklsion that
this SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

S7 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utilty Systems. 3.5.5.1, as OA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems

Level 4: Refuge Chambers

Level 5: N/A

QA-1 OA-2 CA-3 QA4 QA-i CA-6 CA-7
O 0 0 0 0 0 5Z

Non-Q
0

CA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

LC Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository ae not required to provide
reasonable assurance that spent fel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the
public.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion or the repository do not prevent or miligate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise resuit in a radioactive release above federal limits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result in s credle Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federa limits?

E Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repostory will not result In a DBE

which would lead toa radioactive release.

QA42 - Irnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sionihcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository would not affect the
function of the naturalkengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Refuge Chambers

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containTlent, and/or monloring of ate-generated radioactive waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with ste-
generated radloactve waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs trom the effects of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system fbr the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to
protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - hIportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As. resul of a Design Basi Event, could ilure of the SSC Inpair the capability ofQA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolatib function?

El Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository would not Impalr the
capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA- - Imrportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for lhe refuge chambers on the operations portion or the repository are not associated with
detectionralarm of inbuders or presence of explosive materl.

62 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountability?

O Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for She refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Refuge Chambers

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 6: N/A

QA-7 - Irportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or reque personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

j Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository provide forthe reduction of dose
rates hi radioactive areas by providing mir filters or fresh air to the occupants.

72 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monRtors areas for personnel radiation protection?

r Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the refuge chambers on the operations portion of the repository are not part of radiation monitor
or mntoltoring system.

Plrevitous QA Classificatlon:

This quesffon Is for histodcal and faceabrT purposes on4. A 'yes'answerto s quesfton does notpro vfdkduslon to mhoe QLst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
tNis SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) Is contained on the 04ist by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.51, as QA-I.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Science Cutouts

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA.2 QA-3 QA4 CIA-E QA-6 CA-7 Won-C
O 0 0 0.EJ 0 0 5

QA-I - Important to Radiological Safety,

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository do not provide reasonable
assurance that spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk lo the heaflt and safety to the public.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

E1 Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for 1he science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE tat could othenrise result in a radioactive release above federal limits.

Ii WM the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which wocid lead to a radioactive release above he federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation syslem for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository wYA not result In a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forrning part of the natural or engineered banlers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository are not part of the natural or
engineered barriers inportant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC signirficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste ikolalon function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repositorywould not affect the
function of the naturallengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Science Cutouts

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC designed for collection containment uandor monitoring fsite-enerated radioactive waste?

i Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository are not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-t or OA.2 SSCs from the effects of Are?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to
protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects o ftire.

QA-S - inportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event could faiure of the SSC impair the capability of A-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

=_ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository vwoutd not impalr the
capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

CA-9 - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's fnction provide detection or larm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized exosive materials in the restricted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository are not associated with
detection/alarm of Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

EC Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SSO5 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Science Cutouts

Level 3: Miscellaneous Support Cutout Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by its own radioactive sorce tern?

] Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository are not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the science cutouts on the operational portion of the repository are not part of a radiation monitor
or monitoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This queson is forhisodcalandtracablitypwposes oney. A 8ys answerlo this queston does notpro bde Ickusion to ffe Q-Us

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is important to radiological safety (OA-t) or waste kolation (CA-2)?

; Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Operational Ventilation System) Is contained on the O-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1. as CA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Performance Confirmation System

Level 4: NJA

Level 5: NJA

aA-1 OA*2 0A-3 aA4
U E L 0 0

O.A-S CA-S CA-7
LI 0 0

Non-O

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provdde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

i Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the performance confirmation system Is not required to ensure that high-level waste can be
handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, or retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtigate, or mornor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the Performance Confirmation Systems Is not required to function o mAnitor credible DBEs
which may exceed federal Immis In the event of a radioactive release.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which wovld lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

LI Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the performance confirmation syltem of the repository will not result in a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release.

GA- - Irnportant to Waste otaltion:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation functIon by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

o Yes?. Rationale:

The ventilation system for the performance confirmation system of the repository Is not part of the natural or engineered
barriers Important to waste kolation.

22 Can direct falure of the SSC signlficanly affect the hydroilcal, geochemical or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the ventilation system for the performance confirmation system of the repository would not affect the function of
the naturaltengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing ther waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Performance Confirmation System Level 5: NIA

QOA - hrporiant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function ofthe SSC designed forcoilecllon, cortalnment an'r monitorng of ste-generted radioactve waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The ventilaro system for lhe performance confirmation system of the repository Is not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - liiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA1 oa QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for te performance confirmation system of the repository does not serve ass barrier to protect QA-
I or OA.2 SSCs from the effects of fre.

OA-5 hikportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evern could failure of the SSC Irnpair the capabilty of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isoation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system for the performance confirmation system of the repository would not Impair the capability
of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC s functio provide detedion or alan of unauthowized intrusion or unauthorIzed explosive materhis in the restricted area?

- Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the performance confirmation system of the repository Is not associated with detectionfalarm of
Intruders or presence of explosive material.

62 I the SSCs function requied for special nuclear materil accountabity

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for the performance confirmation system of the repository Is not associated with nuclear material
accountabilry.

'-I
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Performance Confirmation System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

El Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system for lhe performance confirmation system on the operations potion of the repository Is not
associated with personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monlor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

F Yes? Rationale:

The ventilation syem for the performance confirmation system of the repository is not part of a radiation monitor or
monitorn system.

Previous QA Classification:

This ques0on Is forhistoa end baceabiTtypurposes wily. A 'yesanswerto ts question does notprovkfe in/u s/on to the Q-st

E.O Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inClusion, lhat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiolgcal safety (CA-1) orwdste Isolation (QA-2)?

jZ Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) is contained on the 0Q.1st by direct Inclusion for the Undergrotnd Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.52, as OA-t.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities

Level 4: Air Movers

Level 5: N/A

CXA-1i GA-2 ' OA4
0 o o

CA-4 GA-6 OA-6 COA-7
0Z 0 0 -0

Non-C
n

QA-1 - Iportant to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hih-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal llmits?

2 Yes? Rationale -
The air movers on the operations portion of the repository provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be handled,
stored, and rettieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public. Waste is stored, emplaced. and retrieved in
tis portion of the repository; the air movers must function as designed to provide for radiological safety In the event of a
breach of a waste package or other such event that leads to a release of radioactivity.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigare, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouid otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

j3 Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the operations portion of the repository are required to be operable to mitigate the consequences of a
DBE that could otherwise result hi a radioactive release above federal Imits. These air movers maintain the air balance
between the development portion and the operations portion of the repository such that leakage between these systems will
1bw from the development system to the emplacement system.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hI credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Imits?

[2Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the air movers on the operations portion of the repository will not result in a DBE which would lead to a radioactive
release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by fom*ing part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the operations portion of the repository are not part of the natural or engineered barriers hIrpotant to
waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the air movers on the operations portion of the repository would not affect the function of the naturallengineered
barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Air Movers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colecton, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - knportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Doesthe SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frm the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the development portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
the effects of fire.

QA-S - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuti of a Design Basis Event, could flture of the SSC npalr the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performrng their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the air movers on the operations portion of the repository would not Impair the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs
fror performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA46 - Important to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials:

.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with detectionhalarm of Intruders or presence
of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

_ Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Air Movers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation ielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?

D Yes? Rationale:
The dr movers on the operations portion of the repostory are not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the
reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor vwich monItors areas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The aIr movers on the operations portion of the repository are not part of a radiation monitor or monitoring system.

Previous CtA Classification:

This queson Is brhistoaifcaendtracea Wtypuiposes o A 'yes'enswerto fhis questfon does notpJdde hdusla to e Q-Lst

1.0 Are tee other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inchusion, at Led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (GA-1) or waste isolation (GA-2)?

SE Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct hIckision Ibr the Underground Service and
Utilriy Systems, 3.5.5.1, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Control Devices

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA3 QA-4 OA-S QA4 QA-7 Non-i
1 0 0 0 0 0l 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prvide reasonable assurance that hh-level waste can be receteed, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

j Yes? Rationale:
The ventiatlon systemn control devices on the operations portion or the repository provide reasonable assurance that spent
fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public. Waste is stored,
emplaced, and retrieved In this portion of the repository; the air movers must function as designed to provide for radiological
safety in the event or a breach ofa waste package or other such event that leads to a release of radioactivity.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The ventiiaton system control devices on the operations portion of the repository are required to be operable to mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that comd otherwise result In a radioactiv release above federal limits These air movers malntain
the air balance between the development portion and the operations portion of the repository such that leakage between
these systems will flow from the development system to the emplacement system.

1.3 WiU the direct ailure of the SSC result i a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

a Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system control devices on the operations portion of the repository Wit not result In a DBE which
would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 - kuportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC performs waste isotation funcon by forming part of the natual or engineered barrers7

Ol Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system control devices en the operations portion of the repository are not part of the natural or engineered
barriers important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system control devices on te operations portion of the mepository would not affect the function of
the naturallengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Control Devices

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Imrportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of Ihe SSC designed for collection. containment. andfor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

CZ Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system control devices on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect aA-t or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system control devIces on the operations portion of the repository do not serve as a banter to protect QA-1
or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of re.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

61 As a resul ofa Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC Inpair the capabDity of QA-1 or OA-2SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the ventilation system control devices on the operations portion of the repository would not Impair the capability
of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

1.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unaLthortzed intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

[ Yes? Rationale.
The ventilation system control devices on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with detection/alarm
of Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabtlity?

C Yes? Rationale:
The air movers on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with nuclear material accountabilty
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Control Devices

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: NIA

QAJ - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its ow~n radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system control devices on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The ventilation system control devices on the operations por11on of the repository are not part of a radiation monitor or

monitorIng system.

Previous QA Classitication:

This question i br hstoical and traceabftypurposes ont. A 'yes answer to Otis qtesffon does notprofde hVduson to the Q-List

1.0 Are ther oUer facto such as prvous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusionhat ied to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) is contained on the Q-iist by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1 *as CA-1.
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SDD: S805 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Ventilation Commodties

Level 4: Dust/Fume Control

Level 5: N/A

GA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 GA-6 CA-S QA-7 Non-C
O 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Saety:

1.1 is the SSC required to pvide reasonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stred, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the ederal liits?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The dustlume control equipment on the operations portion of the repository does not provide reasonable assurance that
spent uel can be handled, stored and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubic. This equipment is
not important to radiological safety.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prvent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwIse result Inh radioactive
release above the federal Eimits?

Yes? Rationale:
The dust/fume control equoment on the operations portion of the repository does not prevent or milgate the consequences
of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federa limits. This equipment Is not important to
radiological safety.

1.3 Wil the direct failre of the SSC resut n a credible Design Basis Event which wou lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits2

U Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the dusetfume control equlpment on the operations portion of the repositorywill not result in a DBE which would
lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 mnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The dustffume control equipment on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers
Important to waste isolation.

22 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgnifiantyffect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may pevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the dustfUhme control equipment on the operations portion of the repository would not affect the function of the
naturaUengineered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Dust/Fume Control

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the functiona of the SSC designed for cdeclon, containment, and/or monitring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

G Yes? Rationale:
'The dust/fme control equment on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA44 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of fr?

I Yes? Rationale:
The dusturume control equipment on the operations portion of the repository does not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or
QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire

QA" Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 Asa result of a Design Basi Event, cold falure of the SSC knpalr the capabiliy of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perforrming their
radiologIcal safety or waste Isolation function?

EI Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the dust/fume control equipment on the operations portion or the repository would not Impair the capability of QA-
I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radliogical safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materias:

6.1 Does the SSCs function prvide detection or alarm of unathortzed intrusin or unauthorzed explosive materis I the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The dustifune control equipment on the operations portIon of the repository Is not assocIated with delectionfalarm of
Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuciear material accountability?

1-' Yes? Rationale:
The dust/fume control equliprnent on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with nuclear material
accountabDlIty.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Dust/Fume Control

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioacive source term?

El Yes? Rationale:
The dust/fume control equiprnent on the operations portion of the repository are not associated with personnel radiation
shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a pemnanenyly hstalled radiation monitor which montors areas for personnel raditon protecton?

C Yes? Rationale:
The dust/urne control equ~rment on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation monitor or monitoring
system.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston is bto histoal and trceabitypuipoes only. A y s answer to Oils quesfon does notpro de Induson to the Q-List

8 0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluson, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

y Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Opertions Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.5.1, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities

Level 4: Heating/Cooling

Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2
o o

QA-3 QA-4 0A4; OA- OA-7 Non-C
00 0 00 O

QA-1 - important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required lo provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be reculved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Wirdis?

( Yes? Rationale:
The heating/ooin ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository does not provide reasonable
assurance Wat spent fuel can be handled, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the public.
Waste packages are stored on the eperatlons portion of the repository when waste packages are stored hi these drifts, the
heatingcoooing system wiO not be required to provide this assurance.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent mitgate, or monitor a credibie Design Basis Event whch would othervise resuK in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The heating/cooring venflbabion system equipment on the operations portion of the repository does not prevent or mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that couid otherwise result hI a radioactive release above federal imits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC resui h a cedible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal imits?

(2Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the heatinglcoolig verrilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository will not result hI a DBE
which would lead to a radioactive release.

QA-2 1Irmportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isdation function by forming part or the natural or engineered barriers?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The heating/cooring ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of the natural or
engineered barriers Important to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signitfcartly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonrecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

a Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the heatinglcooing ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository would not affect the
function of the naturatlenghieered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilatior System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: HeatinglCooling

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: iA

QA-3 - Irnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The heating/codling ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with site-
generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irnportant lo Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

- Yes? Rationale:

The heaingkcooling ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository does not ser#e as a barrier to
protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of kt.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

S 1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, couli falaure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Faikire of the heatingcoolng ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository would not Impair the
capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performirg their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-C - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized expiosive materials In the restricted area?

t Yes? Rationale:

The heating/cooing ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with
detection/alarm of intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requhtd for special duclear material accountability?

, Yes? Rationale:

The heaiNg/cooing ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository Is not associated with
nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Heating/Cooling

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 I Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sielding, reduce dose rates in radioactIve areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?.

L Yes? Rationale:
The heatinglcooling ventilation system equipment on the operations portion of the repository is nd associated with
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The heatingkcooling ventilation sstem equipment on the operations portion of the repository Is not part of a radiation
monitor or monitoring system.

Previous CA Classification:

ThLs queston is tbr hisocalandtraceabitypurposes A Ayes answar to ths quesffon does notprovde kuslon to the -Ust

3.0 Are U ere other hfctors, such as pvious anlyses, a bodyofconsensus, or by direct Inclusion, t led to the pevious corclusion that
this SSC Is important to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Operations Verilation System) is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems, 3.5.5.1. as QA-1.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System

Level 3: Ventilation Commoclities

QA-1 OA-2
o 0

Level 4: Silencers

Level 5: N/A

GA-3 QA4 QA-S CA-6 OA-7 Non-Q
00 0 00 o a

QA-1 - Iknportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal 1mits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The silencers on the operational portion of the repository do not provide reasonable assurance that spent fuel can be
handed, stored, and retrieved without undue risk to the health and safety to the pubic.

1.2 Is the SSC requred to fuiction to prevent, mitiate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwlse result in a radioacive
release above the federal limits?

Yes? Rationale:
The silencers on the operational portion of the repository do not prevent or mitigate the consequences of a DBE that could
otherwise result hi a radioactive release above federal lmits.

1.3 Will the direct bfiure fthe SSC resul hi credible Design Basis Event whichwould lead to a radioacie release above the federal imis?

1 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the silencers on the operational portion of the repository will not result hI a DBE which would lead to a radioactive
release.

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered baniers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The silencers on the operational portion of the repository are not part of the natural or engineered barriers important to waste
Isolation

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC snicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the silencers on the operational portion of the repository would not affect the function of the naturalrengineered
baaniers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Silencers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA4 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. contaiwnent, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

n Yes? Rationale:
The silencers on the operational portion of the repository are not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

Qk4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The silencers on the operational portion of the repository do not serve as a barrier to protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the
effects of fire.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As. resultofa Design Basis Event could faureofthe SSCh npalrthecapabifitydofA-1 orQA-2SSCsfromperforminngthek
radiological safety or waste Isdatin lunctkon?

U Yes? Rationale:

Faflure of the silencers on the operational portion of the repositorywould not Impairthe capabilkyof CQA-I or QA-2 SSCs
from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

OA- 1 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized hItruslon or unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The dencers on the operaional portion of the repository are not associated with detectionIarm, of intruders or presence
of explosive material.

6.2 lsthe SSCs function requied for special nuclear material accountabiity?

a Yes? Rationale:

The air movers on the development portion of the repository ae not associated with nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: Silencers

Level 3: Ventilation Commodities Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

71 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hi rmdioactive areas, or requtre personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The silencers on the operational poation of the repository are not associated with personnel radiation shielding or the
reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty msttaed radition monitor which monftors areas for personnel rdiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The silencers on the operational portion of the repository are not part of a radiation monitor or moritoring system.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesbon Isforhistodcaiandraceabltpuwposes ooly A ysanswerto this queston doesnotproVide kdus/on to the QL-s

U.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inciusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:
This SSC (Development Vertilation System) Is contained on the Q-Lst by direct Inciusion for the Underground Service and
UtiTdty Systems. 3.5.5.1. as QA-.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Level System Level 5: N/A

CA-11 CA-2 CA-3 OA-4 aA-6 CA-6 CA-7 Non-0
i3 0 0 0 0 i 0 0

QA-i - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqtired to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the operations porlon of the repository ventilation system ensures a balanced air flow distribton using
reasonable ventilation control measures on the operations portion of the repository Tis SSC is required to provide
assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, emplaced and stored without exceeding federal limits.

1t2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which wouid otherwis resul in a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system Is required to be operable to mitigate the
consequences of a DBE that could otherwise result In a radioactive release above federal limIs. This system ensures that
the air balance between the development portion and the operations portion of the repository Is such that leakage between
these systems will flow from the development system to the emplacement system.

1.3 Will the firect filure of the SSC resut h * credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radoactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system will not result In a DBE which would
lead to a radioactive release. Failure of this system does not necessarily mean waste packages wIll release their contents or
result In a DBE which would lead to such a release.

QA-2 rnIportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isotation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system Is not part of the natural or engineered
barriers imoortant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sIgni*canily affect the hydrological. geochernical, or geonechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

U Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system would not affect the function of the
naturalengfreered barriers, thereby preventing them from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SSO5 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Level System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to RadIoactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containmnent, andlor monitoring of sltegenerated radioactive waste?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The level system on operations portion of the repository ventilation system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive
waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frkm the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The lev system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system does not serw as a barrier to protect QA-t
or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire.

QA-5 - important to Potential Interaction:

C.1 As a result ola Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC inpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation functon?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system wouid not Imnpar the capability of
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performig their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA- Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorIzed Intrusion or unauthorIzed explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the operations porlian of the repository ventiation system Is not associated with detectionfalarm of
Intruders or presence of explosive material.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requid for special nuclear material accountability?

^ Yes? Rationale:

The level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system is not associated w Ih nuclear material
accountablity.
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SDD: SS05 - Subsurface Ventilation System

SSC: Operations Ventilation System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Level System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - lportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or require personnel access hto radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system 15 not associated with personnel radiation
shiolding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instalfed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The level system on the operations portion of the repository ventilation system Is not part of a radiation monitor or
monitoring system.

Previous CA Classfication:

This question Is for histodcal and traceabltpurposss onW. A yes' answer tohi0s quesfton does notproide Iduson to the -List

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inckusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radiologIcal safety (OA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Operations Ventilation System) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct incluslon for the Underground Service and
Utility Systems. 3.5.51. as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution

Level 3: 4160 V Distribution

Level 4 NIA

Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA3 QA-4 QA-S QA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
0 o E 0 0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requied to provde reasonable ssurancethat high-ll waste can be receid, haned. packaged stred, mplaced, and
retrieved witlout exceeding the federal rlmts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system proides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement
werations, hIcluding anergency end unhnterruptble power for personnel safety and critical operaons. Haoever, the

development electical distribution system and its component SSCs (including the 4160 V development distribution system)
do not provide assurance hd high-lerv waste can be stored emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function lo prevent, mitigale, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radoactive
release above the federal imits?

0 Yes? Ratonale:
No radioactive materW Is located hi the development portion of the repositsry. Loss of th 4160 V system or the
development electrical distribution system will not result hI a DBE which otherwise would lad to a radioactive release.

1.3 Will the direct filure he SSC resuit n a cretible Design Basis Event which would led to a radioactive release above the federSali7ft?

0 Yes? Ratoide:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (Including its component SSCs) would not directly lad to a
credible DBE that wouk! produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by formng part d the ntral or engineered barriers?

] Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution systern (and its component SSCs) do not perform waste islaton functions as part
of fe natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct Ilahre of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonechanical characteristics a] the natural or
engineered barriers which my prevent them from performing their waste isdlation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct faikire of the development electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) will not significantly affect the
waste isdation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: 4160 V Distrbution Level 5: N/A

QA3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funion c tofhe SSC designed for colection, containment, andror monioring ofaite-geneated radioacive wastet

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distrbution system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA.4 important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of firet

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) are not asocied With fire protection.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resul oa Design Basis Event, could fiure ofthe SSC impalr the capability of QA- or QA-2 SSCs from perforrning their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development electrical distribhtion system (and Ks component SSCs) as a result of a DBE could impact the

abirity of QA-1 end/or OA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions (there is no
radioactive material in the development portion of the repostory).

QA-6 - Irnportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials;

6.1 Does the SSCs function priedeteetion or alarm of unauthorzed Intrusion oru unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distributlon system (and Rs component SSCs) do not functon to provide detection or alarm or
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabiity

0 Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution systern (and its component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: 4160 V Distribution Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access hIto radiation
areas by As own radioactive source term?

C Yet? Rationale:
The development electrical distrbution system (and ts component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source temis
and ae not associated with radiation shieldig or the reduction of dose rates In radoactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radfation monitor which moritors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[J Yes? Ratiorale:
The development electrical distrbution system (and Its component SSCs) are not permanentl Instaled radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston Isbr hstodcalndrceabEpuwposes on A yes'answerto fis quesion doesnotpo Incuon to the Q-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Importan to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is contained on the Q-list by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distuibution System, as OA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: 440 V Distribution Level 5: NIA

tA-1 OA-2 QA-S QA-4 QA-S C-S GA-7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-Q
0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqLdred to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be recived, handled, packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides prkmary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations, Including emergency and uninterruptible power for personnel safety and cIlical operations. However, the
development electrical distrbution system and Ks component SSCs (Indcuing the 440 V development distrbution system)
do not provide assurance that hIWhlvel waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whch would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

*I Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material Is iocated hI the development portion of the repository. Loss of the development 440 V system or the
development electrical distribution system will not result in a DBE which otherwise would lead to a radioactive release.

1.3 Wil the direct falure of the SSC resuit in a credble Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federai limits?

O Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (Including Its component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DOE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - srnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does tie SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

r1 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered banters.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significanty affect the hydrological,e chmical, or geomecharcal characterlstics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste iolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) will not signifcantly affect the
waste isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NWA

Level 3: 440 V Distribution Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3a1 Is the ntiUon of the SSC designed for colection, containment, ndor monRitori of site-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 - inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of lir?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbulion system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with rre protection.

QAZ - important to Potential Interaction:

.1 Ass result of a Design Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability o CA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

6i Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development electrical diirbution system (and Rs component SSCs) as a result of a DBE would Impact
the abilTty of QA-1 and0or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions (there Is no
radioactive material in the development portion of the repository).

qA4- knportant to Physcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

S.1 Does the SCs sfuncton provide detection or alarm of unauthorIzed Intrusion or unauted eqosive materials hi the restricted area?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distIbution system (and Ks component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm or
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbution system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: 440 V Distribution Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactIve areas. or requit personnel access Into radiation
areas by is own radloactive source term?

[2 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbWion system (and Its component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms
and are not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radation monitor which monitors areas for personnel raciation protedin?

C Yes? Ratlionale

The development electrical distrbutlon system (and Its comproent SSCs) are not permanently instaled radiatton monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfion is for hstodca and traceabltypwposes only. A 'yes answer to Mis question does notprovffic hfcuskon to fb C-Wist

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion. that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is inportant to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste solation (QA-2)?

57 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the C-Lst by direct inclusion for the Underground Service and Ulity Systems. SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribtion System, as OA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Blasting Circuit Level 5: N/A

QA1 GA-2 CA-3 QA4 QA-5 QA-6 GA-7 Non-0
o 0 0 0 E 0 El

QA-1 - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal 17mits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations, Including emergency and uninterruptable power for personnel safety and critical operations. However, the
development electrical distribution system and its component SSCs OInchlding the development blasting circuit) do not
provide assurance that high-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal linms.

1.2 Is the SSC requred to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

, _ Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material Is located In the development portion of the repository Less of the development blasting circuit or
the development electrical distribution system will not result In a DBE which otherwise would lead to a radioactive release.

1.3 Win the direct faflure o the SSC resut In a credible Design Basis Event whch would lead toa radioactive release above the federal imits?

' Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (Including Its component SSCs) woiid not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Irportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform swaste isolation functon by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The developnent electrical distribution system (and ils component SSCs) do not perform waste solation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC signicantly affect the hyrological, geochemical, or geomecharncal characteristics of the natural or
engineered bantiers which may prevent them from performing their waste solation function?

El Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (and Ks component SSCs) will not significantly affect the
waste Isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SSO6 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Blasting Circuit Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andfor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Ks component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA - Irnportant to Fkre Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or OA-2 SSC frorn the effects offire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection

QA-6 - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As* result of a Design Bas Evert, could falure ofthe SSC impalrthe capabiltyof QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolatin function?

L Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the developmenf electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) as a result of a DBE would not

Impact the ality of QA-t andfor QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr radiological safety or waste Isoblton functions (there Is
no radioactive material in the development portion of the repository).

QA-4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm or unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

r Yes? RaUonale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabi ity?

Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distributlon system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Blasting Circuit Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiologiral Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldmg. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas. or require personnel access hto radiation
areas by is own radiactive souwce term?

] Yes? Rationale:

The development dlecdrical dlstriuUon system (and Is component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms
and ae not associated wIth radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbution system (and its cornponent SSCs) are not permanently installed radiation monitors.

Previous QA ClassificatIon:

This quesfion Is for iNstodcal and taceabltypurposes only. A yes answer to tWs quesffon does notprovide hndusion to the -kUst

B.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiologcal safety (CA-l) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utlily Systerns, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Hoisting Circuit Level 5: N/A

OA-1 CA-2 QA-3
0 O 0

QA4 CA-6 IA-6 4 A-7 Non-C
0 0 00 C

QA11 - limportant to Radiological Safety:-

1.1 Is the SSC requIred to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federat limits?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations. Including emergency and uninterruptible power for personnel safety and critical operations However, tem
development electrical distribution system and Is component SSCs (including the development hoisting drcuft) do not
provide assurance that high-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved wthout exceeding federal kmits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mfitate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material Is located In the development portion of the repository. Loss of the development hoisting circuit or
the development electrical distributbn system will not result In a DBE which otherwise would lead to a radioactive release.

1. WiV the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the deral mits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (Including its component SSCs) wod not directly lead to e
credible D8E that would pnrkdue a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Irrportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered baruers?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not perform waste Isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC stnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation funcion?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct fahlure ofthe development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) wil not sdgniFcantly affect the
waste Isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NJA

Level 3: Hoisting Circuit Level 5: N/A

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of sle-generated radioactive waste?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical dstribuion system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA.4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Doesthe SSC protect A-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

G Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection

QA-6 - important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, couki falure of the SSC Impair the capabiiity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development electrical dstribution system (and Ns component SSCs) as a resuit of a DBE would not impact
the ability of CA-I and/or QA-2 SSCs from performrilng their radiooticalt safety or waste Isolation functions (there Is no
radioactive material in the development portion of the repository).

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection oralarm of unatAhorzed intrurion or unauthorIzed exposive materials hi the restricted area?

'7 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not function to pvde detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthortzed explosive materials.

C.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbution system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Hoisting Circuit Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Erposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or requte personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?7

1 Yes? Rationale:
The development elechical distbufion system (and its component SSCs) do not haw their own radioactive source terms
and are not associated with radIation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation ronitor which monKors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbution system (and ts component SSCs) are not permanently Installed radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This ques6on is ortdsto'caI nd traceablIty puwposes on,. A yes onswerto this quesfion does notpromvide k7dusion to the QLkst

1.0 Are there other factors, such as prevIous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radilogical safety (OAM) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is contained on the O-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as QA-I
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Lighting System Level 5: NUA

tA-1 OA-2 CA-3 QA-4 GA-S A-6 GA-7 Non-0
_ _ _ _ o~ ~~ ~~ 0 0 0 0 0 S

QA-1 . Important to Radiological Safety-

1.1 Is fte SSC reqtred to provide reasonable assurance that hih4evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limis?

(2Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement

operations, including emergency and uninterruptable power for personnel safety and critical operations However, the
development electrical distribullon system and Its component SSCs (Including the development iighting system) do not
provide assurance that high-evel waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal Imits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

( Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive materal I located in the development portion or the repository. Loss of the development fihting system or
the development electrical distrbution system will not result In a DBE which otherwise would lead to a nadioactive release.

1.3 Win the direct failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (Including Ks component SSCs) wouid not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

(2Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (arnd Ks component SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC szincantly afsect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) wiO not significantly affect the
waste Isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ughting System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of sitegenerated radioactive waste?

: Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical dstrbution system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

U1 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbution system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection.

QA-B - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result o a Design Basis Event, could faura of the SSC Impair the capability of CA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing teir
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

I Yes? Ratonale:
Failure of the development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) as a result of a DBE would not ITmpact
the ability of QA-I andlor QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation hfnctons (there Is no

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection oralarm of unau ed intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the restred area?

a Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distnrUton system (anrd Its component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear material
accountability.

C.2 Is the SSCs function requd for special nuclear material aecountabiTty?
C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Ks component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountabilty.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Lighting System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide pesonnel radaton shielding, reduce dose rates I radioactive areas, or rqure personnel access into radiation
areas by its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbUtlon system (and Ks component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms
end are not associted with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioacie areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Instated radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbutlon system (and Rts component SSCs) are not permanently installed radiation monitors

Previous QA Classification:

This questonis forhistorcalandtraceablitypuposes ny. A 'esansweroIhfs quesfon does notprovfdelcfsIon to toe Q-LIst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect Inclusbon, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Irnporbant to radidogical safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the Q-List by direct hIcluslon for the Underground Service and Utily Systms. SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

$SC: Development Electrical Distribution

Level 3: Muck Removal System

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: N/A

QA-1 GA-2
0 0

QA-S CA-4 CA-E QA-6 CA-7 Non-0
O 0 0 0 0 V

QA-t - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable ussurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wvithou exceeding he federal firnis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations, kIcluding emergency and uninterruptible power for personnel safety and critical operations However, the
development electrical distrlbution system and Its component SSC5 Including the development muck removal electrical
distribution system) do not provide assurance that high-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved witout
exceeding federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC requLred to unction to prevent, miigate, or monior a crble DesignBasis Event which would otherwise result in aradioactIve
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material Is located in the development portion of the repository. Loss of the development electrical
distribution system wil not result in a DBE which otherwIse would lead to a radioactive release.

1.3 Wili the direct faikme o the SSC result In a credibe Design Basis Event which wouid lead to a racoactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (ncluding is component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not perform waste Isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct ailure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) wEi not significantly affect the
waste Isolation Function of the natural or engbreered barrers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Muck Removal System Level 5: N/A

QA3 - knpornt to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC deslgned for collection, containment, andlor moniToring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distrbution system (and iks component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

[l Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As aresult of a Design Basis Event, could failure or the SSC inpair the capablity or QA-l or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[2Yes? Rationale:

Failure olthe development electrical distrbution system (and Es co ponent SSCs) s a result of a DBE wotid not Impact
the ablity of GA-1 and/or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions (there is no
radioactive material hI the developnert portion of the repository).

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's funcion provide detecin or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exposive materials hi the festrlted area?

i Yes? Rationale:

The developpment electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) ae not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Muck Removal System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Imporlant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive sore term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distrbiion system (and its component SSCs) do not have their ewn radioactive source terms
and are not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which montors areas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The development electical distrbtion system (and its component SSCs) are not permanently installed radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This questlon is f hstodc. and trceablfypurposes on*. A yes answerto this quesfon does not provfde hidushn to the Q-Llst

S.C Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to radlologcal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utlity Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Support System Level 5: N/A

OA-1 CA-2
o1 0

OA-3 QA4 OA-5
0 0 0 0

GA46 CA-7 Non-Ol
o o S

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, nmplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lirits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations, hcluding emrgency and uninterrupible power for perswonel saety and criical operations. However, the
development electrical distribution system and Its component SSCs (Including the development support system) do not
provide assurance that high-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal Emits

12 Is the SSC requIred to fuoction to prevent; mitiate. or monRitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material Is located in the development portion of the reposliory. Loss of the development support system or
the development electrical distributbAn system will not result In a DBE which otherwise would lead to a radioactive release.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmits?

L Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution system (ncluding Its component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not perform waste Isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgnifcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development electrical distribution systern (and Is component SSCs) will not significantly affect the
waste isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Support System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 is the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distrbtion system (and ts component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distrbiflon system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interactlon:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could fallre of the SSC inpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development electrical distributlon system (and its component SSCs) s a result of a DBE would not impact
the ability of QA-1 andfor QA-2 SSCs from performing ther radiological safety or waste Isolation functions (there Is no
radioactive material In the development porlion of the reposltory.

QA4 - timportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC sfunction provide detecion or larm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials h the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and iRs component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountability?
o Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NiA

Level 3: Support System Level 5: N/A

QA-? - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding reduce dose rates radioactive areas, or requte personnel access Into radiion
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distrbution system (and Ks component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms
and ar not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates in radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel adiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distributon system (and Its component SSCs) are not permnanently Installed radiation monitors

Previous QA ClassIfication:

Tft question Is for histoncal and traceabi57y pulposes only. A yes answer to this quesffon does notprove induson to the Q-L.st

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radioogical safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

S Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is contained on the O-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Dlstrbition System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: TBM System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA-S GA-4 QA- CQA-6 OA-7 Non-Q
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 W

QA11 - Inportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance tht highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

L Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides prlimary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations, Induding emergency and unhnterruplible power for personnel safety and critical operations, However, the
development electrical distribution system and its component SSCs (including the development TBM system) do not provide
assurance that high-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal imits.

1.2 is the SSC reqfured to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwlse resuit in a radioactive
release above the federal lmits?

r- Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material is located In the development portion of the repository. Loss of the development TBM system or the
development electrical distribution system will not result in a DBE which otherwise would bad to a radioactive release.

1.3 Wili the direct failure of the SSC resuit Ins credible Design Basis Event which woud lead to a rdloactive release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development electrical distibution system (ncluding Its component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

OA-2 Irnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

Z Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the development electrical disibution system (and Rs component SSCs) will not significantly affect the

waste Isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: TBM System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment. and/or monltorilng of ite-generated radioactive waste?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) are not assocmated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irnporant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

Ol Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distributon system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection.

QA-5 - hliportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 Asa result of. Design Basis Event could faiure of the SSC impair the capabiity orQA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

El Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development electrical distributon system (and is component SSCs) as a resuit of . DBE would not Impact
the ability of QA-1 andfor QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological saety or waste isolation functions (there Is no
radioactive material In the development portion of the repository)

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

1.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized exqtosfve materials hI the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrkcal distribution system (and its component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of unauthoried explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

E Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Rs component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrcal Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribuon Level 4: N/A

Level 3: TBM System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive sowce term?

t Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms
and are not associated with radiation shlelding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently nstaled radiation mor wtich monitors areas for personnel radfation protection?

O Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distbution system (and is component SSCs) are not permanentl installed radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston is for histocal and raceablV pwposes ony. A yes' answer to thfs queston does notprovfdenduslon to the -LUst

8.0 Are there other bftors, such as prevlous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIdusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is important to radiological safely (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

;3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution

Level 3: Trackless Mining System

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: N/A

_

GA.11 CA-2 QA-3
El 0 0

QA4 QA-6 CA4i OA-7 Non-Ct
O O O O 5

QA-1 - knportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is Ithe SSC required to provide reasonable assurmnce that high-level waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding he federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides prilary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operations., Inckding emergency and uninterruptible power for personnel safety and crtical operations. However, the
development electrical distribution system and Its component SSCs (hickiding the development tracidess mining system) do
not provide assurance that Nigh-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

12 k the SSC required to function o prevent, miUgate, or monitor a credble Design Basis Event which would otherwise result h a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale-
No radioactive material is located hI the development portion of the repository. Loss of the development tracidess mining
system or ie development electrical distribution system will not resul hi a DBE which otherwise would lead to a radioactive
release.

1.3 Will the direct faiure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioaclive release above the federal lEmits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct faikure of the development electrical distribution system (Including Ks component SSCs) would not directly Wad to a
credible DiE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - limportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste solation function by formig part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) do not perforn waste Isolation functions as part
of the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC *Ignicantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, o geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the development elctrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) will nct significantly affect the
waste Isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NiA

Level 3: Trackless Mining System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed fbr collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical dstrbulion system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA. - knportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA ort QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

EYes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As aresuot cf aDesign Basis Evert, could failure of the SSC inpair the capabil of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

( Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) as s result of a DBE woitd not Impact
the abilty of QA-1 andfor QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions (the Is no
radioactive material in the development portion of the repository).

QA4 6 - knportant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unautored Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?

(2Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm or
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive rhaterals

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountablity?

El Yes? Rationale:
The deveiopment electrical distrbution system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear
material accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution

Level 3: Trackless Mining System

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - hnporwnt to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prmvide peronnel radiation slelding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, cr requie personnel access nto radiation
areas by Ks own radloaclive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Is component sSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms
and are not associated with radiation shielding or the reducton of dose rates in radioactive ueas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently haded radiatidEn monor which montors ares for personnel radiation protection?

D Yes? Rationale:

The development electrica diibution system (and Is component SSCs) are not permanel Installed radiation moniors.

Pievious QA Classification:

Tis quesfon is forthstwowu andtaceabtypwposes only. A 'ys'answerto is quesfon does notproide hichslon toh e Q-lst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as prevbius analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hciusbn, that led to the previous concluion that
this SSC Is biportant to rariological safety (CA-1) or waste Isoation (OA-2)?

v Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 04J1st by diect Inchusion for the Underground Service and Utility Systems. SSA 3.5.2
Power Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 CA-2 C0A43 CA4 CQA-i CA4 QA-7 Non-O

.0 . 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - knportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC rquired to provide reasonable assmnce at hi-lel waste can be recived, handled packaged, sored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal EmIts?

; Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for the development and emplacement
operatons, Including emergency and uninteruptible power for personnel safety and critlcal operallons. Therefore, the
development electrical distrbuion system and Ks component SSCs Oncluding the electrical distribon for the development
ventilation system) provide assurance that high4evel waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal
lmits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to functlon to prevent, mitigate. or monitor a credible Design BasIs Event which would otherwise result hI radioactive
release above the federal Emils?

C Yes? Rationale:
No radioactive material Is located In the development porion of the repository. Loss of the electrical distribution for the

development ventilation system orthe development electrical distrIbutlon system will not resul i a DBE which otherwise
would lead to a radioactive release.

1 Will the dIrect failure of the SSC result in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Dmis?

r Yes? Rationale:
Diect failure of the development electrical distributton system (Including Is component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isoblion:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolaton function by forming part of the naturl or engineered barries?

0 Yes? Rationale
The development electrical dstributlon system (and Is componert SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part
of the natural or ergineered banrers.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC signficantly affect the hydrological, geochemicat, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engIneered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation furcton?

C Yes? RatIonale:
Direct failure of the development electrical dstuion system (and Its component SSCs) wil not significantly affed the
waste Isolation function of the natural or ergineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QOA3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is ft function of 1le SSG designed for codlecat; canbinmnent, ndor monitorn of sitagenerated racloacdve waste?

o Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) we not associated wit site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA- - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect CA-I or QA-2 SSCs fran te effects o fie?

o Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribion system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protecfton.

QA-S . Important Io Potentialinteraction:

5.1 As a result d a Design Basis Evomeould fdlr ofd h SSC par t cq a dty o A- orQA-2 SSCs from prformingthr
radidogical safety or waste Isoiation function?

0 Yes? Rationre:
F au of toe devdopnent electrical distri~on system (and its component SSCs) as a result of a DBE could impact te
ability of QA-1 endobr QA-2 SSCs from performing teir radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

Ga" - Important to Physical Protection of Facility end Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function prodd dection or darm of autoed h sin or unauthrized explosive mnaterals hi ihe restried a ?
o Yes? Ratonale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unathrized Intrusion or te presence of wajaodzed *qlosive maters.

6.2 Is te SSCs function required fir special nuclear materiel accowntblity?

o Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) ae not associated with special nuclear
material accountablity.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Development Electrical Distributon Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Ventilation System Level 6: NJA

QA-7 - mportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlation shiekldr, reduce dose rates In radioadive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own tadoacfve source krm?

O Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distrutbion system (and Is component SSCs) do not have eir own radloactive source terms
and ae not associated wdth radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 I the SSC a permanentl Instaed ladilatn monitorvwth monitors areas for pernnel adiaton pretection?

C Yes? Rationale:
Tfie development eecrical distubutlon system (and Is component SSCs) are not permanently installed radiation monItors,

Previous CA Classiication:

Th qusffon isforhstoedandhceabl4tpurposes en. A 'ys'nswerto is quesion does notpm vde indbson tob e Q4Lt

1.e Are tere other factors, uch as preous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct ndusibn, tt bed to the previus conclusion that
ttis SSC Is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

;Z Yes? Rationale:
Tlft SSC Is contalned on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Uility Systems. SSA 3.5.2 Power
DIstributIon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSO6 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: WA

Level 3: Emergency Response System Level 6: NIA

CA-1 QA-2 CA-S CA4 QA-6 CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
00 0 *0 0 0 0

QA41 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical 0sbution system provIdes piriwy nd standby power for emplacement operations, Including
emergency and unlrdnterruptible power for personnel safety and critical operations. However, the electrical distribution
system and Ns coponent SSCs (including the emergency response system) do not provide assurance that high-level
waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federa lEmits.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monlor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Wmits?

C Yes? Rationalek
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system for the emergency response system Is not reqred to provide
power to prevent, miigate or monitor a Design Basis Event.

1 WS i the direct bailure f the SSC resu In a cedibl Design Basis Event which would ead tos rarioactive release above the federal Emis?

C Yes? Ratinale:
Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distrbution system (Including its component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a tafdoactive release.

QA- - Irmportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barters?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical disttibuton system (and is component SSCs) do not perform waste Isolation functions as part or
the natural or engineered bariers.

2.2 Can direct fDure of the SSC sW candlyaffect the ydrological geochemdcal or geomechanical chancterktics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them from performing their waste Isolation function?

a Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure or the subsurface electrical distribution system (and Ks component SSCs) will not significantly afrect the
waste isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Emergency Response System* Level 5: NWA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is theun n of the SSC designed lor collecUon, containment, andlor monKoringor site-generated radloactive waste?

U Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distrion system (and Is component SSCs) ae not associated with sae-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ge?

E Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical distributlon system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with Wie protection.

QA-6 - important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could faIlure of the SSC Impair the capabilty of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radlological safety or waste Isotation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface operations electrical distribution system for the emergency response system es a result of a
DBE would not impact the ability of A-1 andor QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation
functions.

QCA- - Important to Physical Protection of Fiacily and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC. function provide detection or larm of unauthorized inruslon or unauhwrized plosive materis in the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical dstdbution system (and its component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or the preserce of unauthorized exposive naterials.

6.2 Is the SSCs fuction required for special mnclear material accountablity

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical distrbution system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear material
accoablity.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NA

Level 3: Emergency Response System Level 5: NA

QA-T hiportant to Occupatonal Radiological Exposure

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access hto radiation
creas by Is own radioactive source term?

O Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical dkrtuon system (and Is component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive souwce terms and
ae not associated with radiation shielding or the reductlon of dose rates In radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently histaled radiation monlor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation monlor,

Previous QA Classication:

This quewsffon s 0rh stol andfraceablly puposes onry. A 's'answero Ws quesfon does notprovide hcluslon to tie Q-LIst

3.0 Are there other factors. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbn, that led to the previous conclusion gSt
this SSC Is inportant to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

2Z Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is contalned on the -Uist by direct Inchusion for the Underground Service and UtWity Systems. SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Pumping Distribution Level 5: NIA

CA-11 CA-2 CA-S QA-4 QA- QA-C QA-7 Non-C
___ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Saety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proede reasonable essurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthout eceeding he. federal imIts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system provides prtnary and standby power for erMlacement operations.
Including emergency end unimtebptible power for personnel safety and critical operations. However, the elecrical
distribution system (and ls component S5Cs. Including pumping d-stribution) themselves do not provide assurance ta
high-level waste can be stored, emplaced and retdeved without exceeding federal lmits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtigate, or monitar a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Inh radioactive
release above the federl imits?

e Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system for thm pumping distribution Is required lb provide emergency
power to prevent, mitigate or monitor a Design Basis Event.

13 VWl the direct felure of the SSC restt In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distribution system (Including Is component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - hportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isctation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banlers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distrbuion system (and Its component SSCs) do not perform waste Isdlation functions as part of
the natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly ffect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste laoation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distribution system (and ks component SSCs) wil not signifiantly affect the
waste Isolation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Pumping Distribution Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the it ton of the SSC desgned for coecn contanent, andor moto of ste-genered radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface eperations eectica distribution system (and Its component SSCs) wre not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - hInportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Doesthe SSC protect OA-¶ or A-2SSCfromtheeffectsoftfrs?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsuface operations electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) are not associated with ire protection.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

S.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could lure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation fncton?

I Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface operations electrical distribution system for the pumping distribution as a result of a DBE would
not Irmpact ft ability of QA-1 and/or QA-2 SSCs from performing their madiological safety orwaste Isolation functions.

QA-6 . inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materals:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorIzed emqosive materials hI the restricted area?
o Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (and ks component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or
alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs funcion required for special nucear material ccountablilty?
o Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) ae not associated with special
nuclear material accountabIlty.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Pumping Distribution Level 5: W/A

QA.7 . Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) do not have their own radioacive source terms
and are not assocdated with raition shielding or the reduction ofdose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently italed radiasion monor wNch monitors areas fbr personnelradiation prtecton?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrIal dfhtbn system (and is component SSCs) are not permanently Installed radiation moniors

Previous QA Classification:

This queson isor hso caland eablE4pwposes n. A yes answer tof tquesffon does notproia dison to the Q-Ust

5.0 Are there other fctors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to rmdidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

0 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is contained on the Q-Llst by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and UtDIly Systems. SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Subsurface LUghting System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA- GA-4 GA-6 QA-6 QA-7 Kon-Q
00 0 0 0 00

QA-1 . Important to Radlooglcal Safety:

1.1 Is th SSC rquired to provide reasonable assuace tha2 high-le waste cn be reid, ha d, packaged, std, emplaced, and
retrievd witha out exceeding the federal frris?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distritution system provides prinary and standby powr for emplacement operations. ickhding
emergency and uninterruptible per for personnel safeW and critical operations Ha. tie operations electical
distribution syst and Its component SSCs (includng tie subsuace lihting q system) do not proid assurance dil high-
lee waste cm be stored, eplaced aind retrieved without exceeding federal Emits.

12 Is the SSC required to furicton to prevetl, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resuft hI a radioactive
release above i tfederal itnfs?

E] Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operatons electrical distribution system subsurface righting system is not required to prvide emergency
pom to prevnt. mitigate or monitor a Design Basis Event.

1.3 Wl te direct falure of the SSC result in a credible Desgn Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above de federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationals:
Direct failure of the subsurface eectri distribution system (Including Its ca p SSCs) would not directly lad to a
credible DBE dutd woMd produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 Important to Waste Isotation:

2.1 Does lte SSC perform awaste iolaton ntinbyl forming part ofd te natural or ngred barwiers?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part of
tg natural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geocherical. or georiechaical charateristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prent them from performing their waste isLaton function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of th subsurface electrical distribution system (and its component SSCs) will not significanty affect the
waste olation function of the natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Dstribution Level 4: WA

Level 3: Subsurface Ughting System Level 5: N/A

qA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fncion of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andior monitorig of este-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical dlstrlbutlon system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA.4 - mportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 r QA-2 SSCs from the effects of gr?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations elecbical distribAlon system (and its component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Evert, could faliure of he SSC knpair the capabity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Falue of the subsurface operations electrical distribution system for the subsurface Eghting system as a result o a DBE
would not hnpac the ability of QA-I andw QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation
fmctions.

QA-C .iImportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does e SSC's futin proe detection or alarm of unauhoriked Intruon or unauthorized e#pqosive materlas hi the restricted area?

U Yes? Rationale:

The developnent electrical distritution system (and Its component SSCs) do not functon to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized exp0oshe materials.

.2 I the SSCs function required for specia nuclear muterial accountbility?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distributon system (and Ks compnent SSCs) are not associated witl special nuclear material
accountabilty.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Subsurface Ughting System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sheiding, reduce dose rates hI radioactve areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its wm radloactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical dlsbbztion system (and ts component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms and
are not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hi radoacte areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

[ Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QtA Classification:

Ths quesbon forhioda ndtceabltypurposes . A >es nswero rofs qursion does notprvide ockson to te. QLIct

A.0 re tere other factors, such as prevIous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect Inclusion, at led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

53 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is contained on the QU1st by direct inclusion for the Underground Serice and Utilty Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distniuion System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distnrbution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level3: Support Systems Distribution Level5: N/A

QA-I QA-2 QA-S QA-4 CA-6 CA-6 QA-7 Non-C

0 0 0 0 1 0 00

QA-1 - Important to Radlogocal Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to praIde reasonable assurance tat high-lievel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stared, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal 1mbs?

E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distrbution system provides primnay and standby pcwer for emptacement operations. kinc ng
emergency and unirtterruptible power for pesonnel safety und critical operations. Haoever, the operatons electrical
distribution system and its component SSCs (Icluing dhe support systems distribution) do not provide assurnce that high-
lMel waste can be stored, ewplaced and retrieved wio exceeding federal Emits.

12 Is fte SSC requred tofuoon t prent. m a or ntr acredibe Dsign asis Event which wouLd otherwise rest in a radioactive
release above the lederal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system support system distribution is not required to provide emergency
powr to prevent mitigate or monitor aDesign Basis Event

1.3 Will the direct failure te SSC rsult hi a credile DwgnBasisEventich would larbTo a rai reese e the federi mits?

L Yes? Raonale:
Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distribution system (Including ls component SSCs) would not directly lad to a
credible DBE that would produce a radiocve release.

QAG2 - Important to Waste boIstlon:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isdation function by forming part of the natural or engineered bariers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distribution system (and its componmt SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part of
the natural or engineered barriers.

22 Can direct failure ofi tSSC signlicandy affect heydrogical, geochem a or gmeacal * aracteristics ol the natur
engineered barriers which may prevent then from performing eisir waste Isdation luncd on?

0 Yes? Rafiae:

Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distribudon system (and its component SSCs) wil not significantly affect ew
waste isolation function of the natural or engineered barrrs.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Support Systems Distribution Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

a1 Is the function wt the SSC designed for coldeton, containment, and/or morPtot of sdte generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (and Rs component SSC) are not associated vMth site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - hiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 DCes the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs frorn the effects o fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with fire protection.

QA4 - Important to Potential hIteraction:

1.1 As a sut of a Design Basis Event, could failure ofthe SSC inpair te capability of GA-i orQA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the stbsurface operations electrical distribution system (and Is component SSCs) as a wesult of a DBE could
Impact the ability of QA-I and/or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Irportant to PhysIcal Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC' function provide detection or arm of unauthorized intruson r unauthorized explosive materials in the restricted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (ard Its component SSCs) do not uction to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intruslon or the presence of unauthorized eplosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabily?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distibution system (and Rs component SSCs) are not associated wlth special nuclear material
accounabty.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Support Systems Distribution Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - hnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sheling. reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distrbution system (and its component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms and
are not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates hI radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Puavtous QA ClassIfication:

This quesfon is forhksodcalnd ceabilltyprposes ory. A yesvanswerto thk qusffon does notpfde hiduson to /-LIst

.0 Are there other factors, such as prevous analyses, abodyofconsensus, or by direct Incusbn, th led to the previous conclusion tat
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (IA-1) or waste Isolation (QA.2)?

1 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Serice and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distributlon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distnbution System

SSC: Operations Electical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation System Level 5: N/A

QA]1 QA-2 QA3 QA-4 QA-5 QA6 QA-? Non-Q
a 0 0o0 0 0o 0 0

QA-t . Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SS3 required top reasonable assurance tat high-bv waste cm be receved, handled, packaged4 stered enplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the feral mindts?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system prvides prkinary and standby paw for swiacerrnet ewations. hIduding
emergency and uninterruptible power for personnel safety and critical operations. However, the operations elctrical
distribution system arnd its component SSCs (induding tde electrical distribution system for the ventilation system) do not
prvide assurance that high-level waste can be stond, emplaced and retrieved without ex ding federal limits.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitgate, or morntor a credible Deslgn Basis Event which would oderwise reSut in a radoactive
release above the federa limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface perations electrical distribution system (Including its component SSCs) is requfred to provide emergency
power ID personnel safety and critical eperations, including provding unbiterruptibie power to to subsurface ventilation
system. In the event of a DBE that results In a radfoacte release, the safety and critical systems (such as te ventilation
system) must be supplied wit pwer t be aperable to mitigat the consequences of th DBE.

13 WD the *uect falure ofde 8 Cresult in £ credble Design Bass Event whih would ad to a radmative relbeabove tH fedral wnits?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct falure of th subsurface electrical distribution system (including its component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that woid produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

t.1 Does the SS perform a waste isladon functon by forming pert od de natural or engineered baters?

o Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distributon system (and its component SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part of
the naural or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significandy affect the hydrological, geochemical, or germechantica characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent tem frokm perfomilng their waste isolation function?

a Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distribution system (and its corrwnent SSCs) will not signifcantly affect the
waste isolation function of the nabtura or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Ventilation System Level 6: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 the fxtion of the SSC designed for colecon, containmert, sndhor mwnoitor aftegenerated radiacve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (and Rs component SSCt) are not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of Aire?

C Yes? RatIonale:
The subsurface operations electrical distbution system (and ts component SSCs) re not associated vith fire protection.

QA-f Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a resu of a Design Basis Evert. coutd ibUre dthe SSC impairthe capabilty of CA orQA-2 SSCs from performirngtheir
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

I Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface operations electrical distribution system for the ventilation system s a result of a DBE would not
impact the ability of QA-1 andlor QA-2 SSCs from perfontang their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

Q4A6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC shncton provide detecton or alarm uuhorized irnusion or unauthortzed explos1w materials h he rsc rea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) do not Function to provide detection or alarm or
unauthorized intruslon or the presence of unauthoried explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requlred for special nucear material accountability?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) ae not associated vith special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does Ute SSC provide personnel iradion shelding, reduce dose rates in radioact areas, orw req peromnel access Into raiation
areas by Its own radioactive souce term?

t Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical ds1lbution system (and Its component SSCs) do not have their own radioactive source terms and
are not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation mon"or which monior areas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesifonis forhtodoal and irceablltypuiss on A 'yes'answerto is quesffon doesnotprodde nchksbn to the ~-Lis

E.0 Are tere other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inchusb that led lo the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radlogical safety (QA.1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

;7 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 04kst by drct inclusion for the Undergiroid Service and Utdy Systems. SSA 3.52 Power
Distribution System, as QA-.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Emplacement System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 cA-2 CA-S QA-4 QA-S QA-6 QA-7 Non-C
a 0 0o0 0 0o 0 0

CA-1 - Imporfant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC rWhd to propde reaonable assu that high-ll wate an be received, hbandledpackaged. stod, eplacedand
retrieved vithout exeleing th federal 11mits?

0 Yes? Ralionae:
The subsurface eletricul istribution system proides prhnary And standy poaer for nacment perations icluing
emergency end uninterruptibl par for personnd safety and critical operations. Howwer, ie operations elactricl
distribution system and its component SSCs (Inducding fIe waste emplacement system) do not provide assurance that high-
bVEI waste can be stored, emplaced and retrieved without exceeding federal lmits.

12 Is die SSC required tofuncion to prnt, migate or mnitor * credible Design Basis Event ich woad oewse rest in a radioactive
rmie above li federal Emits?

sa Yes? Rationale:
The ubsurface operations electrical distribution system (Including its conponent SSCs) Is required to provide emergency
pawer lo personnel safety amd critical operaions, inciuding providing uninterruptible pow to te subsurface waste
emplacement system. In the event of a DBE diCt results In a radioactive rlease. the safety and critical systems (such as
the waste emplacement system) must be supplied with pvemr Io be operable to mitigate tie consequences of the DBE.

1i Wl the direct failuro ofd e SSC rosuit n acrdible Design Baris Eventwhich would ad foa rloective releasbo feder mit?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of die subsurface electrical distribution system (Including Its component SSCs) would not directl lead to a
credible DBE that wouId produce a radioactive release.

QA-2 - Important lo Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barbers?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The Wperations electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not perform waste isolation functions as part of
the natural or enineered barrer.

2.2 Can direct failure of te a SCuniFcaidy atfect iho hydroloical, goe iocal or geonwhaucal characteristics of te naturad or
engineered barriers which may pevmnt tem from performing thdr waste Isladon functIon?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the suisurface electrical distribution system (end its component SSCs) wN not significantly affect fte
waste isolation function of te natural or engineered barirs.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distrlbution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Emplacement System Level 5: NWA

GA-3 - hiportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funcon of the SSC deslgned for colcion, cornainment, andror monltog of stegenerated radactive waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical dstrbution system (and Ik component SSCs) re not associated with site-generated
radioactive waste.

QA4 * hiportant to Fke Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from Ie effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (and Rs component SSCs) are not associated vth fire protection.

QA-i - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of aDesign Basis Event, could fure of the SSC Impairthe capalt of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs rom performing thelr
radlogical afety or waste Isolation hmnctlon?

O Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the subsurface operations edectrical d~strIbutlon system waste emplacement system as a result of a DBE would
not Impact the ability of QA-i andfor QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety orwaste isolation functions.

QA-G - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC s function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or uauuotzed explosive materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development electrical distribution system (and Its component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized Intrusion or the presence of unauthorized exploslye materials.

5.2 Is the SSCs unction required for special nuclear material accountability?

o Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distributmn system (and ls component SSCs) are not associated wit special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Emplacement System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - hIportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shilding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personel access hIto radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source temr?

C Yes? Ratinle:
The operations electrical distrbution system (and its component SSCs) do not have Mheir own radiace source terms and
ae not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Isted radation mnor whIch mnitors areas for pennel radiation ptecion7

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffonk ibrhlstoialendwceablypurposes o*. A yes answerto fis quesion does notprolde hdusdon to 0-List

*. Are there other fators, such as pevious analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, fat led to the previous concluson that
this SSC Is Inporitant to raddological safety (OA41) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

li Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Utility Systems. SSA 3&5.2 Power
DistribctMon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Transportation Distrbution.System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 QA-3 QA-4 CA-C QA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-t - Important to Radiological Saftay:

1.1 Is te SSC reired toproide reaonae asswa tha high-lvel waste cn be reeved, hndd, packaged. sued, emplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal limnks?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface electrical distribution system provides primary and standby power for emplacement operations, Incluing
emergency and uninterruptible power for personnel safety snd critical operations. However, tle operations ectrical
distribution systae aid its component SSCs (Including tle waste transportation distribution system) do not provide
assurance that high-W waste can be stored, emplaced and retrievd without exceeding federal limits.

12 Is the SSC rquired to funeon to prevnt. mgate, er monitor a redible Design Bis Event whih would othedwise result i a radoective
release abole Ow federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface operations electrical distribution system (including its component SSCs) Is required to provide emergency
power to personnal afety and critical operations, Includ'ng providn uninterruptible pawer to the subsurface Waste
Transportation Distribution System which interfaces with the Subsurface Emplacement Trans'portation System. In gim event
of a DBE tiat results hi a radioactive release, the safety and critical systems (sudc as the Waste Transportation Distribution
System) must be supplied with power lo be operable lo mitigate the consequences of te D8E.

13 WIN the direct fallure d Ihe SSC msul hi credible Design Basis Event which would lend bo a radioacie relase aboe the federal imits?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct filure of the subsurface electrical distribution system (including Its component SSCs) would not directly lead to a
credible DBE that would produce a radiactive release.

OA-2 * Important to Waste Isolation

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming pat af the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distrbution system (and Its component SSCs) do not perform waste Isolation functions as part of
the natura or engineered barriers.

2.2 Can direct failure of tes SSC signilicandy affect dte hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of th naxural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation funclon?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface electrical distribution system (and Ks component SSCs) will not significantly affert li
waste islation function of tie natural or engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: WA

Level 3: Waste Transportation Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 the hfnion of the SSC designed for colecton, conainmerd, andlor nmoniorg of ste-generated radloacive waste7

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations leddical distibthlon system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with slte-generated
radoactiv waste.

QA 4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of ire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface operations electrical disbtrulon system (and Is component SSCs) are not associated with ire protection.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result fa Design Basis Event, could fallure ofthe SSC impair the capabiltyof QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from performing Iheir
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:

Fadlure of the subsurface operations eectrical disrirution system Waste Transportation Distribution System as a result of
a DBE would not Impact the ability of QA-I andfor QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste isolation
functions.

QA4 - Irportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC function prmIde detection or alarn of unauthortzed itruson or mauthorted explosIve materials the restrd area?

F Yes? Raionale:

Tne development electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) do not function to provide detection or alarm of
unauthorized intrusion or the presence of unauthorized eposve materials.

6 2 1s the SSCs function requied for special nw lear material accountablty?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations electrical distribution system (and is component SSCs) are not associated with special nuclear material
aceountabillty.
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SDD: SS06 - Subsurface Electrical Distribution System

SSC: Operations Electrical Distribution Level 4: NA

Level 3: Waste Transportation Dictribution System Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - Imporant to Occupational RadIologlcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Ito radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?.

Gl Yes? Rationale:
The operations electrical distribluon system (and Is component SSCs) do not have thi own radioactive source terms and
are not associated with radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates In radioactive areas.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instated radiatlon monritorwhich monitors aeas for peonn radiaton protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation mornor.

Previous CA Classification:

Ths quesion s orhistoldoa and ceabfy pwposas on. A s'anwrtb fts question does notprovide hiclsbn trn. Qe-QLst

E.0 Are etre other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion Utat
tihs SSC Is Important to raciological satety (QA-I) cr waste ion (QA-2)?

E Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service and Ulfty Systems. SSA 3.5.2 Power
Distribution System, as A-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Development Transportation System Level 8: N/A

QA-1 CA-2 Q0A4 A4 QA-6 QC4 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OA-1 * Important to Radiological Saetar

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that higlev l waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, enplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lIe federal Eits?

C Yes? Rationale.
This subsurface compressedairsystem supplies compressed air hi sufficient quantityand pressure to meet requirements
for the development of the repositoy. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of high-level wash.

12 Is the SSC required to funcon to prevent, migate, or monitors eredible Design Basis Event which would otherwise reult Ins radoactive
release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate OBEs that would otherWlse result In
a radloative release above the federal Imits.

13 Win the direct failre of the SSC fesut hI a credible Design Basis Event wich would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

r Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result hI a credible DBE that ecud lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emit.

QA-2 - important to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2t2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characterstics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and menieeed banters.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Development Trnsportation System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of te SSC designed fbr collection, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface comprssed alr system Is not associated with tgenerated radioactive waste.

QA-4 . Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC prtdct QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not perform fre protection functions.

QA-6 * Important to Potential linteraction;

6.1 Asa result of *Design Basis Event, coud falureofthe SSC tnpair the capabillty of CA-I br CA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiologocal safety or waste Isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Fadlue of the subsurface conpressed air system would not Impair the capability of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radidolgcal safety or waste isolation functions.

A-A Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

1 Does the SSCs mdton provide detecUon or alarm of unatAhored 0uson or unauthortzed exptodve materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorbed Intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

t.2 Is the SSCs functin requked for special nuclear material accountabilit?

E Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: sso0 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Development Transportation System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - bIportant to Occupational Radiologatl Exposure:

7.1 Does 1he SSC provide personnel radiaton sW1elding, reduce dose rates hI radloactie areas, or require personnel access hto radiation
areas by Ks own rdloacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not have Its on radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is fte SSC epenmanently Instaled madatin monitor whikh nonitors areas for persnnel radiation protectlon?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classifcatlon:

T-hs quesffonftibthtoicaland cabcapurposs onty. A )'es answer toftques6on does notproife hicksbon to. tQ-ULst

t.0 Are there other fators, uch as prvious analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluson, atled to the previ concluson Uat
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-I) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

iZ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system k contained on the 0-Lst by direct inclusion for the Underground Services and
Utility Systems. SSA 35.8 Compressed Al Distibution System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SSO0 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Excavation Systems Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QCA- CLA S AQ4 4 A-G QA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

OA-1 - kInortant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC requbred to prode reasonable assuance hat hevel waste can be cved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal limils?

r Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed air system supplies compressed air hI suflicient quantity and pressure to meet requlrements
for the development of the reposltory. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval or high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, miligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactIve
release above te federal Emt?

Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not required to function to prevent or mItigate DBEs that would otherwise result In
a radloatIve release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a mdicoacive release aboe the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct fallure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result in a credible DBE that coud lead to a raedoactive
release above the federal imL

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Iodation fnctlon byfoldr ngpart of the natrl orw egineered bariers?

_ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sinificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered bartlers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct alure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste isolation functions performed by the
natua and engineered baniers.
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SDD: SSOB - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Excavation Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 s the functin of the SSC designed for cecdon cotrdaIment, and/or monlor ofse-generated radioace waste?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4A1 Does Uhe SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from fhe effects of fire?

* Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed rir system does not perform fIre protection functions.

OA-6 - important to Potential Interaction:

61 As a result of Design Basis Evert, could flur othe SSC irnpalr the capabity ofCA-i or QA-2 SSC from performing their
radilogIcal safety or waste Isolation function?

r Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the subsurface campressed air system would not Ihrpair the capability of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing
ter radilogical safety orwaste Isolation hnccos.

GA4; - hkportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials

6.1 Does the SSC. fanction provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unautorized exposive materials In te restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unaumorized kirusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required forspecial nuckar material accountabilit?
j_ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed aIr system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Excavation Systems Level 5: N/A

QA. - hkportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioacve areas, or require personnel access hito radiation
areas by ts own radioactive source term?

z Yes? Rationale:
The atbsurface compressed air system does not haw Its own radioactive source term and does not proide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rites.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstalled radiation monitor whch oniors areas for personnel radiation protection?

El Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radtion montor.

Previous QA Classifiction:

Thfs queston is frstosca! end freabU~, purposes ao . A yes answer t Mhs question does notpro vde hkmsb n to te QO-tk

.0 Are there oter factors, such as prevous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hiduson, that Led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

, Yes? Ratonale:
The subsurface compressed ar system Is contained on he QaUt by direct Inclusion for the Underground Serilces and
Utlity Systems. SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Muck Removal System Level 5: N/A

OA-l QA-2 GA-S GA4 GA-G QA4 GA-7 Non-Q
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-4 - hnportant to Radiologiea Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to prvide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled. packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

[ Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed sir system supplies compressed sir in sufficient quantity and pressure to meet requirements
for the development of lhe repository. This subsystem k riot associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of higlevel waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mligate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal limits?

[2Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed ar sysem ks not required to function lo prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result In
a radloative release above the federal mtts.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which iould lead to a radioactive release above the federal lmils?

[ Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emit.

QA-2 - hmmant to Waste Iolation:

LI Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barters?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sinlficantly affect the hydrologcal, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation furtion?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered banterL
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SDD: SSO8 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4; N/A

Level 3: Muck Removal System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 IsthefunetionofteSSCdesignedforcollecton contaimnt, andormontorigofsite-generatedradbactvewaste?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated wlth slte-generated radloacte waste.

QA-4 - IWortant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from tie effects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:

The sulsrface rompressed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA- S. Important to Potential Interaction:

6 1 Asa result of a Design Basis Everd, cd ailure of the SSC hnpar the capabilty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs froi performing their
radilogical safety or waste Isdation funcon?

El Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurfae compressed air system wowd not Impair the capabilty of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiogical safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-4 - knportant to Physical Protection of FacMty and Materials:

6S1 Does the SSC' function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized WIrusion or unauthorized exploshe materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsuface compressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unautwhrzed Intrusion or the
presence of explosive mateulais.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for speclal nuclear material accountabilit?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed Ir system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountbiaity
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Alr System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Muck Removal System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prvide personnel radation seleding, reduce dose rates In raIoacte areas, orrequle pemonnel access lnto radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive awce term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not have Its own radioactive source ten and does not prwide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which montiors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a diation monlor.

Previous QA Classliication:

This question is rbisoaandtraceabitypurposes o. A 'ys'nswert this qusfon does notp*ido incsfn to the Q-Lst

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIcluson, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Inportant to radiological safety (QA.1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The subsurftce compressed ak system Is contained an the Q-1st by direct hcluslon for th Underground Services and
UtUlty Systems, SSA 3M5. CoWpressed Air Distrlbhuon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Alr Systeim Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 CAz2 QA-S QA4 QA-l IA4 CA-7 Non-C
o 0 00 00 0 o oo

QA-11 - nportant to Radiologcal Safety.

1.1 Is lthe SSC required o provide reasonableassurmnce that high-vel waste can be reedved, hadled, packaged, dored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federl Emits?

-' Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed air system supplies compressed alr In sufficient quantity and pressur to meet requirements
for the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of hlgh-ievel waste.

1.2 k the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal nmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed uir system k not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result In
a radloative release above the federal Eits.

1.3 WIR the direct failure of the SSC result Inh credble Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal bmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result In a credible DEE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emit,

QA-Z - Impoutant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perfram a waste Midallon function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct h ilure of the SSC sgnifantly effect the hydrological, geochemicl .r geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct hailure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO8 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Alr System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Distribution System Level 6: N/A

QAt - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 k the funcon of the SSC desigred fbr collcon, contalnment, andror montorg of le-generated radoacdve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system is not associated with ste-generated radioactive waste.

0A4 - Inpoltantlo Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of lire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-8 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a msuff of a Design Basis Evet, eouid falure of the SSC impair the capabily of QA- or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of tie subsurface compressed air system wowid not Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safely or waste Isolation fhinotions.

QA-6 .inportnt to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC fnction proviedetecUon or alrm o f n authozed usion o mauthorized eposive materials In the resicted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

.2 I the SSCs fnction required for special nuciear material accountbilw

El Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Primary Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - hiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide peronWel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioacdve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not have Ks own radioactive source term and does not pvide for personnel
radiation shIelding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 k the SSC a permanently Instaed raiGation mnitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protetion?

L Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths question Is forhso t and baceablty purposes o*. A 'es' anwerto s question does not povde kInuslon to ihe 0-Lst

5.0 Are ewe other factors, such as prevbus analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusbn, tiat led to the previous conclusion that
ths SSC Is Iportant to radological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

IZ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the UInderground Services and
Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Refuge Chamber System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 QA-S CA-4 CA-l GA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
O0 0 0 0 'O 0

QA-1 Important to Radiological Safety

1.1 Ik the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, paciaged, stored, *mplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lnkt?

0 Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed air system supples compressed air In sufilcient quantity and pressure to meet requirements
or the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the empiacement, storage. paciaging or

retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to preent. miate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resut hin radioactive
release above the federal IEmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system is not required to function to prevent or mitigate OSEs that would otherwise result In
a racloative release above the federal mits.

1.3 wn Ithe direct failure of the SSC resul hi credble Design iBasis Event which woid ead to racoacve release above the federal imits7

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed aIr system would not result in credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal imit.

QA-2 Imornnt to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation Function by forming part of the natural or engIneered barners?

G Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological geochemical, or geonechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste Isolation funclons performed by the
natural and engineered banters.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: DevelopmentCompressedAirSystem Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Refuge Chamber System Level 6: NfA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I thefuntionoftheSSCdesignedfrcdlectn,containmentand/ormonitoringof ite-generatedradioactivewaste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed sir system Is not associated wIth ste-generated radloacrhv waste.

GA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 DoestheSSCproct QA-1 or CA-2SSCsohmtheeffectsoflire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed ir system does not perform fire protection functions.

qA-6 - hnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC Impair the capability of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fron perfornming their
radiological safety orwaste Isolation tunction?

E Yes? Rationale:
Fallue of the subsurface compressed aIr system would not Impair the capability of QA-t or OA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or wase Iolation functions.

QA-6 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or Warm of unauthorized Intrusion or imauthorzed apiosive materials hI the restricted area?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed aIr system is not associated with On detection or alarming for unauthorized hItrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

62 ls the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed ar system Is not associated with pecial nuclear material accountability
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NMA

Level 3: Refuge Chamber System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 . Imporbnt to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide peronneld rdation ading, reduce dose rdes h radioactive aas, or rqure peronnel access kto rdiaon
areas by Is own radioactive swur term?

D Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not povide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction or dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

( Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monilor.

Previous QA Classification:

This queston Is fbr hsrodcut and hceabEy' purposes ont A yes' answerto th quesgon does notpro de tnduson to (h. Q-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previus analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological sfety (OA.1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed at system Is contained on the Q-Lst by direct inclusion for the Underground Services and
Utility Systems. SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distribaon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Developnent Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Control System Level 5: N/A

QA-1 QA-2 CA-S QA4 A4 CQA-S6 OA-7 Kon-a
0 0 00 0 0 0 5Z

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC requred to proarde reasonable assnce that hihlevel waste can be receved, handed, packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lhe federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed air system supples compressed air hi sufficlent quantity and pressure to meet requirements
for the development of the reposiory. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of highevel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to preent. miltate, ormontora crdibleDesign Bas Event which wwld otherwise result hi a rdioactive
release above the federal liinTs?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBE that would otherwise result hI
a radioathve release above the federal imits.

1.3 WM the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead toe nadioactive release above the federal Emits?

2 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a dioactive
release above the federal Eit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers Wat perform a waste isolation
function

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sigdftcantly affect the hydrological, geochemca, or geornechanicad characteristics of the nature? or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from perfonnnig their waste Isolatfon function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect tie waste Isolation functions perfbomed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO8 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Control System Level 5: N/A

QA4 hnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC destgned for collection, containment, andlor monitorlng of sie generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air stem Is not associated with se-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or QA2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As aresult ofa Design Basis Evern, coui falureofthe SSC Impairthe capabiityrofA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radIological safety or waste Isdation function?

r' Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not bripair the capabiity of CA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-4 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and MaterIals:

6.1 Does the SSC's hfuion provide detecton ralarm ofunauthorzed i*uslon or unauUtoed eov materials in the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrusion or the
presence of e3plosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSC function requiaed for special nuclear material accountability?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed atr sysem Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Control System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Imiomlant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hi radioactive areas, or requIre personnel access hito radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not povide for personnel
radiation shieldin or th reduction of ,dse rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel rodation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous GA Classification:

Ms ques60n k for hisiodcula nd lracbEaW puposes n4. A w'es answer to Ws quesgon does naotpr1de hcfuslon to the QJst

5.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusimn, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Imiportant to radiogoical safety (A-t) or waste Isolation (Ca-2)?

6Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is contained on the Q-Lst by direct Inclusion (or the Underground Services and
UbTdy Systems, SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distribution System, as OA-I.
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SDD: SSO8 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NWA

Level 3: WarehouselShops System Level 5: NWA

IA1 GA-2 QA-3 0A4 QA-S CQA4 QA-7 Ion-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, huidled, packaged, stored, implaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mits?

7 Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed air system supplies compressed air in sufficient quantity and pressure to meet requirements
for the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with Ihe emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Bask Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Amks?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not required to function to prevent or miligate DBEs that would otherwise result in
a radloative release above the fderal Emts.

IJ Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Everd which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

Q Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result in a credible DEE that courd lead to a radioactive
release above the federal imit.

QA-2 I mrportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation functlon by forming part of Ihe natural or engineered barriers?

i Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct ailure of the SSC antanty affect the hydroiogical, geocheial, or geomeharical characteristics of the natual or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing thelr waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct falue of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect lhe waste isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Development Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Warehouse/Shops System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - knpoutant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 s the funion of the SSC destgned forcollection, coriralwnent, and/ormontornofstenerated raioactive waste?

a Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system is not associated with site-generated radioactie waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA46 - Important to Potential Interaction:

* 1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert. coul fahlure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fmm performning their
radiological safety or waste isdation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not inpalr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-l - rimportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materiais;

6.1 Does the SSC's functon provide detecion or arm of unauthwrzed intrusion or unaulwrtzed explosive materials Inthe restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed ir system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or the
presence of eplosve materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountabilty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is rot associated with special nuclear material aocountability.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: DevelopmentCompressedAirSystem Level 4: WA

Level 3: Warehouse/Shops System Level 5: WA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaion sheleMg, reduce dose ates in mdioactie uaeas, or requhe pesonnel access into radation
areas by Rs own radioacrive source term?

C Yes? Ratlonale:
The subsurface coapressed air system does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently insaled radlaion moitor which mitors areas far personnel radUon protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous CA Classification:

This quesion Is for hstodcu andtrwceabypuwposes oniy. A )es'answero this quesffon doesnotprovide hduslon to the -Q4ist

5.0 Are there other factors, such as previous anauses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the prevwous conclusion that
this SSC Is hImpotant to radological safety (OA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed ik system k contained on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the UndergrWnd Services and
Ulity Systems, SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distrhbuion System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 6: N/A

QA-1 CA-2 CA-3 0A4 aA4 QA-6 CA-? NonRi
0 00 0 0 0 1 0

QA-i - hiportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable asssrance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed sir system supplies compressed air hI sufficient quantiy and pressure to meet requirements
for the emplacement skdes o r e reposlory. This subsystem may be associated with the emplacement, storage. packaging
or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 ts the SSC required to funcon to prevent, mtigate, or nwnkor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result his radoactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is rot required to function to prevent or mtigate DBEs that would otherwise result In
a radloative release above the federal Emits.

1.3 WM the direct falure of the SSC result hIn a credle Design Basis Event which would lead toa radioactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct falure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal imit

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engheerei barrlers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not part of te natural or engineered barriers that perfomm a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC stnigfcantly affect the ydrologkal, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them frorn perforting their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of lhe subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered banrers.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compmssed Alr System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - hnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funiron of the 6SC designed for colecton, cornalnent, and/Rormnlo of site-genenrted radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated wilh site-generated radboactive waste.

QA-4 I mportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-I or OA-2 SSCs from the effects otfire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 - knpoitant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result ota Deslgn Basis Event, coia falure of the SSC inpalr me capability of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing theIr
radiological safety or waste isolation functlon?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface compressed sir system would not Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-4 - tOrportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

5.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unaulhulzed Intrusion or unauorized awiosive materials In the restricted area?

Ei Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated wh te detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrsion or tie
presence of aqoosive materials.

.2 Is the SSCs function requled for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with special nuclear material sccountablty.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: NtA

Level 3: Emplacement Drift System Level 5: NWA

QA-7 - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ils awn radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not have its own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hslaled rdiation monlor which monI aas for personnel radilon protection?

3 Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not radiation monlor.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

Thfs queston 1s trhltofcaf anda abtypurposes ory. A ws answerto squson doesnot poideki-uslon to the Q

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, tat led to the previous conclusion Diat
this SSc Is Important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsuface compressed ak system Is contained on the Q-Llst by direct inclusion for the Underground Senries and
U~tiity Systems, SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System

Level 3: Primary Distribution System

Level 4: NA

Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA-2
0 0

QA4 QA-4
0 . 0

QAb CA-6 CCA-T
0 0.0

Hon-Q

CA-1 - important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proAde reasonable ssurance that hlgh4evel waste can be ceived, handled, packaged, stored, mplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal tIrits?

E Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed air system supplies compressed air hI sufficent quantily and pressure to meet requirements
for the emplacement sdes ef e reposttory. This subsystem ts notassociated wth the enplacement. sorage packaging
or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC requtred to funcon to prevent. mitigate. ormonora credibl Design Basis Event whichwoul otherslse resut hi a radioactive
release above he federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed ar system Is not required to function lo prevent or miligate DBEs that would othernise result hi
a radloative release above the federal WIrts.

1.3 Win the direct failure of the SSC resu Inh a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Wmits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the subsurface compressed air system would not result in a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Amit.

QA-2 - hIrportant to Waste bolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform awaste Isolation function by forming part of te natural or engineered baemrs?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurtace compressed sir system Is not padt of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolaon
function.

2.2 Can direct flure of the SSC nuicany affect he ydroogIca geochemical, orgeomecharcai chracteridcs of te natural or
erngieered barriers which may prevent them ftrom performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct faiure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Primary Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 Inportant lo Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the con or the SSC designed for coen, containment, andtor monKoring of ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with ategenerated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA.2 SSCs (om the effects of rue?

' Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not perform Omre protection functions.

QA-S Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result ofa Design Basis Evenr coubi failure ofthe SSC inpairthe capability of A- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isdation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not impair the capability of QA- or QA-2 SSCs from perforating
their radlognical safety or waste isoatlon functions.

QA-G - important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

C.1 Does the SSC s function provide detection or alarm of unauthorlzed intrusion or unauthoriz expiosive materials in the restricted area?

_ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface einpressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unautortzed intrusion or the
presence of explosve materials.

6.2 l the SSCs function requtd for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed sr sstem Is not associated with special nuclear material accountablty.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Primary Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-T - important to Occupational Radlological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personel radiation shieldig reduce dose rates hI radioactve areas, or rsquhke personnel access hIto radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not pvide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently staned radiaion ntor which monitors areas fbr personnel riaon protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

This ques4!on I s crhW anIWand cea brypurposes o*. A yes'answerto this quesfon does notprovide hdousn bo toe 0-Lst

*.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radilogical safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (OA-Z)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed ar system Is contained on the -List by direct inckuson for the Undergrmund Services and
Utility Systems, SSA 35.8 Compressed Air Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSO8 - Subsurface Comprssed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Refuge Chamber System Level 5: NWA

QA-1 CtA-2 CA4 QA-4 CtA-l QA-6 CA-7 Non- .
O o 0 o 0 0 o sa

QA-i .Iportant to Radliological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requIred to provide reasonable assuance that hghlevel waste can be receIved, handled, packaged, stared, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding te federal Imnbls?

C Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressedair system supplies compressed air n suicient quarnity and pressure to meet requirements
for the emplacement sides of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the enplacement, storage, packaging
or reteval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC requkred to ftmton to pmvent, mtte, or monitor a credible Design Basis Even which would otherwise result h amdioactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result In
* radloative release above the federal Emits.

13 Will the direct failure of the SSC result Inh c rble Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct falure of the subsurface compressed aIr system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal lnit

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

G Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system k not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
furuzion

2.2 Can dict falure of the SSC siicany affette hydroocal, geochemcW, or geomechaical charcterts of he ntural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

3 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not afiecl the waste isolation functiko performed by the
natural and engineered baniers.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed A0r System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Refuge Chamber System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalinment. and/or moniorin of sIte-generated radioactive waste?

z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed ar system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA- Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC potect CA-i or CA-2 SSC from theeffects of fire?

El Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed aIr system does not perform fire protection functions.

QCA - Inportant to Potential Interaction:

C.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could bfilure of the SSC Impair the capability of CA-I or CA-2 SSCsfom performing their
radiological safety or waste Islation furction?

El Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface compressed sir system would not rimpalr the capability of QA-I or GA-2 SSCs fom performing
their radiolgical safety or waste isolatio functions.

QA-4 - Important to Physical Protection or Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does fte SSC's funcon prvide detection or alarm of unautholzed Intuson or uwau red eosive materials hi the restricted area?
E Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with thedetectlon or alarming for unauthorized htrusion or the
presence of pplosle mnateaios.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountablity?

E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Refuge Chamber System Level 5: NJA

QAJ - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC pravide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive ureas, or requte personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source erm?

, Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reducfton of dose rates.

72 is the SSC a permhnenty staed adlation moitor which nwntos areas for peronnel rdiation protetion?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation mnonor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths queson Is for hilstorkda and raceaMy puiposes on. A es answer to this questlon does not proide hnchusfon to the Q-Lst

5.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is knportant to radidogical safety (OA-i) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

z Yes? Ratiorale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is contained on the 0-Lit by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and
Utility Systems. SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distuibution System, as QA-.
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SDD: SSOB - Subsurface Compessed Air System

SSC: Operafions Compressed Alir Systen Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Control System Level 5: N/A

OA-1 Q4A2 QA-I CA-4 QA-G CA-4 CA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Iportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hlih-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eceding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
This subsurface compressed airsystern supples compressed air In sflriclent quantity and pressure to meet requirements
for the emplacement skdes of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging
or retileval of hIghevel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC rquired tofnction to pvent, mitigat, or monitoa credible Design Basis Event whichwould otherwise result radioactive
release above the federal Wmits?

Y Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system for the ventilation control system may be required to function to prevent or mitigate
DBEs that would otedwse result n a radioative release above the federal limits.

1 WDI the diect failure ofthe SSC result h a credble Design Basis Event wichwowid lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emis?

1 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failue of the subsurface compressed air system would not result in a credible DEE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Imit

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation functIon by forming part of the natural or engineered banters?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsface compressed air system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC s icantly ffect the hydrological. geocherical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered banters which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation Function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste Isolation fUnmtlons perfrmned by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSOB - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Control System Level 5: N/A

QCA - kportanl to Radioactive Waste Control:

31 Isthe ction ofe SSC designed fbrc con, containent, andor montorigotb-generated radioacve waste?

o Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with siteerated radioactive waste.

QA4 - rinportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA- or QA-2 SCs from the effects or 1re?

o Yes? Rationale:,
The ubsurface compssed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA4- - Inportant to Potential hiteraction:

6.1 Ass result of a Desgn Basis Event ccuid bflure f the SSC impalr the capabiRiy of aA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radilogical safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface compessed air system wvould not impalrthe capability of QA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing
thelr radiological safety orwaste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protectton of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcion provide deecton or am of unautrd i*uson or unauthrz explosive materials hi the resicted area?
, Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unautorized intrusion or the
presence of explosive materias.

62 Ia the SSCs function mequired fr special nuclear material accountabity?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed dr system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountabilIty.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Ventilation Control System Level 5: WUA

QA-7 - hiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates h radloacthe areas, or requhi personnel access kito radiation
areas by ns own radloactve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfai compressed air system does not have its own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates

7.2 Is the SSC a pemaenUy instaled radiaion moritor which monloms aeas br personnel rdlaton protectlon?

3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation mornor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfion k for lWs Ca I and haub ty purposes only. A 'es answer to fs quesfon does not provide hInfIsiso to His 0-W

S.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbn. that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radodogIcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed aIr system Is contained on the O-List by direct Inclusion for the Undergrouid Services and
Utilty Systems, SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distributon System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS08 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Waste Transportation System Level 5: NA

lA-l QA-2 CA-S QA-4 CA-S CA-C QA-7 Non4-
0 0 0 0 sz 0 0 0

QA-1 - important to Radiologica Safety:

11 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wIthout aaeceding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
ThIs subsurface compressed air system supplies compressed air hI sufflclent quantity and pressure to meet requirements
for the emplacement sides of the reposiory. This subsystem Is not associated wIth the emplacement, storage, packaging
or retrival of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC reqred to function to pevent, mEtiate. orrnonltora credible Design Basis Event whichwould otherwse result hi. radioactve
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise resut In
a radloative release above the federal rilts.

13 Will the direct flure of the SSC result hi crei ble Design Basis Event whch would leadto a mdloactie release aboYe the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface compressed sir system would not result hI a credible DEE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal W.mit

QA-2 - biportant to Waste Isolation:

21 Does the SSC performa waste Isdation functon by fmbng part of the natural or engneered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed sir syskem Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers hat perform a waste Isolation
function.

22 Can dired falure of the SSC sgnfcntly afft the hydrogical, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevrn them from performngn their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface compressed air system would not affect the waste Isolation unctions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO8 - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: Operations Compressed Air System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Transportation System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of Ihe SSC desgned for collction, cortalmentr and/or monitoring of site-generated radloactive waste?

- Yes? Rationale:
The bsface compressed air system k not associated with site-generated radloadive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 - hIportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 Asa result oa Design Basis Event, culd fa dofthe SSC ImpaWrthe capabiiyaofA- or QA-2 SCs from performing thier
radioloogcal safety or waste Isolation function?

JZ Yes? Rationale:
Falure of fIe subsurface compressed air system could knpalr the capability of CA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Iolathon functions.

QACA - hIportant to Physical Protection of Faclity and Materials:

t.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or aiarm of unauDthorized Intrusion ar unauthorized eplosive materials in the restricted aea?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed air system Is not associated wlt the detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
El Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed ar system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSOB - Subsurface Compressed Air System

SSC: OperationsCompressedAirSystem Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Transportation System Level 5: NIA

QA-J - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access hto radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface compressed air syterm does not haw As own radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel
radiation shielding or the reduction or dose rates.

7.2 i the SSCa permanently Istaled racation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radaUon prtection?

D Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monilor.

Previous QA Classification:

_ This queston Is for hstocafandhceeabElypurposes o*. A Wes answerto this quesion doesnotprovdo sion h tne QLJst

8.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect inclusbin, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radological safety (QAOM) or waste isolation (CA-2)?

j Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface compressed a* system Is contained on the 0-LMst by direct hiclusion for the Underground Services and
Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.8 Compressed Air Distribution System, as QA-.

' ;
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: DevelopmentWaterDistribution Level 4: Miscellaneous Excavation System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: N/A

A-11 IA.2 CA-3 QA-4 CA-5 ClA CA-7 Non-C

0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0

QA-1 - important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 k the SSC requied to prwede reasonable assurance tat hIglevel waste can be recived, handled, packaged, tored, empaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal mrits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system distributes water to the undergroumd areas to be used by personnel and hi
construction for the devebpment of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high-levu waste.

1.2 k the SSC required to funcon to prvent,iNate or nonitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result h a radioactive
release above the federal Imils?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water disrbution system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise resull
hn a radloative release above the federl Imits.

1.3 Wl the direct falure of the SSC result Ina credbe Design Basis Event whih would lead to a radloactive release above the federa limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface water distribuion system would not result hI a credible OBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above dte federal Emit.

QA4 - hnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not part of the natural or engineered banters that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC ulgnificantly affect the hydrological. geocemical, or geomechanical characteristics or the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distibuton system would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: Miscellaneous Excavation System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NMA

QA-3 Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is t function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of sfte-generated radioactive waste?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface waler distribution system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect A-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects or fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distrIbution system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-i - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit ofa Design Basis Evert, coud failure of ie SSC Impair the capabilty of QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:
Fdlure of the subsurface water distribution system cotid impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA.1 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

5.1 Does lie SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intusion or unauthorted elosie materials In ihe restricted aree?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or aarming for unauthored Intrusion or the
presence of eplosive materials.

6.2 Is lhe SSCs function requted for speciat nuclear material accountabirty?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: Miscellaneous Eiavation System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - kIportant to Occupational RadiologIcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prwide personnel radatbn shielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface Water Distrbuon System does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty hstaIled radiation monftor which monitors areas for personnel rdatbon protecton?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monior.

Previous QA Classification:

This queson is Ibrhis aandbacabElypwposesn. A' ys'answerto is queson doesnotprovrde hduston to the QLst

1.0 Are there other fctors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hIcusbn that Led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsswface water distribi on ysteem is cowained on the C-List by direct Inchision for the Underground Services and
Utlity Systems. SSA 3.5.6 Water Distrbution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distributlon Level 4: Muck Removal Dust Control System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 CA-3 0A4 CA-G CA4 OA-7 Ron-C

D 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

QA-1 -Importlant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required lo pmwde reasonable assurnee that high-level waste can be receved. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without e ceeding the federal lEmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system distributes water to the underground areas to be used by persounel and In
construction for the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credile Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hin radioactive
release above ihe federal Emit?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not requhied to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result
hI radboative release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of lie SSC result hi a cudible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distribullon system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal mil.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Iotion:

Li Does the SSC performa waste Isolation fn by fomirn part o the natural wor engineered bawTs?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribuAon system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
Function.

2.2 Can direct fa~lure of the SSC s aly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics or the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct faiiure of the subsurfce water distribution system would not affect the waste Isolation fundions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: Muck Removal Dust Control System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 . Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containmernt, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distulbution system Is not associated with site-generated radloactive waste.

QA4 -inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC prtect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fom the effects of fire?

L Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system does not perform flee protection functions.

QA-f - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As aresuk ofa Design Basis Event,couldfailureofthe SSC impairthecapabiliof QA-] or QA-2SSCsfrm performing teir
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

jj Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface water distribution system could Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA6 . Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC' function provide detection larrm of unauued itrusion r unauthorzed explosive materials in the restcted uea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or arming for unauthorized hItnrsion or the
presence of eplosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

i Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with speial nuclear material accotintabllity.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water DIstribution System

SSC: Development Water Distributlon Level 4: Muck Removal Dust Control System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shleldn, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

LI Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Water Distibullm system does not have Rs own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel raciation shilding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 Isthe SSC a permanunty isled radation montorwhitnonftor reas for peronnelradiatin prctection?

O Yes? Rationale:
This SSC is not a radiation moritor.

Previous QA Classification:

Thts quesgon Is for hlstorkdcl nd hcbMWy purposes 0*. A esa nswer ro ids queslon does not pwvfdo hInchfon to the Q-List

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusbin, that Led to Ihe previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiolgical safety (CA-i) or waste kolahon (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distributlon system Is contained on the Q-List by direct irclusion for the Underground Services and
Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Distrilbution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: Raise Bore Supply System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NIA

CA-i GA-2 CA-S QA-4 aA-U CA- CA-7 Non-4
O..O 00 9 00 0

QA-1 . hipornt to Radiologica Safety:

.1 Is the SSC required to prawide reasonable assuance that high-level waste can be received, handled. packaged. stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wvthout exceeding the federa lints?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water istLbulon system distributes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel and hI
construction for the development of the repository. This sbsystem Is not associated with the emplacemnent, storage.
packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent. millgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Einits?

Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distributlon sstem Is not required to function to prevent or nmtigate DBEs that would otheawvse result
In a radloative release above the federal imits.

1.3 WiT the direct faIlure of the SSC resrt hi a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to radioactive release above the federal nrins?

C Yes? Rationale:

Dtrect failure the substrce water distrbuton system wotd ndot resut hi a cetle 0DE tt could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emit.

QA4 - hIportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by formIkg part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distributon system Is not pat of the natural or engineered barriers hat perform a waste Isolation
functin.

2.2 Can direct fa lure of the SSC significantly affect he hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of th natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them lorn performIng their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered banlers.
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SDD: SSO - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water DistributIon Level 4: Raise Bore Supply System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: N/A

QA43 - knportn to Radoactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC deslgrwd fbr collection, contalnment. andfor monitoring of ke-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationae:

The subsurface water distbution system Is not associated with site-generated radloactive waste.

QA-4 -.Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or A-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 C important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As* result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC irnpair the eapability of A-l 0 CA-2 SSCs fron performing their
radiological saety or waste Isodation function?

5Z Yes? Rationalre

Failure of the subsurface water distribution system may have the potential to Impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs
from performingb their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - blportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs fuct provide detedlon or alarm of unau lth k ituson o unauthortzed eqloslve materials In the restricted area?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthcrked Intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

62 I the SSCs functn iuqulmad for special nucear material accountablty

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: Raise Bore Supply System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radaton shielding. reduce dose rates In radioacativ areas, or requye personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

O Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Water Distribution system does not have Rs own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation sIeldIr or ft reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently indated radiatin monor which monlos areas for pesonnelrmdiaon precUion?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

TJts quesffonis forNdo*aand hceahftypwposes ony. A 'ys' answertols eson does notp *d uslon to te Ist

8.0 Are Ohere other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbon, tat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radidoglcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is contained on the Q-U.st by direct inclusion for the Underground Services and
UtMity Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Distribution System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: TBM Supply System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: WA

CA1 aA-2 QA-3 OA-4 QA4 QA4 CA-7 Non-C
O p*** 0 0 0 0

GA-1 nIportant to adiologIcal Saflety

1.1 Is the SSC reqdred to pmrIde reasonable assumrnce that hh4evel waste can be recdved, harded, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Enmts?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system distributes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel and In
construction for the development of the repostory. This subsystem Is not assocIated with he emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrival of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mtigate, or monitr credil iDesign Basis Event which would otherse result I a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

r' Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not required to Function to prevent or mitigate DBSEs that would otherwise result
In a radiative release above the federal mts.

t3 WE the direct failure otthe SSC resuit in a credible Design Basis Event which woutd lead t a radioactive reae bove the federal Emits?

D Yes? Rationale:

Direct falbure of the subsurfce water distribution system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emit.

CA42 - hiportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Ilation function by forming part o the natural or engineered barriers?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
function.

22 Can direct fallure of the SSC sinificanuly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanial characteristics of the natural or
enghieered barriers which may prevent them frorn performing their waste isolation funttion?

o Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurace waler distribution system would not effect the waste isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: DevelopmentWaterDistribution Level 4: TBM Supply System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: N/A

QA3 - hImportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fictlon ofthe SSC designed frcollection.cotahnment andlor mntoring oft isegenerated radloacive waste?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distibution system is not associated with sete-generated dioactive waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of file?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a resuit of a Desin asis Event, could hiure ofth SSC Impairthe capabiliy ofQA-1 or QA-2SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Q Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface water distribution system corid hnpalr the capablity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation functons.

QA4 - hnportant to Physical Protection of Faclidy and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or dlarm of unauthoized Intrusion or unauUxwrted explosive materials hI the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorked intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function rmquhd for special nuclear material accountablity?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribuon system is not associated with special nuclear material accouriablity.
-
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: TEM Supply System

Level 3: Excavation Takeoff System Level 5: NJA

CA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radialton shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or requi personnel access hito radiation
areas by Rs own radioacive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface Water Dislrlbution system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shleldV or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which moniRors areas For personnel radiation protection?

z Yes? Rationale:

This SSC s not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This queslon is for hs~todal and hceably purposes ona. A 'yes answer to this quesffon does not provde hcksalon to the Q-Lst

3.0 Are there other factors, such s previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, at Led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radiological safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distrution system is contained on the 0-List by direct hdicusion for the Undergound Services and
UtilRty Systems. SSA 3.5.6 Water Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Suppression System Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-I CIA A4 CLA-6 OA-6 CA-7 Mon-C
oo op 0 5i . 0 0

CA-1 - hIportanr to RadlologIcal Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hgh-lv waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lhe federal Umits?

( Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system distributes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel and in
construction for the development of the repositoiy. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to (unction to prevent, mntigate, ormonrtor a credible Design Basis Event whch would otherwise result hI radioactive
release above the federal limits?

( Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result
hi radloative release above the federal imis.

1.3 Win the direct failure of the SSC result h credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a *adioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct fablure of the subsurface water distribution system would not result In. credible DBE that could lead to radioactive
release above the federal Dm3.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part or the natural or engineered barers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not part of lhe natural or engineered barriers Ieat perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct faile ofthe SSC snhtlcanyfect the hydrobgica, geochemial. orgeomecharcad characteriscs of the natural or
engineered barriers whih nay prevert them from performing their waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct filure of the subsurface water distribution system would not affect the waste solaticn functions performed by the
ratural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Suppression System Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3. Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system, development fire suppression subsystem performs fire protection kunctions
which may protect grond control systems and the natural barriers.

QA-6 . hIportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As aresult of Design Basis Evern, could falure of the SSC Impalr the capabily or A-l or QA-2 SSCs from performhg their
radlogcal safety or waste Isolation functon?

Q Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface water distribution system could hIpalr the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-t - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorked Inbusion or unauthorted explosive materials hi the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or alarmIng for unauthorized Intrusion or the
presence of exlosie materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated wfth special nuclear material accoudtabrity.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Suppression System Level 6: N/A

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive aTeas, or require personnel access hnto radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term? 4

i_ Yes? Rationale:
The subsuface Water DistriMon system does not have Rs own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radlatlon sNldinr or te reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Ratinale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon krorlsodaland hceti ypuwposes nly. A yesanswerto UHtquesffon does notprovide hcbn to the Q-Lst

8.0 Are re other factors such as prevus analyses, s body of consensus, or by drect Irusion, at bd to he wvious onchision that
this SSC is Important to radiolocal safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (0A-2)?

JZ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurhace water distutiion system Is contained on the a0-Lst by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services end
Utlrity Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Distrtutlon System, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: NJA

Level 3: Primary Piping, Valving and Controls Level 5: N/A

GA-1 OA-2 QA-S QA-4 QA-6 tA-6 CLA- Non-C
O0 0 00 z .00 0

QA-1 - Imporant to Radiological Sety.

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance th high-level waste can be received, handled, paciaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthout exceeding tie federa Imbts?

0 Yes? Ratlonale:
The subsurface water crstribution system distributes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel and In
construction for the development of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1t2 Is the SSC required lo function to prevent, mtitate, or mornior a credibie Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal mitms?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water disribution system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result
In a radoative release above the federal mimts.

13 WiI the direct failure of the SSC result h a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a rdoactive release above the federal Omits?

_ Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not result In a credile DBE that could iead to a radioactive
release above the federal Emit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct falure of te SSC sgndifantly affect the hydmiogioa, geochemicl, orgeomecharicalcharactekrics iofhe natural or
engineered barriers which may prent them frm performing theirwaste isolation function?

0 Yes? 'Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not effect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurrace Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Piping, Valving and Controls Level 5: NIA

CAJ3 - hIportant lo Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed br clction, contaInment, and/or mnitorg of dt-generated rac&oactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with Ite-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protectiorn

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of llre?

r-Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 kmportant to Potential Interaction:

*.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, couid failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA-O or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety orwastd Isdation function?

1; Yes? Rationale:
Fadlure of the subsurface water dstlbuton system coiid impaIr the capability of QA-1 or OA-2 SsCs from performing
theIr radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function prvide detecUon oralarm of unaurthorlzed Inrusiwonr wunau ed txplosive materials in the resridted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or alarmkng for unauthoried intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

62 Is the SSCs futon reqa'ed for special nuclear materil accountabilrty?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Primary Piping, Valving and Controls Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Iportant to Occupational Radilogcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requkre personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radloacive source tem?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsuface Water Distribution system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shieldin or te reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monilor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesuoa k Iborhfsoc nd bceabE purposes any. A yesenswerto bts quesffan does notpJwde hcusonto the Q-LS

7A Are here other daors, such as previous anases, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, tat led to the previous conclusion Ihat
this SSC is inportant to radioogical safety (QA-I) or waste isoation (OA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water dstribulion system Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and
Utity Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Distribution System, as GA-1.
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SOD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: NJA

Level 3: Warehouse/Shop Distribution System Level 5: N/A

CA-l CA-I2 QA CIA-4 A-S6 QA-6 OA-7 Non-0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Important to RadiologIcal Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide reasonable assurance that hlgh4evel waste can be reeived. handled, packaged, stord, enmplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal dmits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system distributes waler to the underground areas to be used by persornel and In
construction for the development af the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the eniplacenent storage,
packaging or retrieval of hgh4evel waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitiate, or monkor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwIse resuit hI radioactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water disribullon system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result
hI a radloative release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Wil the diect failure ofthe SSC resl hina credibl Design Basis Event which would lead toe radioactve release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct ilure of the subsurface water distribution system woud not res in s credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal imit.

OA-2 Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribulon system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isoaton
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geodcemical, or geomechanical acteristics of the natural or
engneered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste kolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water dstribution system would not affect the waste Isolatlon functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Development Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Warehouse/Shop Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is fe ucdon of te SSC designed for coleUon, contalnment, andfior montodng f ste-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 Sss from the effects oftIire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distributlon system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-C - Important to Potential hkteraction

61 As a musuk of a Design Easis Evet, cou failure of the SSC Impalr the capably of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performn their
radiological safety orwaste Isclation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Fallure of the subsurface water distribution system worid not Impair the capabily of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological saety or waste Isolation functions.

QA46 - Important to Physical Protection af Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's hnction provide detcton or larm oturautorzed uslon or unauthorte explosive materils In the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unautheorzed Intrusion or the
presence of exp e materials.

6.2 Ithe SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountablity?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountabEty.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: DevelopmentWaterDistribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: WarehouselShop Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupatioal Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC pvide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose ates hi ndioactive aeas, orreque ersonnel access hito radian
areas by Rs own radioactive souce term?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Water Distribution system does not have its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielIng or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radition monitor.

Prevlous QA Classificaton:

Ths quesflonis forhtoukdandhcabltypposeso A tseanswerto ,t/s quesfiondoesnotpovkideslon to the Q-Ust

U.0 Are there oaier factors, such as previous analyses, a body of eonsensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC I irnportant to radidogical safety (A-1) orwaste isolation (QA-2)?

52 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distbdon system Is contained en the Q-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and
Utilty Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Distribution System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fire Suppression Level 6: NfA

QA-1 2A.2 CA-S Q0A4 QA-i CIA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0.. .0 .0 00 0

QA-1 - knportant to Radiologicl Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that gh-leel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihout exceeding the federal lmbs?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distrbLon rystem distributes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel for the
emplacement sides of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result I n radioactive
release above the federal limils?

o Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water dtribution system Is not required to function to prevent or mitate DBEs that would otherwise result
In a radloative release above fte federal Emits.

13 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event whilch would lead to a radloacive release above the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water disibution system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal milt.

QA-2 -nportant to Waste Isolation:

2L1 Does the SSC perform a waste isoafon function by lorming part of the natural or engheered baIer?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distributon system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers 1hat perform a waste Isolation
function

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC s*nlfcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing thelr waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distrbution esytem would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered banters.
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16_~ SOD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Suppression Level 6: N/A

QA.3 - nportant to Radioactive Waste Control;

3.1 Is the hnAidon of the SSC designed for collection, containment. andfor monitoring of sit-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribulion system is rot associated with ste-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 Imporltant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Coes D e SSC proect e A- or QA-2 SSCs from Ihe effects of fie?

S Yes? *Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system, operations fire suppression subsystem performs fr protection functions.

QA-5 . Important to Potential Interaction:

1.1 Ass result of a Design Basis Evert couldfaLkS eofelte SSC InpalrtShe capabilhyof QA-I or OA-2 SSCs from performing thelr
radiological safety or waste Isdation function?

;7 Yes? Rationale:

Faflure of the subsurface water dstribution system could Impair the capabilty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
theIr radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

.1 Does tie SSCs function prviedetectin or darm of unautrid tusion or u thrized explosive materials in the reicted rea?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribuon system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorked Intrusion or the
presence o explosie materials.

6.2 is the SSCs functin required for special nuclear material accountablty

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountablity.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fire Suppression Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

r.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radloactive areas. or requ he persnnel access Into radiation
areas by bs own radioactive saurce term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface Water Distributlan sistem does not have is own radioactive surce term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the redction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanertly Insbled radiatnmornoitor which monitors areas for personnel mdiaton protecon?

1 Yes? Rationale:
Th s SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon Is forhsWlcal andtraceabllypuwposes n4. A Wes answerthi fs quesffon does notproWlde hndslbn to Me Q-LW

ii0 Are there other factors, such asprious analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct Incsmion. that led to the previous concusion that
this SSC ls hportant to raddogical safety (CA-i) orwaste Isolation (OA-2)?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The subsrface water disribution ysterm Is contained on the Q-List by direct Inchlsion Ibr the Underground Services and
Utiity Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Distribuion System. as CA-1.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: NA

Level 3: Support Area Distribution System Level 5: N1A

CA-1 QtA-2 CA-S QA-4 CA-6 QA-6 QA-7 Non-Q
_ 0 0 00 El 0 O

GA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding lie federal Emits?

E Yes? Rationale:
-The subsuface water distribution system distibutes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel for the
emplacement sides ofthe repsitory. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 l the SSC required to function to prvent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whih would otherwise result In a radlocve
release above the federal Imits?

El Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not required to function to prevent or mitgate DEEs that would ohwwlse result
h a radioative release above the federal imits.

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC result i a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactve release above the federalrOmis?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release abose the federal mit.

qA-2 - important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC performa waste Isolation fuction by formng pat of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect lie hydrological, geochemical, or geonecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface water distrlition system would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Support Area Distribution System Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - hnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colecton. continment ad/or mniloring of site-geneated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water disrbuAon system k not *ssocdated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 I mnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

r'Yes? Rationle:

The subsurface water distritpcn system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 - knportant to Potential hIteraction:

61 As a result ofa Design Basis Evert, could fiwum of the SSC impair h capabiity of CA-I or A-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface water disirbutlon system would not impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety orwaste isolation functions.

QA-C - nportant to Physical Protection of Faculty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function pvide detecton or alm of unauthorized itusdon or unauthorized eplosive materias in the restried area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water disibuton system Is not associated with Oe detection or larmning for unauthorized Intruslon or the
presence of emposive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requrred for special nuclear material accountability?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribuion system is not associated with special nuclear material accountabhlty.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Support Area Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupaional Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sield, reduce dose rates hI rndioactive areas, or requre personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

12 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface Water Distrbution system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provIde for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently istated radiaton motor whlich moniors aeas lor personnel radation protection?

3 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is n a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesSon k for hlofcd and hceabity purposes owty. A y answer to Mhs quesfion does notpro vde hIduslon to the Q-List

1.0 Ame Overe oter factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct lncluskn, tat led to the previous conclusion tat
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (OA.1) or waste Isolation (GA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distibution system Is contained on the 0QList by direct Inclusion for fe Underground Services and
UtWlty Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water Dirlbutlon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSO9 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Waste Transportation Distnbution System Level 6: NIA

CA-1 QCA-2 0IA4 tA4 CA-S OA4 . OA-7 Non-Q
o o0 o 0o. 0 00 o

QA-1 - Irportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hgh-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved wIthout exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system distributes water to the underground areas to be used by personnel for the
emplacement sides of the repository. This subsystem Is not associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or
retrieval of hgh-lieve waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event whiich would otheraise result hi a radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate DBEs that would otherwise result
h a radloative release above the federal Emims

1.3 Will the direct failure ofthe SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to e radloactive release above the federal imits?

11 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a radioactive
release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barnters?

Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distributlon system is not part of the natural or engineered barters ihat perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct faIlure of the SSC significanty affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristic of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them trom performing their waste isolation function?

a Yes? Rationale:

Direct Failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the
natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Dlstributfon System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Transportation Distribution System Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - nportant to Radioactve Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contalnment and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distriution system Is not assocIated with sdte-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 Irnportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from te effects of Ae?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface water distribution system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA46 - hIportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert. couid flure of theSSC impairthe capabElyof QA-I orQA-2SSC from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface water distribution system would not Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing
their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC function provide detection oralarmfunauthorzed Inruslon or unauthorzed explosie materlas In the restrctd area?
i Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrusion or the
presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is lhe SSCs function requbad for special nuclear material aocountabilty?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system Is not associated with special nuclear material socouitabrity.
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SDD: SS09 - Subsurface Water Distribution System

SSC: Operations Water Distribution Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Waste Transportation Distribution System Level 6: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive wreas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source lerm?

C Yes? Rationale:

The wubsrface Water Distributon system does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not prvide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a rdiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon is farhi s odlndtn cab~iy pwposes only. A yes'answertb ffk quesfcn does otprovide lusfon to the Q-L

IC0 Are there Wmher fators, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct kcluson, Ihat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

VI Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface water distribution system is contained on the Q-Ust by direct InclusIon for the Underground Services and
Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.6 Water istribulli System, as QA-I.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NJA

Level 3: Excavation Systems Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 0IA43 UA4 CA-S GA4 GA-7 Non-4
o0 00 0 0 0

QA-1 - hnportant to Radiological Saety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable asswuance that high-level waste can be reoved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wihoul eceding the federal limits?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - exaation system monitors provide monitoring of the
ecmion syem ubsurface onditiions to ensure a sate workplace for ubsurface personnl. This system i not
associated with the receipt, handling, storage, packaging, enplacement, or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal Eimits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monRtoring system -excavation system monitors provide monitoring of the
subsurface conditions to ensue a safe workplace fbr subsurface personnel. This system is not required to function to
prevent mitate, or monitor a credible DBE.

1.3 WD the direct failure fthe SSC result inh crdibe Design Basis Even which woUd lead toa radioactive release above the federal mits?

( Yes? Rationale:
Direct filure of the subsurface safety and monitorig system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal tiit.

QA-2 Important to Waste sotation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isdation f tion by forming partof te natural or enineered barrers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC siglficantly affect the hydroiogIcal, geochemical, or geornecharncal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the development subsurface safety and monitoring system - excavation system monitors would not impair the
capability of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Excavation Systems Level 6: N/A

QA - Imnportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desnd fbr colecon, contariunent ndor mon of site-generated radiactve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring syem Is not associated wlih site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 . Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs mm ihe effects of fre?

r Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - xcartlon system monitors do not perform fire protection
functions.

QA-C - Impoutant to PotentWa Interaction:

1.1 As retsult of sDesign Basis Evert, ould falure ofthe SSC hinpalrthe capabltyof QA-I or CA-2 SSCs from perforring theilr
radlogical afety or waste Islaction function?

U Yes? Rationale:
Falure of the subsurface safety & monrlorig system would not impair the capabilty of CA-1 or CA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - nportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs hmction prvlde detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion r unauthorIzed elosive materials in the estrited area?
E[ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoN system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unariurzed intrusion or
the presence of exloshme materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material socountabillty?
[3 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and mnonitoring system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety L Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Excavation Systems Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide persornel radiation shie , reduce dose rtes hi rado areas, or equire personnel access kte radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monioring system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation sielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 k the SSC a permanently Istaed radbation monItor which monitors areas for personnel radation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system -exavation system monitors are not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This questonisforhlstodtcaland tcoablftpposessny. A yes'answerto ffquesilon doesnotpzovde kwsbn to the Q-Ust

3.0 Are there other factors, swh as preious analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hcktson, at Ld to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is hiportant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA-2)?

S Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - excavation system morntors are contained on the Q-Ust by
direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utllty Systems, SSA 3.5 17.2 Nonradlologlcal Monitoring, as OA-1.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Level 5: N/A

A-1 CQA-2 CZA-3 CA4 CA-6 0A4 QA-7 Non-C

~~~ ~~~ ~~~ 0 0 0 1

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - fire detection monitors provide monitoring of the subsurface
conditions for a fire to ensure a safe worsplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the receipt,
handling, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 is the SSC required to function to prvent. mltgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Evert which would otherwite result hI a radioactive
release above fte federal Imits?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system. fire detction monitors provides monitoring for a credible te
DBE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal Umits.

1.3 WIM the direct failure of the SSC resust In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Diec ilure of the subsurfhce safety and monitoring system wodd not result hI a credble DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - Importlant to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC performs waste Isdation function by forming part of the naturl or engineered banters?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfae safety and monitorn system Is not part of the natural or engineered barr ersthat perform a waste Isolation
lnlon.

22 Can clire flurea of the SSC gnfntly affect the hydrolgcal, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered banters which may prevert them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the development suibsurfxe safety and monitoring system - fire detection monitors would not Impair the
capability of natural or engineered barrters from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NA

Level 3: Fire Detection Level 6: NJA

QA-3 - Imporhant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 thee unction of the SSC deslgned for coleon, containment, andlor montorig o stegenemted radoacve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with afteenerated radioactive waste.

QA.4 . important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from th effects of firs?

i Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and montor system - fire detection monlors perform fire protection functions
whih may protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 Asa resuf of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC kipair he capabity of A-I or QA-2 SSCs from perorming their
radiological safety or waste Isoataion function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Faiure of the development subsurface safety and mornlt system - fire detection monitors wi not inpair the capability
of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performrig thelr radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-S - Important lo Physical Protection of Fadility and Materials:

6.1 Does lie SSCs function provide detecion or alarrn of wa dzed Intusion or unauthorted explosive materls in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorzd Intrusion or
the presence of exploshie materials.

6.2 lthe SSCs funcon requed for specal nuclear material accountablity?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monilorf system Is not associated with spedal nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Level 5: NIA

QA.T - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sWeldinr. reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access hIto radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitorng system does not have Ik own radloactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shieldIrg or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is Uhe SSC a permanently installed radiation mot" wtich monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitorir system -fire detection monitors are not radiation monRtors.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesffon is k histouicrlmndhtrcabltypuwposes o. A 'yes enswerto Ofs quesfon dbes notpro Wde tcson to te 4Q-Ls

.0 Are there other facts, su as prwous ases body conenu, or by dectincusion, tat led to te rvs conclusion Tat
this SSC is hmportant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste lolation (QA-2)?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitorilng system - fire detection monitors ae contalned on the 0.List by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systemns, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SS1O - Subsurface Safety & MonitorIng System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fuel Handling System Level 5: N/A

CA- IA-1 CA-S CA-4 CA-U QAS CQA-7 Non-Q

0 0 00 1]0 0 0 21

QA-1 - kIporant to Rkadiological Saetry:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wlthout exceeding the federa limits?

C Yes? RatIonale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring ystem *- fuel handing system monlors provide monitoring of the fuel
handlin system subsurface conditions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not
associated with the recelpt, handing. storage. packaging, emplacement, or retreval of high-level waste.,

12 Is th SSC requfred to function to prevent, mltgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radboactive
release above the federal Ambs?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system -hel handling system montors provide monitoring of the
subsurface conditions to enase a safe workplace for subsurface personnel This system Is not required to function to
prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible OBE.

1. Wll the direct fallure of the SSC result hae crdble Design Basis Event which would lead tor ardioactive release above fte federal Emlts?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct filure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not result h a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal iW.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isobtion:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered banrers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monltarin system Is not padt of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can dred falure of the SSC snfcntly affect te hydrological. geoclhenical, or geomechanrcal characterdstics of the ratural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performIng their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development subsurface safety and monitorkig system -fuel handmog system monlors would not impaIr the
capability of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fuel Handling System Level 5: NIA

QA3 - hknportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 s the functin of the SSC designed for coledoncontahment, andor montorng of de-generated radloactive waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monloreng system le not associated with sdte-generated radioacive waste.

QA-4 - Inportant to Fire Protectlon:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QAt- or QA-2 SSCe from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and montoring system -fuel handling system monitors do not perform fire protection
functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As aresLit o a Design Basis Evert, could fale ofthe SSC impairthe capallyof QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performin their
radioogical safety or waste isolation function?

i Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the uLbsurface safety 8 niorino system would not impair the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing Uleir radlogIcal safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-C - Important to Physical Protection of Facfiity and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs fumction provide detection or dlarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized eMqlosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfice safety and monkort system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthortzed intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs fundon required lor specal nuclear nateria accountabilIly?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated wIth special nuclear material accountaility.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NA

Level 3: Fuel Handing System Level 5: WA

QA-7 - hikportant to Occupationa RadiologIcal Exposue:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding. reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Rs own radoactive source term?

C Yes? Raonale:
The subsurface safety and monlodrin system does not hawe i own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shilelding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC spermanently staled radiation monitor which montorereas br personnel radaion prdecion?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and mornoring system - fuel hmndring system monitors are rot radiation moniors.

Previous QA Classilication:

7his quwson Is forhtodculend acabEbypurposes on. A ys nswarto tHs quesfton does notprovfde c bn to the Q-List

3.0 Are there other hctors, such s previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion. fiat led to the preWlous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiologcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

6Z Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - fuel handling system monitos are contained on the 0-Ust by
direct Inclusion for Ihe Underground Services and Utilty Systems,'SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonradlologlcal Monitoring. as GA-1.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Ground Control Monitoring Level 5: NWA

CA-1 QA-2 CA-S QA4 CLA- CA-6 QA-7 Non-C
9 0 0 0 0 00 0

QA-I - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable asswurace thal hgh-ve waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without ex ceeding the federal Emits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safet and monitoring system -ground control monitors provwde monitoring of the ground
control subsurface condiions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with th
recipt, handing, storage, packaging, emplacemert, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design BasIs Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal imils?

;Z Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safely and monitoring system- ground control monitors provide monitoring of the QA-1
ground control system agalnst future postulated faures which may restdt In a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

123 WD the direct halure ofthe SSC resut In e dble Design Basis Event wtch would leadto a adioactive relase above the federal lmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not result In a credible DOE that could lad to a
radioactive release above the federal 1dit.

QA-2 - Irportant to Waste Isolaion:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isdlation function by kfrming padt of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC slgnificartly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation functlon?

U Yes? Rationale:

Fadlut of the development subsurface safety and monitoring system -ground control mankors would not impair the
capability of natural or engineered bartrers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ground Control Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA.3 hnportant to Radioactive Waste Contro:

3.1 Is ne function of the SSC designed fbr colicflon. containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

U Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monftoring system Is not associated with site-generated radoactive waste.

QA-4 - important to Fire Protedion:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QJ-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of mre?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety end monitoring system - ground control moniors do not perform fire protection
functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

.1 As a resuLt f a Design Basis Event, cold faure ofthe SSC Inpalr the capabilty of CA-I or CA-2 SSC from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface safety & monitorlrg system would not impair he capability of CA-I or GA-2 SSCs form
performing ther radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection af Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs hunction provide detection or alarm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized exosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrusion or
the presence of exploslve materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs funon required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitarn system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ground Control Monitoring Level 5: NIA

QA.7 - Iiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does te SSC proide personnel radiation shWeldg, reduce dose rates In radiosctve areas, or requht personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have ts own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shlelding or*he reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently histaled radiation monitor wtich monitos areas for personnel radiation protection?

E Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitor* system -ground control monitors re not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

Thfs queston ls kr hWokdcand tceabltypuiposes ny. A Pyes snswerto Ods quesion does notproyie Incluslon to Mhe 04Jst

E.0 Are there oher factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inciusion. at led to the previous conchlsion that
this SSC Is Inportant to radiological safety (QA4) or waste solaUon (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface saety and monitoring system. ground control monitors ae contained on the QLlst by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and U1.lity Systerns. SSA 35.17.2 Nonradiological Monitoring, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Personnel Safety Level 5: N/A

CIA-1 CA-2
0 0

CIA-S CA4 CA- CA-S6 CA- Non-O
00 0 0 O z

QA-1 . Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqtired to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - personnel safety monitors provide monitoring of the
subsurface condItions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface persornel. This system Is not associated with the receipt,
handling, storage, packaging. emplacement, or retrieval of hlWevel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor s credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result ha radioactive
release above the federal hmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The development subsuface safety and mnoritoring system. persnnel safety monitors provide monitoring of fte
suburface conditions to ensure a safe workplac for subsurface personnel. This system Is not required to function to
prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE.

1.3 Will the direct falure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal lrmnis?

rO Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitring system would not result h a credible DBE that could lead to a
radloactive release above the federal hiit

QA-2 . Ihportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct faire of the SSC snicanty effect he ydrologkal, geochemical or geomechaical characteristics oi the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the development subsurface safety and monitoring system -personnel safety monitors wodd not Impair the
capability of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Personnel Safety Level 5: NA

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the huc0t n of the SC designed fr collecton, containment, and/or monitodr oferte-generated raoact waste?

C Yes? Ratonale:
The subsurface safety and monitorIng system Is not associated with site-generated radiloactive waste

GA4 kriportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protect A-I or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - personnel safety monitors do not perform irae protection
functios.

QA6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

1.1 Asa result of a Design Basis Evert, coudf alure fthe SSC knpalrthe capability of QA- orQA-2 SSCs from performin their
radiological safety or waste latation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface safety & monitoring system would not hkpatr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

GA-A - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or larmh of unauthorized Intruson or umauthorzed exploshve materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and montoring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or
the presence of expiosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with special nuclear material accounmtbilty.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Personnel Safety Level 5: NIA

OAT -.rnportat to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation ShkIrdk, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas. or requie personnel access Io radiation
areas by Its own radioacive soureerm?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monioring system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or fte reductlon of dose rates.

7.2 the SSC a permanetly Ialled radlaton monaorwhich monItors areas for peronnel radtion protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system -personnel safety monitors are not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classlficatlorn

Thls quesfion Is for horal and hceabrty pwposes or . A ens'a nswer to MIs quesdon does notjprovde hMduson to Me Q-U s

.S0 Are ewe other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus. or by direct Inclusbn, Wt ted to the previous conclusion that
tWs SSC Ik lnpornt to radidogtcal sfety (CA-I) or waste Isolaton (QA-2)?

EZ Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monlorlrn system - personnel safety moritors are contained on dhe 04-st by
direct inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonradlological Monitoring, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & MonitorIng System

SSC: Development Safety 6 Monitoring

Level 3: Radiological Safety & Monitoring

CA-1 CA-I aA4
0 0 0

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NIA

IA-4 OA-6 CA-S CA-7 Non-C
O O 0 E 0

CA-1 - hiportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proAde reasonable assurance ta high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal linis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system -radiological safety monitors provide radiation monitoring of the
subsurface condiions to ensure a safe worlptcace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the receipt
handing, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 is the SSC equid to functionto prevent, tmiigate, or monitor a credible DesignBasis Event whkh would otherwlse result In a radioacve
release above the federal Ims?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monItoring system radiological safety monitors are not required for radiation
monitoring for a credible D8E which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal Emits.

1.3 Wil the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

O Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface safetyand monitoring system would not result In a credible DBE that couid lead to a
radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste iation
function.

2.2 Can direct fadiure of the SSC sgniricanty affect the hydmogical, geocheical, or geomecharical characterktics of the natural or
engineered banters which may prevent them from performing their waste iWatlon futcion?

o Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development subsurface safety and monitoring system -radiological safety monitors would not impair the
capability of natbral or engineered barners Irom performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Radological Safety & Monitoring Level 6: NIA

QA4 - Inportantto Radloactve Waste Control:

3.1 s the functon of Ute SSC designed for coledbn containment, and/or nin of degeerated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with sle-generated radloactive waste.

QA4 I nportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA.1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system radiological safety monitors do not perform fire protection
functions.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resut of a Design Basis Event, couid of the SSC inpairihecapabitdyofOA-1 orQA-2SSCs fom performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

( Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface safety & monitria system would not Impair the capability of QA-t or QA-2 SSCs from
performkn their radloboical safety or waste isolation functions.

QA6 - Important to Physlcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does fe SSCs unction prvide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unautiorxed eosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and montoring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unaulhortzed intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

S.2 s the SSCs fiction requed for special nuciear rateril accountabidty7

I_ Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and motrarf system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Radiological Safety & Monitoring Level 5: N/A

OA-7 Imnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldin, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, o require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioacive source term?

( Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monilorlng system does nod have Ks own radioacie source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or te reducion of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a perrnanenrty Installed radiation monitor which montors areas for personnel radiation protection?

;Z Yes? Rationale:

The radiological safety & monioring system Is a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personrel
radiation protection

Previous QA Ciasslfication:

Thk question sforhistodcwlandtraceab'ty pupobsesonly. A 'yes'answer tois quesfon does notprovideiduslon to te Q-Llst

3.0 Are there other hactors, suh as prev nalyses, a body of consensus, or by direct hclsbn, that led to e previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radiological saety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - radiological safety monitors ae contaIned on the -List by
direct Inclusion for the Underground Serzoes and Utility Systems. SSA 3.6.17.1 Radiological Monlito , as QA-1.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring

Level 3: Transportation Safety & Monitoring

Level 4: Rail System

Level 5: NIA

CA-11
0

QA-2 CA4- CA4 CA-U CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
0 00 0 0 0 5Z

QA-1 - hxpoxlant to Radiological Saerty:

1.1 Is the SSC reqtired to pride asonable assurance that high-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved withoul exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring qsySem - railsystem monitors provldemonitorig of the rel system
wubsurface conditions to ensre a sate workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the receipt,
handling, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-evel waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In radioactive
release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - rail system monitors provide monitoring of the subsurface
condions to ensurr a se workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not required to function to prevent.
mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE.

1.3 WIN the direct failure of le SSC resuti ha credible Desgn Basis Event wlhh would lead toa radioacive release above the federal lImils?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not resul I a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal lmIL

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste kolation function by forming part of the natural or engIneered baniers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsrface safety and monitoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can dre failure otffte SSC anlficartlyrffect he hydrological, geochemical, orgeomechanica characterisUcs of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them frno performing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development subsurface safety and moniorkn system -rail system monitors would not hIpair the capability
of natural or engineered barrers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS1O - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: Rail System

Level 3: Transportation Safety & Monitoring Level 6: NfA

QA3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fhnction of the SSC designed for coleobf, containment, andlor monitoring of site-generated radloactive waste?

5 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and montrn system Is not associated with site-generated radoactive waste.

QA44 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of firs?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The deveiopment subsurface safety and monkoring system - rall system morntonr do not perform nIre protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result o CaDesign Basis Event, could fiu cf tle SSC inpairthe capabirty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fom performirngtheir
radiological safety or waste isolition function?

] Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface safety & monitoring system would not impair tie capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performihng thetr radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA46 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC' function provide detection or alarm of unaulhofzed intruslon or unauthoried aplosive materials In the restricted area?
- Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and montorkV system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

9.2 Is the SSCs function req*ed for special nuclear material accountability?
C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitaog system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountaNity.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: Rail System

Level 3: Transportation Safety & Monitoring Level S: NIA

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiatbn shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or reqie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have Ks own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 I the SSC a permanenUy hstaTled radaion monitor which montos areas for personel rdation protection?

L3 Yes? Rationale:
The developrent subsurface safety end monitoring system - ra syst rnmonlors are not radiation mortHors.

Previous OA Classification:

This questionistorh dcafensf t cabEtypurposesonl. A Wes answerto ths questiodoesnotproe hdUsion to the Q-lst

BA Are tere other factors, sch as prevous anatyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Tnclusobn, fattled to the pmrous conclion that
this SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system - rl system monitors are contained on the Q-Ust by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Uility Systems, SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonradlological MonlorinG, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: Trackless Equipment Systems

Level 3: Transportation Safety & Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-1 CA-Z QA-S aA4 QA-S CQA- 6 A-7 Non-Q
0 0 00 0 0 *'0 1

QA-1 - biportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proide rasorable assnnce tht high-l waste can be eceived, handled, packaged, stored, epaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal riklns?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safedy and monitoring system -tracidess equipment system montors pide monitoring of the
trackless equipment system subsurface conditions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is
not associated with the receipt, hanaling, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high4evel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, nitigate, or mordtor e credible Design BasIs Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safely end monitoring system -trackless equipment system monlors provide monitoring of the
subsurface conditions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not required to function to
prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE.

1.3 W Ithe direct failure of the SSC resiit In a credibe Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Cmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct fiure of the subsurface safely mnd monitoring systern would not result hI e credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal NmIL

QA-2 - Inportant to Waste solation:

Li Does the SSC performs waste isotin fnction by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monilaing system Is not part of te natural or engineered barrlers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing theirwaste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Fadlure of the development subsurface safety and monitoring system -trackless equipment system monitors would not
Impalr the capability of natural or engineered barriers from performing thelr waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: Tracidess Equipment Systems

Level 3: Transportation Safety & Monitoring Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the fawction of the SSC designed fIr colectio, containment, andfor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsuzface safety and mnitoring system Is not associated with lte-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC proQet GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

0l Yes? Rationale:

The development subsuface safety and monitoring system. tracidess equipment system monitors do not perform fire
protection functions.

QA4 - lmportant to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a result of aDesgn Basis Evnt, could failure of the SSC Impair the capability of QA- or OA-2 SSCs from performn their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Failure of te subsurface safety & monitoring system would not impair te capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing theb' radiological safety r waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm or unauthortzed Intrusion or rnauthorzed explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is riot associated with the detection or alarmiN for unauthorized Intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs functlon requed for specal nuclear materil accountabilty?

[2Yes? Rationale:

The subsuface safety and monitoring system Is not associated wih special nuclear material accountabity.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: Trackless Equipment Systems

Level 3: Transportation Safety & Monitoring Level 5: NIA

QA7 - Important to Occupationa Radiologicat Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldirig. reduce dose rates In radioactve areas, or equire personnel cces Into radiation
areas by Its own redloacive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and wonlrIng system does not have ls own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shiedirg or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and mordorkg system -tracidess equipment system monitor are not radiation
nonitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesfion is for hitoa and hmceabty puwposes one A 'es' answerto hs quesffon does notprovfe hdchson to the Q4LW

Ii Are there other fctors, uch as previous nalses, a body ofconsensus, orly dIrect inclusion, that led to th previous conclusion that
this SSC ls Important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA.2)?

WYes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitorfnt system - trackess equipment system monitors are contained on the Q-
List by diret Incluslon for the Underground Services and Utii Systems, SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonratidogical Monitorhg, as aA-
I .
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring

Level 3: Ventilation Monitoring

Level 4: NWA

Level 5: NIA

CIA-I1 CA-2
z El

GA-S
0

QA4 aA-6 CaA-
o o 0

CA-7 Non-4
o O

QA-1 - bIrportant to Radiological Safety

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high4evew waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wlthout eaceeding lhe federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface sadety and mcnitorin system -ventilation monitors pride monitoring of the ventilation
system subsurface conditions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the
receipt, handling, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-leve waste.

12 Is the SSC required to fu ton prveN, mate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Ina radioac
release above the federal limits?

;3 Yes? Rationale:

The developmernt subsurface safety and motoring system - ventilation monitos provide monitoring of the subsurface
conditions to ensure a safe worklace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not required to function to prevent,
mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE. However, this system may be required to moritor pressure differential between the
development and the operation side of the repository.

1.3 Will the direct fallure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to. radloacive release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal iit.

CA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered baniers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system is not part of the natural or engineered banters that perform a waste iolation
function.

2.2 Can direct ailue of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geodcemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barrkers which may prewent them from performing their waste isoation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the development subsurface safety and monitoring system -Ventilation monitors would not Impair the capability of
natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NlA

Level 3: Ventilation Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA4- - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is he functon of the SSC designed for dectln, containment, .rdKormonilor of sesgeneted raoactiw waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is rot associated with sIle-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from ffe effects of fire?

C] Yes? Rationale:

The development subsurface safety and monitoring system -ventilation montors do not perform Oire protection functions.

QA 6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a resut doa Design Basis Evert, could aiure of te SSC Ipalrthe capablity of QA- or QA-2SSCs ftom performing thir
radiological safety or waste kdation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of te subsurface safety & monitorlog system vould not Impair the capability of QA-i or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to PhysIcal Protection of FaciDy and Materials:

C.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unautlortzed intrusion or unauthorked e~osive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfe safety and monitorg system is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthoutzed Intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

1.2 Is the SSCz function requtred for special nuclear material mocountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitori system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountabirity.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Development Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Ventilation Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hirportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldn, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have Its own radioactIve source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or Ihe reduction of dose rates.

72 Is the SSC a permanently Ins~ated radlation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The development subsurface safety and monitoring system -ventilation monitors re not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesffon is fthstordcalndhceabltfypurposas o. A yes'answerto ffds queston does notproide hdusfon to the Q-Lf

8U0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incklsion, that led to the previous conclusion that
tWs SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Yes? Rationale:

The devebpment subsurface safety and monitoring system. ventilation monitors are contained an the -List by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.517.2 Nonradiological Monioring, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & MonitorIng System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring

Level 3: Criticality Monitoring

Level4: WA

Level 6: WA

.. .

CA-11 GA-z c CIA- CA-4 CA-6 0IA- GA-7 FNon-0
0 0 0 0 2 0

QA-I - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC requied o pvde reasonable assuance that highvel waste can be recived, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lmits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system. criticality mcnilors provide monitoring for potential nuclear
criticaliles underground lo ensure a afe workplace for subsurface personnel. ThIs system Is not assodated with the
receipt, handlfg, storage, pacaiging, rnplcement, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 the SSC requIred to functiontto ventigate, or monrtor a credib Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hi radboactive
release above the federal lmits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system -criticalty monitors proide monitoring for a credible critcalIy
DEE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal kmits.

1.3 WIM the direct hilure of the SSC resut hI a credible Design Basis Event whIch would lead tb a radioactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monlorin system would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the fdera lImit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste kdaUn functon by forming part of the natural or engineered barrters?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitcring system Is not part of the natural or engineered banters that perform a waste Isolation
function

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological. geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engIneered barrlers which may prevent them from performing theirwaste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - criticality monitors would not Impair the capabilry of
natural or engineered barrers from perfonning their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS1O - Subsurface Safety & Montodng System

SSC: Operations Safely & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Criticality Monitoring Level 5: NIA

CA-3 - hIpordant to Radioactive Wade Control:

3.1 k the fu on of the SSC destned for coecdon, contanmernt, andornmnitoring ofdse-geneed rafoactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with aSe-generated radioactive waste.

aA-4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 DoestheSSCprotectCA-I or CA-2SSCs ft theeffectsoffre?

I] Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system -crltcality monitors do not perform fire protection functiors.

QA-5 - hIportant to Potential hIteraction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event. could hilure of the SSC hnpafr the capabty of CA- or CA-2 SSCs frcm performing ther
radiologlcal safety or waste isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the mbsurface safety & monitoring system would not Ipair the capablity of QA-1 orQA-2 SSCs from
perormi their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-8 - Important to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

5.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorfed ex#osive materials hI the restricted area?
DYes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for uruithorlzed intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 k the SSCs function equtred for special nuclear material accountabilit?

E Yes? RaUonale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with special nudear material accountability.
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SOD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Criticality Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requthe personnel access into radiation
areas by Its own radloacive source term?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have is own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC opermanenty Instlled rdiation montor which monitor areas hr pesonnet radation prdection?

53 Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and ronmtoring system -criticality monitors ae permanently installed radiation monitors
which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection.

Previous QA Classification:

Thisquesdon lsbrhstwfcalandhceabltypuposesonly. A yas'answerto is questsn doesnotproitde*csOn tohe Q-Lkst

U.0 Are there other factors, such s prenilous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion ha led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Imnpotant to radiological safety (QA.1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and moritoting system - criticaly monRiors ae contained on the Q-aS by direct
Inclusion fbr the Undergroumd Seniices and Utility Systems. SSA 35.17.1 Radiological Monitoring, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Fire Detection Level 5: N/A

CA-1 CA-2 QA-S CA4 CLA-5 A-6 OA-7 Non-C
SZ O O C7 0 0 0 0

QA-1 liportant to Radlological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wuthoii exceeding the federal imis?

C Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and montoring system -gas detection and fire detection monitors provide monitoring of
the subsurface conditions for a fire to esure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system is not associated
wilth the recelpt, handing, strage, packagf. emplacement, or retrieval of high-level wase.

12 the SSC requred to funcon to prevent, migate, or monitor credible Design Basis Event vwhh wold olherwIse resut In. radloactive
release above the federal limits?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - fire detection monitors provide monitoring for a credible fire DBE
which has the potential for a radioactive release above lederal Emts.

13 Wlt the direct falure of the SSC result i a crdbe Design gasis Event which wouds iead to a radloacive rlese above the federal Emits?

i-i Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface safetyand monitoring system would not result hIn credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal imt

QA-2 - hiportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC performs wasle Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

G Yes? Rationale:

The wsbsurface safety and monitoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barders that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological. geochemical, or geornecharkal characteristiA of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - lire detection monitors would not Inpair the capability
of natural or engineered barrIers fom performing their waste Isolation functin.
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SDD: SS1O - Subsurfac Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Fire Detection Level 5: NJA

QA4 . knportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I e fuction offte SSC deslgned for eolkbn, containent, andor mnwn of seeneed dioactve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with site-generated radoacmive waste.

QA-4 - hkportant lo Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from t eects of fire?

EZ Yes? Rationale:
The operations ubsurface safety and monitori system - lire detection monitor perform fire protection functions which
may protect ground crol systems and the natural banters.

QA-6 - lniportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As s result of a Design Basis ent. could failure cf the SSC irnpalr the capablity of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perforrning their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Faslure of te operations subsurface safety and mwtorn system - fire detection monitors will not Impair the capability of
QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from perfornming their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facildy and Materlils:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or darm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized aeplosive materials In the restricted area?

C* Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monlorlng system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized Intruslon or
the presence of explosve materials.

62 Is the SSCs fcion requted for specil nuclear rnatril accountblity?

C Yes? Ratinale:

The subsurface safety and monItohg system Is not associated wvth special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & MonitorIng System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Fire Detection Level 5: N/A

QA.7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prove personnel radiatIon shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactde areas, or reqire persormel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and mnlorhg system does not have Its on radloacve source term and does not prwide for
personnel radiation shielding orthe reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstalled radiation montor which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and montorilng system -fire detection monitors are not radiation Monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

Thisqueslon if stoscatandbaceaba1ypuwpossons . A yes'answarto 0is quesffon doesnotprome kdusion o h Q4Jst

.0 Are there ether factors, such as preious analyses, a body of consensus, or by drect Inclusbn, tfat Led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radodogical safety (QAt) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

5 Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - Kre detection montionr are contained on the Q-List by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.9 Fire Protection and Control System, as OA-1.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring

Level 3: Ground Control Monitoring

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NWA

CA-1 QA-2 CA-3
_ _ _ _ 2 0 0

0A4 CA-i CA-6 QA-7 Non-0
o o 00 0

QA-1 - Impodant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 I the SSC rquired topraode reasonable assurance that highev waste can be recived, haxnled, pacged dstored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lifs?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system -ground control monitors provide moniloring of the ground control
subsurface conditions to ensure a sae workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the receipt,
handling, storage, packaging, enplacement. or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result lIn radioactive
release above the federal linits?

E Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monloilng system - groundlcontrol monitors provide moiori of the CA-1 ground
control system agalnst futjre postutated failures which may result In a radioactive release above the federal 1mits.

1.3 Wl the direct failure of the SSC result hi crdible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive release above the federal rmnis?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above te federal linmt.

CA-2 - Important to Wase Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not par of the natural or engineered barriers t perform a waste isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct filre of the 5SC sgnificantly affect te hydrological, geochemic, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

M Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the operations ubsurface safety and monitofn system - ground control monitors would not Impair the capabilty
of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: WA

Level 3: Ground Control Monitoring Level 5: WA

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 1s the function of the SSC designed for collection. containment, and/or monitorkn of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The ubsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with sie-generated radoactive waste.

QA4 - hWporant to Fre Protectlonw

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monlortng system -ground control monitors do not perform fire protection
functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potental Interaction:

1.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could faiure of the SSC Impair the capabliy of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performkin their
radiological safety or waste isolation function?

(2 Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the subsurface safety & monitoring system would not bnpalr the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC functon proidedetection or alarm of unauthorized Itusion or unauthorized explosive materials in the resicted area?

El Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface saety and mimlorkn system Is not assocrated wlth the detection or alarming for unauthortzed intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSC function required fbr special nuclear material accountabilRy?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and moniorig system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountabit4y.
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SDD: SSI0 -Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ground Control Monitoring Level 5: N/A

A-7 - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates In radioacve areas, or requia personnel access hIto radation
areas by Is own radioactive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring qystem does not hae Its own mdioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC apermanently kIstaed racdatbon montor wlich montos areas fr pesonnel radation prctection?

I Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurfce safety and monitorIng system. ground control monitors are not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This questionisforhIsorcaIendh ceabEy puarpsesony. A 'es'answerho ths questbn doesnotprodd.tcfuslonto the QUst

tO0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusbn, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Important to adologIcal safety (QGA1) orwaste Isolation (OA-2)1

52 Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and montoring system -ground control monitors are contalned on the Q-ist by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and U0lty Systems, SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonradilogloal Montoring, as OA-.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Personnel Safety Level 5: NUA

QA-1 QA-2 CA-S QA4 CA-6 GA-6 QA-7 Non-0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0
QA.1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required lo provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be received, handled. packaged, stored. emplaced, and
retrieved without meding the fedeal mb?

D Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safely and monitoring system - personnel safety monitors provide monitoring of the subsurface
conditions to ensure a safe wokplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated wlh the receipt, handling,
storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high4evel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imIts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - personnel safety monitors provide manitoring of the subsurface
conditions to ensue a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not required to function to prevent,
mitigate, or monitor a credible DBE.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitoring sytem would not result hI a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal mitm

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by formhi part of the nafiral or engineered barrers?

E Yes? Rationle:

The subsurface safety and montoring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct falure ot Ihe SSC niantrly ffect the hydrolocal, geochemiral, or geomecharilcal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - personnel safety monitors would not Impair the
capability of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste Isolation function.
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SDD: SS1O - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Personnel Safety Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for colledton, oontalnment, andlor monitoring of dte-generated radioacthe waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with site-generated radoactive waste.

QA.4 - Iportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does he SSC protect CA-1 or QA-2 SSC from the effects of lre?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitring system -personnel safety monitors do not peiform fire protection
functions

QA- - Irnportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a resuit of a Design Basis Event aud falWure of the SSC kipalr the capabilt of CA-I or A-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Failure of he subsurface safety & monitoring system would not Impair the capability of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performin their radiological safety or waste Isoation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function proiedeteclion or arm of unauthoried intrusion or unauthoried explosive materials In the restricted area?
C Yes? Ratlonale:

The subsurface safety and montoring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?
I Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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_Woe SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NA

Level 3: Personnel Safety Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - bIportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel raciation shielding, reduce dose rates In radbactie areas, or requir personnel access Into radiation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale;

The subsurface safety and monitrng system does not have Ks own radioactive sowuce term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - personnel safety monitors are not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesbon Isforhsfodcalandcetabltypupos onsv. A yesanswerto this question des notprode huslon to the OQUst

LO Are there other factors, such as previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the prevIous conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radidlogcal safety (OA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and monitorlng system -personnel safety mnitors are conWained an the Q-List by direct
Inclusion for the Underground ServIces and Wity Systems, SSA 3.517.2 Nonradblogicai Monlorta. as QA-1.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Radiological Safety & Monitoring Level 5: N/A

IA-1 QA.2 CA.S QA-4 CA-6 A-6 CA-7 Non-Q
0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety.

1.1 Ithe SSC required to prwide reasonable assurance Na high-level waste can be receved, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - radiooical sety monilors provide radiation rnonitouing of the
subsurface conditions to ensue a sfe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the receipt.
handling, storage, packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, fffigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Ents?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - radiological moritors prove radiation monitoring for a credible
DBE which has the potential for a radioactive release above federal Emits.

1.3 Wl111he direct falure ofthe SSC result hi a credble Design Basi Event which would lead to a radioactve release above the federal Irmits?

0 Yes? Raonale:
Direct faIlure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not result I n credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal amil.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation funlion by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

EJ Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and moniloring system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can drect hilure of the SSC sitnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or georrecharkal characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them korm performing their waste isolation function?

CI Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the operations subsurface safety and monitoring system - radiation safety monritor would not knpalr the
capabilty of natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Radiological Safety & Monitoring Level 5: WA

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is e function of te SSC designed fr coecton, contnment, end/or ntg of ltegenerated radactve waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and mornloring system Is not associated with site-generated radloactive waste.

QA4 - important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does he SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of Oire?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The operatlons subsurface safety and monloring systern - radiation safety monitors do not perform fie protection
functions.

QA-4 - Ihportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As* result ofa Design Basis Event, could bfalw of the SSC Inpalr the capability of QA-I or QA-2 SSCs from performkn their
radioogical safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the subsurface safety & moitomft system would not ikrpar the capability of QA-I or OA-2 SSCs from
performing ther radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function prvide detection or alanm eo uauthorled hitlon or u rauth d explosive materials hi the restrcted area?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monlosing system Is not associated with the detection or alarning for unauftorized Intrusion or
- the presence of eiplosve materials.

t.2 k the SSCs funcin equed for specia nuclear material accountablily?

o Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monloring system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NWA

Level 3: Radiological Safety & Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - hnportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radtion shiedin, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requie personnel access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive sumce term?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have Ks own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shiedirg or te reduction of dose rates.

7.2 I the SSC a permanently instaled radation mor which monitors areas for personnel radlation protctin?

53 Yes? Rationale:

The radiological safety & monitoring system Is a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel
radiation protecton.

PrevIous CA Classification:

This quesfon Is kbrhWodcal and traceablypurposes onJ>. A 'yes answer to s questlon does not provide hdlusion to Me Q-Ust

a.0 Are there oUer factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, hat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Inportant to radologcal safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and monitorini system - radiolgical safety rmonItors are contained on the q-Ust by
direct Inclusion for the Undergroud Services and iity Systems, SSA 35.17.1 Radiological Monltoing. as QA-1.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NtA

Level 3: Transportation Safety Level 5: N/A

CA-1 QA-2 CAS3 0A4 CA-6 OA-6 OA-7 Non-C
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6Z

QA-4 - Important to Radiological Safetyr

1.1 Is the SSC requd to provide reasoable assuance ht hhlev l waste can be recelved, handled. packaged. stod, nplaced.and
retrieved witht exceeding IIe federal lmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and nwonorino system . transportation safety monitors provide monitoring of the
trnsporation system subsurface conditions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. Tis system Is not
associated with the receipt handing, storage. packlging, emplacement, or retrieval of high4evel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to preet, negate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Ina radioactive
release above the federal Imits?

O Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safetyand nitoi system transportation safety monitors provide monitoring of the
subsurface conditions to ensure a safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not required to function to
prevent, mitgate, or monitor a credible DBE.

1 wn Ithe direct hfa of the SSC result Ina cdbled esign Basis Event whch would had to a radioactve relase above the federal Umirs?

E Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monitoring system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation hdmbn by foaring part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

a Yes? Rationale:
The subsurfae safety and monlorg Vsystem I not part f the natual or enineered barriers that perform wast IsolaUon
function.

2.2 Can direct failure of tihe SSC sIgnficartly affect the hydrological, geochemical or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevenl them from performing tiheIrwaste isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the operations subsurface safety and monitring system - transportation safety monitors would not Impair the
capablity of natural or engineered barriers frotn perolmng their waste Isolation frmction.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Transportation Safety Level 5: NIA

QA3 - knportantto Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC desIgned for colection, containment, andor monitoring of slte-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety end monloring system Is not associated with site-generated radoactive waste.

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system -transpotation safety monitors do not perform fire protection
functions.

QAJ - Important to Potential interaction:

5.1 As aresul rof Design Basis Event, coUk~ faiure of the SSC Impair the capbty of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the subsurface safety & monitoring system would not Impalr the capability of CA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physlcal Protection of Facilty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcion pvide detectin or alarm of urauthorlzed intrusion or unautored posive materials In the restricted area?

EO Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monioring system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials

6.2 Is the SSCs function requied for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurfce safety and monitoring system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SSI0 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: *NIA

Level 3: Transportation Safety Level 5: NIA

QA-7 - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactve areas, or require personnel access Wo radiation
areas by Its mn radioactive source lerm?

C Yes? Ratoule:

The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

72 k the SSC a permanently untalled rdiaUon monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system -transportation safety monitors are not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This questionisIbrhstoalandtracoablypuposes on. A yes'ansvrfo squestfon does notprovdehiduson to the QLst

*60 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inclusion, that led to the previous concluslon that
this SSC is hmportant to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The operations subsuface safety and montorfn system. transportation safety monitors are contained on the Q-List by
direct Inclusion for the Underround Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonradidlogical Monitoring. as OA-1.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurrace Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring

Level 3: Ventilation Monitoring

CIA-1 CA-2 QA-S
0 0 0

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NWA

CIA4 CA-1 A4 CA-7 Non-4
0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - hIportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance tha high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored. emplaoed. and
retrieved without exceeding the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitoring system -ventilation mooltors provide monitoring of the ventilation system
subsurface conditions to ensurea safe workplace for subsurface personnel. This system Is not associated with the recetpt.
handng, storage. packaging, emplacement, or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitgate or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal lmits?

5Z Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monitin system - ventilation monitors provide monitoring of the subsurface
condritions to ensure a sale worltce for subsurface personnel. This system Is required to function to prevenlr mitigate, or
moritor a credible DOE by monitoring operabilty of QA-l ventilation systems.

13 Wll the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal iEmits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface safety and monioring system would not result in a credible DEE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA4 - Inportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste isolation function by forming pait of the natural or engineered barrers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monioring system Is not part of the natural or ergineered barriers that perform a waste Isolation
function.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC signlficantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical chwacteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isoation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the operation subsurface safety and monitoring system -ventilation monitors would not hipafr the capability of
natural or engineered barriers from performing their waste isolation function.
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SDD: SS10 - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Monitoring Level 5: NWA

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the functibn ofthe SSC deslgned fr coflecdon, contalnrnent, and/or moritorlng of ste-generated radioactive waste?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and mnonitoring system Is not associated with sate-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 hiiportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from th effects of Kire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and montoiN system - ventilation monitors do not perform fire protection functions.

QA4- -irportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 Asa result ota Design Basis Event. could fure ofthe SSC impair he capabflity of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
rdiological safety or waste isclation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface safety & monioitxg system would not knpair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing hir rdilogikal safety or waste isolation functions.

QA-6 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauthried intrusion or unauthorized xplosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface safety and monitorin system Is not associated with Ute detection or alarming for unauthorized Intrusion or
the presence of explosive materials.

652 Is the SSCs funtion requied for special nucear material accountability?

a Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system is not associated with specdal nuclear material accountaiiiity.
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SDD: SSIO - Subsurface Safety & Monitoring System

SSC: Operations Safety & Monitoring Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Ventilation Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provde personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or requiew personnel ccess Into radiation
areas by Rs own radioactive source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface safety and monitoring system does not have Rs own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation sielng or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently instaled radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The operations subsurface safety and monloring system -ventilation moritor ara not radiation monitors.

Previous QA Classification:

This ques ion s Ibrlhistodala end Ircablily pwposs only. A 'yes' answorto is queston does notprode h sxlon toe, QJst

3.0 Are there ather factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC is Imnpotant to raidological safety (QhA1) or waste iolation (OA-2)?

i Yes? Rainale:

The operations subsurface safety and monitoring systemr ventilation monitors ae contained on the Q-Lht by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.17.2 Nonradlobgal Monloring. as QA-1.
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SDD: SS12 - Subsurface Operational Monitoring System

SSC: NIA Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NJA Level 5: NIA

QA-1 OA-2 CA-S CA4 QA-6 QA4 QA-7 Non-C

0 0 0l0 0 0 0

A-1 - Important to kadiologcal Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to pmrkie reasonable assurance that higvel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthout eceedn the federal Emils?

[:Yes? RaUonale:
The Subsurface Operational Monitoring System monRors and reports equipment operational status for all non-safety-elated
subsurface development and operational systems. The system does not provide reasonable assunnce that high level
waste Is handled without eeding the lederal Imits.

t2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a craedible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal flimts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Operational Monitoring System Is not required to function to prevent or mitigate a Design Basis Event.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioacive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
DIrect failure of the Subsurbce Operational Monitoring System will not result in a design basis accident.

QA-2 - Important to Waste ksolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by formi part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Operational Monitoring System does not form part of the natural or engineered barriers.

2 2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may pent them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The direct failure of the Subsurface Operational Monitoring System w0i not dlgnifkcantly affect tie characteristics of the
natural or engineered bardes.
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SDD: SS12 - Subsurface Operational Monitoring System

SSC: N/A Level 4: NtA

Level 3: NWA Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - limportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment, andor monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The function of this SSC does nat handle s&egenerated radloactive waste.

QCA4 - kiportant to Fire Protection

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:

Ibis SSC is not related to Fire Protection

QA-6 - lmportant to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result afa Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC impair the capabiMty of QA-1 QA-2 SSCs fom performing their
radiological safety or waste isoiation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of this SSC wotid not Impact or impalr a QA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing Its radological safety of waste
Isolation function. The Subsurface Operational Monitoring System monitors and reports equipment operational status for
an non-safety-related subsurface development and operational systems.

QA-A Important to PhysIcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's fncton providetdeection r alarm of unautorized intnrsion or unauthorized eosive materials h the restrided rea?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform a physical protection function.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requied for special nuclear material accountability?

0 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC does not perform an accountabllity function.
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SDD: SS12 - Subsurface Operational Monitoring System

SSC: N/A Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NA Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - knporant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC pmvide personnel radation shielding reduce dose raes tn radioactive areas. orquie personnel access into rdaon
areas by Rs own radioadve source term?

0 Yes? Rationale:

This SSC has no fmnctlions related to minitmizng radsiologcal exposure

7.2 Is te SSC a permanently istalledracdation monitor which monitos reas for personWel raation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Prelvous QCA Classitwatlon:

ThisquesuonisforhlocaIandaceab pupwposesonr. A yes answertotsquesfondoesnot proide cbuslontothe -st

3.0 Are th ot factors, such as pevtous nalyses a by of consensus, or by direct iuson, et ed to the premous enclusion that
this SSC Is kiportant to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

i Yes? Rationale:

This SSC (Subsurface Operationda Monitorig) Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct Inclusion for the Underground Service
and Utility Systems. 3.5.5.1, as QA-l.
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SDD: SSU4 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: Borehole Monitoring System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Water Table Level 5: N/A

QA-1 OA-2 C4A- CA-4 C1A- QA-6 QA.7 Nan-C
o Z-* 0 0 0 0 0 0

QA-1 - inportant to Radiological Safetr.

11 I the SSC requdred to provide reasonable assuance that high-kvel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal EmIts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System acquires pertinent data assoclated with verifying
the performance of the waste Isolation system. This system Is not associated with the recelpt, handling. emplacement,
storage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC reqtred to f n to prevent, mgate, or monitor a credibl Design Basis Event which would otherwise result a radoactve
release above the fqderal Emnits?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System Is Is not requred to function to prevent a DEE that
would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal lmits.

13 Wll the direct faue of the SSC rest in a cedible Design Basi Event which woud lead to. *mdoacwve rdlease above the federal lts?

G Yes? Rationale:
Direct Failud of the Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System would not result In a credible DBE
that wouid lead to a radioactive release above the federal Enit.

QA.2 - hrnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

21 Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers
tat perform a waste Isolation function. However, this SSC monitors the performance of the waste Isolation system and can
prvide dat needed to mitigate failure of Items Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can drect failure of the SSC sIgnificantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prewnt them from performing their waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Performance CWfirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System would not affect the waste
isolation functions performed by Ule natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: Borehole Monitoring System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: Water Table Level 5: N/A

OA-3 hInportantto Radioactive Waste Controh

3.1 Is the function of Me SSC designed fbr collection, containment, andfor monirtort of site-generated radioactive waSte?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monrtoring Water Table System Is not designed for the colection. containment,
andtor monitoring of site-generated radloactive waste.

QA4 - Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does fte SSC protect CAI ora Q-2 SC fromthe ffects of e?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System 'does not perform iire protection functions.

QA-S - Irnportant to Potertial Interaction:

6 1 Asa result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC inpair the capabilr dof CA- or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

L Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the Pefformance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System woiid not impair the capability of CA-I
or QA-2 SSCs hm performig their radlological safety or waste Isolation fmtlons.

QA-6 - Inportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alrm or unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized explosive materials In the restricted area?
ED Yes? Rationale:

The Pefformance Confirmatlon Borehole Water Table Monitoring System Is not associated with the detection or alarming
for unauthorized Intruslon or the presence of exposIve materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accourntablIlly?
0 Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System Is not required for special nuclear material
accountablW.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: Borehole Monitoring System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: Water Table Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - inporant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel raciatIon shiedg, reduce dose rates in rdioactve aas, or require personnel access hto rdiation
areas by Is own radioacve source term?

C Yes? Ratdonale:
The Performance Confirmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System does not have Ks own radioacive source term
and does not provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently installed radiation monitor which monitors areas for personnel ridlation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Conflrmation Borehole Monitoring Water Table System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesftonl for histolcaandhceabWypuwposes only. A yes'answerto 525 queslon doesnotprovdehduslon to th 0-List

3.0 Are there orher factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct incisbn, that led to the previous conchlsion that
this SSC Is inportant to radiological safety (CA-1) or waste isoation (QA-2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confrrmaton Borehole Monitoring Water Table System Is contained on the 0ist by direct Inclusion for
the Underground Services and ly Systems, SSA 3.5.16 Performance Confirmation Facikies, as OA-I.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: Emplacement Drift Monitoring System

Level3: N/A

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: N/A

OA-1 CA-2
iZ WE

QA-S GA-4 CA
00 C

-5 QCA-S A-7
I 00

Ncn-C
0

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC reqired to provIde reasonable assurance that igh-level waste can be received, handied, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthout exceeding the federal limits?

3 Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confrmaton Emplacement Drift Monitoring System acquires pertinent data associated with venfying the
performance of the waste Isoatlon system. This system Is not associated with the receipt. handing, emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high4evel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required t function to prevent miEgate montor acredibe Design Basis Event whh would otherise resuit in a radioactive
release above the federal limis?

r; Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitoring System Is required to function to prevent a DBE that would
otherwise result in a radloactdve release above the federal imits.

1.3 WiU the direct failure fthe SSC result h credibte Design Basis Eventwtichw Mdd leadto radioave releaseabove the federal llmis?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct Failure of the Emplacement Drift Monitoring System Monitoring System would not resuit In a credbie DBE that would
lead to a radioactive release above the federal Eimit.

QA-2 - hIportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by Forming part o the natural or engineered barriers?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitoring System k riot part of the natural or engineered barriers that
perform a waste Isolation function. However. this SSC monitors the performance of the waste Isolation system and can
provide data needed to mitigate faliure of Items important to waste Isolation, lcensing and closure.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sgnificantly affect he hydrological, geochemical, or geomechaical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Performance Conrmation Emplacement Drift Monitoring System would not affect the waste ibstion
functions performed by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: Emplacement Drift Monitoring System Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: NA

QA-3 - Inportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the 8SC designed for collection, containment, andfor nonitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Empacement Drift Monitoring System rmonitor Is not designed for the collection,
containment. and/or monitng of site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - hiportant lo Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 ar QA-2 SSCs from the effectsoffire?

2 Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitoring System monitor does not performn fire protection functions.

QA-5 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of *Design Basis Erent, couid falure of the SSC Impair the capabiy of QA-l or OA-2 SSCs from perfrmrig their
radiological safety or waste isdation furction?

,_ Yes? Rationale:

Falure of the Perfrmance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitorig System monilor would not impair the capability of
QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs fm performing ther radiological safety or waste isolation functions.

QA4 - Irportant to Physlcal Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorzed hInrslon or unatuhorbmd explosive materials in the restricted area?

[3 Yes? Rationale:

The Performance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitorirn Systerm monitor is not assoclated wi(U the detection or
alarming for unauhortzed hItrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6C2 Is the SSCs function requred for special nuclear material accountabilily?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Perfrrmance Confirmatlon Emplacement Drift Monitoring System monitor Is not required for special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS14 - Perfomnance Confirmation System

SSC: Emplacement Drift Monitoring System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NJA

QA.7 - kiportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by ts own radloadve source term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitoring System does not have ll own radioactive source term and
does not provide for personnel radiation shielding or te reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC spermanenty installed radaton montor which monitors areas br peronne radilatlon protecUon?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confirnation Emplacement Drift MonitorkV System monitor Is not a radaion monior.

Previous QA Classilicatlon:

This qusffon ks forhibokaand ceabtypurposes on A 'yes'answerto Is quesfion does notprode hincsion to the Q-Ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inciuslon, that led to the previous concluslon that
this SSC is imprtant to radiogical safety (QA-I) orwaste isoaton (QA-2)?

;7 Yes? Rationale:
The Performance Confirmation Emplacement Drift Monitoring System Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utity SystemS, SSA 3.5.16 Performance Confirmation Facilities, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation
Assessment System

Level 3: Emplaced Materials Monitoring

Level 4: NIA

Level 5: NJA

CA-5 CA-6 QCA.7 Non-Q
o o 0 0

CA1 CA-2 CA-3
o 9 0

CA-4
0

QA1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 k te SSC requred to prvide reasonable assuance tht hgh-vel waste can be recived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal Imits?

[2Yes? Rationale:
The General Subsuwface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System acquires pertinent
data associated wfth veriWyg t perform ce of the waste isolation systm. This system i not assodated th the
reelpt, hanring. emplacemente storage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Inh radioactive
release above the federal Unilts?

r Yes? Rationale:
The General Subsurface Performance Confirmaion Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System Is not required to
function toprevent a DBE that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal Imits.

1.3 Wll the direct failure of the SSC mesut in a credible Design Basis Event which would lead lo a radicacive release above the federal lrimts?

Yes? Rationale:

Direct FaIlure of the General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System
would not result In a credible D8E that could lead to a radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA42 - kIportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barrlers?

i Yes? Rationale:

The General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitorrng System Is not part of the
natural or engineered barriers tha perform a waste Isolation function. However, this SSC monitors the performance of the
waste Isolation system and can prmvde data needed to mfigate filure or Kemns Ihcortantto waste Isolation and for licensing
and closure.

2.2 Can direct falure of the SSC significantly affect the hydroloical, geochemical, or geomecharical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct ailure of the General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System
would not affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NIA
Assessment System

Level 3: Emplaced Materials Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-3 knportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collection, containment dor monriorhg of site-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Subsurface Performance Confwrmaton Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System Is not designed
forThe collection, contalnment, mndtor monitoring of ite-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - Important to Fire Protection.

4.1 Does the SSC protect GA-i or QA-2 SSCa frm teffects of fire?

'Yes? Rationale:
The General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring Systen does not
perform fire protection fuictibns.

QAAS - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a rsusit cia Design Basis Event, could faluofthe SSC impair fte capabiliyof OA-i or QA-2 SSCs trom performing their
radloigical safety or waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:
Failure of the General Subsurface Performance Confrmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System would
not lmpalr the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radblogical safety or waste islaion furnctions.

QA4 - hIportant to Physical Protection of Facity and Materials:

6.1 Does Ihe SSC's function pmrvide detedloio or aLrm of unaubtortzed iftrusbn or unautlized explosive materials in the resticted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System is not
assoclated with the detection or abirnng for unauthorzed Intrusion orthe presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:

The General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Empaced Materials Monttoring System is not required
for special nuclear material accountablty.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NWA
Assessment System

Level 3: Emplaced Materials Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-7 Imnportant to Occupational Radiologlcal Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlation shielding. reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radoacwive source term?

E Yes? Rationale:
The General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitodrn System does not have Rs
own radioactive source term and does not provide fbr personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is ihe SSC a permanntly hstaled radiation tor which monitors areas for pesonnel rdiation protecton?

C Yes? Rationale;

The General Subsurface Performance Confirmallon Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System Is not a radiation
monlor.

Previous QA Classificatlon:

This quresfon Is fr hisfodtca ard rceabrly purposes o*. A es' answer to th's queston does not pnove hkidusion to the C-lUst

3.0 Are there ohier factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusbon, that led to Ihe previous conclusion that
this SSC is important to radlological safety (CA-1) or waste isolation (OA-2)?

y Yes? Rationale:

The General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Emplaced Materials Monitoring System Is contained on
fhe Q-lst by direct inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems. SSA 3.5.16 Performance Confirmation
Facilities, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NIA
Assessment System

Level 3: GeochemicallGeomechanical Monitoring Level 5: N/A

OA11 CA-2 QA-3 CIA4Q4CA- QA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
O S3 0 0 0 0 0 0_

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to proAde reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal 1Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochernicaUGeomedcanical Monitoring System cqures
pertinent data associated with verifying the performance ot the waste IlaSation system. This system Is not associated with
the receipt, handling, emplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitora credible Design Basis Event wtdch would otherwise result In a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochemlcallGeohechanlcal Monioring System Is not required to
function to prevent a DBE that would otherwise resuit hI radioactive release above the federal Imits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result hIn credible Design Basis Event which would lead t a radioactive release above the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct Failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Geochemrcal/Geomechuncal Monitoring System
would not result In a credible DBE that would lead to e radioactive release above the federal imit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste lsotation function by forming part or the natural or engineered barriers?

; Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochemtcatlGeomechanical Monitoring System is not part of the
natural or engieered barriers that perform a waste Isolation function. Hw.ever, this SSC monitors the performance of the
waste kotation system and can provide data needed lo mitigate failure of Items Important to waste Isolation, Ecensing and
closure.

2.2 Can direc failure of the SSC sinifantly affect the hydroogical geochemidcal, or geomecharica characteristcs of the natural or
engineered barrners which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation function?

n Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochenicaIGeornechanical Monitoring System
would not affect the waste Isolation funcions performed by the natural and engineered barrters.
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SDD: SS14 - Performnance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
Assessment System

Level 3: Geochemical/Geomechanlcal Monitoring Level 5: N/A

GA-3 - Iportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the function of the SSC designed for collectIon. containment, andfor nmont of de-generated radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Geoche mbl/Georechankal Monitoring System Is not designed
for the collection, containment, andfor monitoring of aRe-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - inpotant to Fhre Protectiorn

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the affects of firc?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Perforance Confirmallon Assessment GeochernicalGeorechanical Monitoring System does not
perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falire of the SSC impair te capabily of GA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng their
radIologIcal safety or waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Failure of Ihe Subsurface Perfrmance Confirmation Assessment GeochericaiGeomectmcal Monitoring System would
not Impair the capabi~ly of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 . Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detectlon or iadmi of unauthorized kruslon or unauthorized qlosive materials in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment Monitoing System Is not associated vith lhe detection or
alarming for unauthorized intrusion or the presence of expsive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs funcion required for special nuiear materil accountability?

O Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochernicalGeomechanrdl Montoring System Is not required
for special nuclear material accointablllty.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
Assessment System

Level 3: GeochemIcal/Geomechanical Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-T - knportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rates hI radoacilve areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its awn radioactive source term?

Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochemicalGeomechanlcal Monitoring System does not have
Is own radloacve ource rm and does not provide for personnel radiation dsKing or the reduction o dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenty htated dation mnwitor which montors areas fbr personnel radiation protection?

D Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochernicaltGeomechanical Monloring System Is not a
radialon monlor.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

This questin i sfor ldstodfand bcablftypurposes ont. A eseanswerfo r his quesffon doesnotprobldelcs/on to the Q4st

E.0 Are there ofher factors, such as previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by drect Inclusion, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is inportant to radctogical safety (QhA1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment GeochemcUGeomecharnical Montorhn System Is contained on
Me Q0-st by dired Inclusion fr fie Undergrourid Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.16 Performance Confirmation
Facilities, as OA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation
Assessment System

Level 3: Hydrologic Monitoring

Level 4: N/A

Level 5: NIA

aA.1 CA-2 CA-S CA-4
0 0

QA-6 aA- OA-7
o 0 0

Non-Q
0

QA-I - Inportant to Radiological Safety;

1.1 Is the SSC requIred lo provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceeding the federal lmits?

2 Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance ConfirmatLon Assessment Hydrologic Monitoaing System acquires pertinent data associated
with veriyn the performance ot the waste kislation system. This system Is not associated with the receipt, handling.
enplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC equied to funcUton prevent, mtiate or monotor a credble Design Basis Event which would otherwie resuit n a radioactive
release above the federal imits?

Q Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System acquires pertinent data associated
with veulftf* the performance dthe waste solation system. However, thi stem is not requtred to functkn to prevent a
DBE that would oterwise result In a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Will the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event wlich would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limits?

3 Yes? Rationale:

Direct Fadlure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System would not result In a
credible DBE that would bad to a radiwoace release above the federal km.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part or the natural or engineered barriers?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System Is not part of the natural or
engineered banlers that perform a waste Isolation function. Howeer, this SSC monitors the performance of the waste
Isolation system end can provide data needed to mitigate failure of items Important to waste Isolation, licensing and closure.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC sgnicarly affect the hydrological, geochemIcal, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performTing their waste Isolation function?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System would not affect the
waste Iolation functions performed by the naturai and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NWA
Assessment System

Level 3: Hydrologic Monitoring Level 5: NIA

QA-3 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 5 the function of the SSC designed fbr coLecto containment, andfor m itorring of ste-generted radoactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance CcnfIrmation Assessment Hydrologic Morlorio System Is not designed for the collection.
contaInment, andlor monilorki of ste-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 - important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC proect QA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects of Kire?

U Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monrlorkqg System does not perform fire protection
functions.

QA4 - Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As result of. Design Basis Ever, couid ailure of the SSC Impair the capabuty of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System wotid not impair the
capability of QA-l or QA-2 SSCs from perlfrming their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-6 - hnportant to Physical Protection of Facilty and Materials:

.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthaorted Intrusion or unauthorted explosive materials In the restricted area?

L Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirnation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System Is not associated with the
detection or alarming for unauthorzed Iniruslon or the presence of enbosve materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

r Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System Is not required for special nuclear
material accountab0lty.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NIA
Assessment System

Level 3: Hydrologic Monitoring Level 5: NIA

QA-7 * knporant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does Ute SSC provide personnel radation shielding, reduce dose rules In radioacve areas, or require personnel access iNo radiation
areas by Ks own radioactIve source farm?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Subsuface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System does not have Its own radioactive
source term and does not provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is he SSC a permanently installed radiation moitor which monRtors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Ratlonale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monit System Is riot a radiation monitor.

Previous CA Classification:

This questonisforhlstodcalandhcsabllpuwposeson. A 3yes'answerto tsquestion doesnotpro e ciisonto the QLIst

8A Are there other facts. such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct inclusion, that led to the prevous concdusion that
this SSC is Important to radidogical safety (CA-1) or waste Isolation (OA.2)?

R Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Hydrologic Monitoring System Is contained on the 0-ist by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Serces and Utlity Systems. SSA 3..16 Performance Confirmation Facilties, as CA-1.
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SDD: SS14 - Perfornance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
Assessment System

Level 3: Seal Testing Level 5: N/A

CLA-1 QA-2 QA-S 1A-4 CA-G CA-S CA-7 Non-Q
0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0

OA-1 - hIportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high4evel waste can be recived, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without exceedingthe federal Imits?

.J Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Perfmance Confirnation Assessment Seal Testing System acquires pertinent data associated with
verifft the performance of the waste isdatlon system. This system Is not associated with the receIpt, handling,
emplacement. storage, packaging er retrieval ofhlgh-ievel waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result in a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Con&Umaton Assessment Seal Testing System Is not required to function to prevent or
mitigate a DBEs that would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

1.3 Wi the direct failure of the SSC result hI credible Design Basis Event which would lead lo a radioactive release above the federal Emils7

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct Failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Seal Testing System would not result in a credible DBE that
would lead to a radioactive release aboe the federal mit.

QCA- -I hnportant to Waste Isolation:

Li Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered bartrers?

i Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing System Is not part of the natural or engineered
barriers thal perform a waste Isolation function. However, this SSC monitors the performance of the waste isolation system
and can proide data needed lo mitigate failure of Items riportant to waste isolation and will be required for licensing and
closure.

2.2 Can drect faflure of the SSC slgnlflcantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

E Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing System would not affect the waste
isoblaon functions performed by the natural and engineered banters
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confinnation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: WA
Assessment System

Level 3: Seal Testing Level 5: N/A

QA4 -Irportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 I the funcon of the SSC designed for coecton, containrment, andlor monitorhg or ale-generated radioactihe waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing System Is not designed for the coflection,
containment, andfor mornoring ofde-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 . Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of Wire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Conlirmatlon Assessment Seal Testing System does not perform fre protection functions.

QA-6 - Important to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result da Design Bass Event, coud failure ofthe SSC knpalr the capabilly orCA-I or CA-2 SSCs from perfonrmng their
radiolgical safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure or the Subsurface Pkrlormance Confirmation Assessment Seal TesUtg System would not Impair the capability of
QA-i or QA-2 SSCs rom performIng their radlologcal safey or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection ot Faclty and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauortedIntrsonorunaufthoed exploive materials in the restriced area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Tesing System Is not associated filh the detection or
alanning for unautorwbed htrusbn or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requiked for special nuclear material accountabllty?

I Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing System Is not required for special nuclear material
accountability.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NlA
Assessment System

Level 3: Seal Testing Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiotogical Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiatIon shielding, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or require personnel access hito radiation
areas by Its own radioactive source lerm?

[ Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing System does not have Is wrn radioactive source
term and does not provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled radiation moentor which montors areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing System is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesion stbrttofcal end hceab ty pwposas ons. A ps' answer to Ws quesson does notprowide toduslon to fth Q-

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Incluslon. tat led to the previous conclusion that
Nis SSC is Important to radiological saey (QA.1) orwaste Isolation (OA-2)7

SE Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Seal Testing Syslem Is contained an the Q-Ust by direct
Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.16 Performance ConfIrmation Facilities, as QA-1.
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Attachment IV

SDD. SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation
Assessment System

Level 3: Thermomechanical Monitoring

Level 4: NWA

Level 5: NIA

OA-11 GA-2 0A-3
0 0

0A4 CA-6 QA-6 OIA-7 Non-C
o 0 0 0

QA-1 - Inportant to Radiological Safety-

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that high-level waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced. and
retrieved without exceeding Ihe federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Conlrmation Assessment Thermomechanical Moioring System acquires pertinent data
associated with verifyin the perfomance of the waste Isolation system. This system Is not associated with the receipt,
handling, emplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 Is the SSC rquired to uncton to prevent, mitigate, or monkor a credible Design Basi Event which would oterwlse sut in a radiactive
release above the federal itmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Themionechanical Monitoring System Is not required to function
to prevent a DOE that would othensise result in a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

1.3 WE the diret hlue of the SSC result h credibe Design Basis Event which wod klad to radicactive release above the federal Emits?

L Yes? Rationale:

Dired Failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Thermomechanical lMonitoring System would not
result hI a credible DBE that would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Ei.t

QA-2 - Irportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

ia Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Conlirmation Assessment Thermomechanical Monitorin System Is not part of the natural or
engineered barriers hat perform a waste Isolation function. However, this SSC monitors the performance of the waste
Isolatlon system and can provide data needed to mitigate failure of Items important to waste Isolation and licensing and
closure.

2.2 Can direct flure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrologial. geocheminal, or geomecharical characteristics of the nalural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste Isolation funcion?

O Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Asessment Thermomechanical Monitoring System would not
affect the waste Isolation functions performed by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
Assessment System

Level 3: Thermomechanical Monitoring Level 5: NWA

QA4 - hIportant to Radioactive Waste Control:

S.1 IS ie function of the SSC designed fbr colnection, scorbarin, and/or monitorig of te-generated radloacthve waste?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Thermomechanikal Monitorig System Is not designed for the
collection, containment, andfor moriftorfig of sle-generatedradloactlve waste.

QA4 knportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does te SSC protec A-1 or OA-2 SSC Iom t ffects of fire?

C] Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Ccnfirnatton Assessment Themimechalcul Monitoring System does not perform fire
protection functions.

QA-6 - tmportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event could furlu of the SSC tripair the capabitity of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isoiation funicton?

o Yes? Rationale:
Fadlure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment-Thenrorechanical Monitoring System would not
Impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - thiportant to Physical Protection or Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthorized Intrusion or unauthorized eplosive materials in the restricted area?
C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Perfrrmance Confirmation Assessment Thernomechardcal tMtonttortng System Is not associated with the
detection or alarming for una&torzed Intrusion or the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requked for special nuclear material accountability?
C] Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Thermomnechanical Monitoring System Is not required for
special nuclear material accountablity.
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Warhammer: Dark Omen
Chapter skip:
Press R2, RI, L2, R2, RI, R2 at the main menu, then select the 'Resume' option.

Battle skip:
Press Select, R1(2), L2(2), RI, R2 at the deployment screen. Then, select the "Resume" option.

Money:
Press Select, Ri, Li, Ri, L2, Ri, R2 at the deployment screen. Then, select the "Resume" option.

Instant death:
Press Select, Ri, Li, R2(2), R1(2) at the deployment screen. Then, select the "Resume" option.

Fast reload:
Press Select, R2, RI, R2, RI, L2, RI at the deployment screen. Then, select the "Resume" option.

Select opponent:
Press Select, L2(2), R2, L2, R1(2) at the deployment screen. Then, select the "Resume" option.

Small heads:
Press Select, L2(4), RI, R2 at the deployment screen. Then, select the "Resume" option.

All cheats:
Highlight the spare book in the caravan. Then hold Select and press RI, Li, 12, 1R2.

View FMV sequences:

The Black Grail
Press Left, Li, Circle, L2, Triangle, R2 at the main menu.

Carnstein and Jewel
Press Ri, Triangle, R2(2), Square, RI at the main menu.

The Hand of Nagash
Press R2, Left, R2, Up, Down, Left at the main menu.

LiberMortis
Press Circle, Triangle, Square, Right, RI, R2 at the main menu.

Victory
Press L2, Right Square, Right, RI, R2 at the main menu.

LongMarch
Press Ri, L2, Triangle, Square, Left, R2 at the main menu.

http://gamewinners.com/PSX/WarhammerDarkOmen.htm 12/7/98
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View credits:
Press Left, Right, Square, Right, Rl, R2 at the main menu.
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GameShark codes
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
Assessment System

Level 3: Thermomechanical Monitoring Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC prvide perwsnnel radation ielding, dose maes h radioacive areas, or requke personne access Into radiation
areas by Is own radioactive source lerm?

L Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Pezformance Confirmation Assessment Thermomechanical Monitoig System does not have Its own
radioactive source term and does not provide for personnel radiation shielding or te reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently Instaled ladiaton monitor which monIlors aeas for personnel rmdiation protedion?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance ConfiUmation Assessment Thermornechanical Monitoring System k not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA ClassIfication:

This ques6on is forhffscaland hcalypuwposes ony. A yesanswerto Ots quesffon does notpto de hinusfon to the CQLfst

I.0 Are there oher factors, such as previous analyses a body of consensus, or by direct InclusIon, that led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC ls imporitant to radiologIcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (OA-2)?

;7 Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance confirmation Assessment Thermomechanical Monitoring System ks contained on fte Q-List
by direct Inclusion for the Underground Services and Utty Systems, SSA 3.5.16 Performance Confinmation Facilities, as
QA-1.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: NIA
System

Level 3: Backfill Testing Level 5: NIA

CA-1 QA-Z CA-S QA4 Qt- CA-6 CA-7 Non-C
L 0 00 0 0 0 0

GA-1 - hIrportant to RadiologIcal Safety:

1.1 the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hgh-evel waste can be ceived, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved witot exceeding lhe federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmatlon Assessment Backfill Testing System acquires pertinent data associated with
verifying the performance of the waste Isoation system. This system Is not associated with the receipt. handling.
emplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of high4evel waste.

12 Is the SSC requbrd to funcUon to prevent, mitigae, ormonitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise resut in a raoactive
release above the federal Emis?

O Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Backfill Testing System Is not required to function to prevent,
mitigate, or mnilor a DBE that would othenwlse result In a dioactive release above the federal imits.

1.3 Will te direct failure of the SSC result hI a eredible Design Basis Event which would lead to a rodloacive release above the federal limits?

[ Yes? Rationale:

Direct Fallure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Backfl Testing System would not result In credible DBE that
would lead toa radioactive release above the federal it.

QA42 Imporuant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

7 Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confmation Assessment BacbMl Testing System Is not part of lhe natural or engineered
bariers that perform . waste Isolation function. However, this SSC monitors the performance of the waste isolation system
and can provIde data needed for licensing and closure to mitigate failure of Items Impoutant to waste Isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct fallure of the Subsurface Performance ConfirmatUon Assessment Backfill Testing System would not affect the waste
Isolation functions performed by the natural and engineered batrries.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confifmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
System

Level 3: Backfill Testing Level 5: N/A

QA-3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funcUon of the SSC desigrd for colection, contanent, andlor montorig of ste-generated dioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Perfrmance Confirmation Assessment Backfill Testing System Is not designed for the collection.
containment, and/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste.

Q0A4 - Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect CA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from the effects offire?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Perrormance Confmation Assessment Backfill Testing System does not perform Aie protection
functions.

QA-6 - Iimportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of a Design Basis Evert, couki faIlure of the SSC impaIr the capability of CA-1 or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

( Yes? Rationale:

Fallure of the Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Backfill Testing System would not inpair the capability
of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performng their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QAA - knportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcUon provide deteton or larm of unauthorized intrusion or unauthorized eplsive materials In the restrkted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment BackRill Testing System Is not associated with 0e detection or
alarmhig for unaulhorized intnslon or the presence of eposmive mnaterials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requiked for special nuclear material accountab][it

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessmnt Backfill Testing System Is not required for special nuclear
material accountablity.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Subsurface Performance Confirmation Level 4: N/A
System

Level 3: Backfill Testing Level 5: N/A

QA.7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Ooes the SSC provide personnel radiation shieldiu, reduce dose rates h radIoacive areas, or requke personnel access Into radiation
areas by Kts own radloactIve source tkm?

C Yes? Rationale:
The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Bacbill Testing System does not have is3 on radIoactive source
term and does not provide for personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC e pemianeny Irtsaled radation monitrhih tonos aas for personnet raditn protecton?

C Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Backfill Testing System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths ques6on Is Ibr hstodcaend rceabllypurposes ony. A )yes'answer to Oas quesffon does notprvide icudbn to the -List

3. Are there other fctors, wsh as previous analses, body of consensus, or by direct lWwlusion, that ed to the previus conclusion that
this SSC Is Important to radidogical safety (OA.1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

5Z Yes? Rationale:

The Subsurface Performance Confirmation Assessment Backfill Testing System Is contained on the 0List by direct
ihcluston for the Underground Services and Utlity Systems, SSA 35.16 Performance Confirmation Facilities, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS14 -Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Surface Performance Confirmation System Level 4: NWA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NIA

QA-1 0A-2
0 z

CA-3 0A-4
0 0

CA-S CA-6 CA-7 Nen4-
0 0 0 0

QA-1 - Irnportant to Radiologieal Saddy

1.1 Is the SSC required to provide reasonable assurance that hih-evel waste can be received, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wiout exceeding the federal limits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Surface Performance Contfmation Assessment System acquires pertinent data associated with verifying the
performance of the waste isolatio system. This system Is not associated with the receipt, handing. emplacement, storage,
packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, nmtigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result Ina radioactive
release above the federal imits?

0 Yes? Rationale:
The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System Is not required to Function to prevent a DBE that
would otherwise result In a radioactive release above the federal Emits.

13 WI! the direct failure of the SSC result hI a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Im1?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System would not result In a credible DBE that
would lead to a radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 Imnportant to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isat0on function by flraing part of the natural or engineered barriers?

j Yes? Rationale:

The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that
perform a waste solation function. However, this SSC monitors the performance ofthe waste bolation system and can
provide data needed to mitigate failure of items Important to waste isolation.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC significantly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geornechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevert them frM performing their waste isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale;

Direct fahlure of the General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System would not affect the waste Isolation
functions performed by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS14 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Surface Performance Confirmation System Level 4: NWA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: N/A

QA4- - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the hcfu on ofthe SSCdesigned for oecoN conuftau ri, andlormonitoring otsle-generated radioactivewaste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System Is not designed for die collection, containment,
and/or monltoring of ultegenerated radioactive waste.

QA.4 - Imporlant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System does not perform fire protection functions.

QA4 - Ihportant to Potential Interaction:

1.1 As a result of a Design Basis Ewern, coul fdure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isdal'on function?

r Yes? Rationale:

Falkle of te General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System would not Impair the capability of QA-I or
CA-2 SSCs from perfoming Uheir radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA-t - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSC's function provide detection or alarm of unauftorized Intrusion or unauthzed explosive materials In the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:

The General Suface Perlormance Conlirmation Assessment Sysern Is not associated with the detection or alarming for
unautworized Intrusion r the presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requird for special nuclear material accountablt

o Yes? Rationale:
The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System Is not required for special nuclear material
accounabllty.
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SDD: SSI4 - Performance Confirmation System

SSC: General Surface Performance Confirmation System Level 4: NIA

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

QA-7 Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation shielding, reduce dose rates in radioactive areas, or require personnel access Iho radation
areas by Ks own radioactive source term?

[ Yes? Rationale:

The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System does not have its cun radioactive source term and
does not prvde for persomel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a pemanently Instaled radialton monitor which moniors areas for personnel radiation protection?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ths quesfion Is for isforicat and hceabty purposes oa*. A w'e answer to this quesffon does notprovie hhduslon to the Q-Ust

1.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses. a body of consensus, or by direct hIclusion, that led to the pvus conclusion that
this SSC is Inportant to radiolodcal safety (QA-1) orwaste Isolation (QA-2)?

SE Yes? Rationale:

The General Surface Performance Confirmation Assessment System Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inclusion for the
Underground Services and Utilty Systems, SSA 3.5.16 Performance Confirmation Facilities, as CA-I.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Control Devices Level 4: NWA

Level3: N/A Level 5: N/A

CA-1 OA-Z
0 0

QA-S QA4 CIA-6
0 0 E

GA-6 GA.7 lon-Cl
0 0E 5

QA-1 - Irnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 s the SSC requd to provde reasonable assurance that highlevel waste can be receied, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retieved without exceeding the federal lEmts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Development Transportation system supports the development of the repository by providing transportaton
for personnel and material Iraveling between the sfae and the subsurface development areas. This subsystem Is not
associated with the emplacement, stoge, packaging or retrieval of hglh-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mitigate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would othewise resut h a radioacthe
release above the federal liis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system is not required to function to prevent or mitgate DBEs that would
othrwlse resul In a radloative release above the federal Emlls.

1.3 WM the direct hilure of the SSC result h a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radloactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
Direct fablure of the subsurface development transportation system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal EmIt.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste lactation function by forning part of the natural or engineered barters?

o Yes? Ratonale:

The subsurface development transportatlon system is not part of the natural or engineered banlers that perform a waste
Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct filure of e SSC signianly affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geonechanical characteristics of the natural or
englneered barrers which may prevent them from performing ther waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface development transportation system would not affect the waste Isolaflon function performed
by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Control Devices Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N1A

QA43 hkportant to Radioactive Wase Control:

3.1 is the function of the SSC designed for collection, contanment, arJ/or monitoring of site-generated radioactive waste?

r Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface developrnent transportation system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA-4 . Inportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-5 Important to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As* result of a Design Bass Evert, could failure ofthe SSC inpalr the capabilityof OA-1 or QA-2 SSC from performing their
radiological safety or waste Isolation function?

C Yes? Rationale:

Failure of the subsurface development transporaton system would not impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing their radiclogical safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SS's function prvide detection or alam of unauted itnrsion or unauthorIzed eosive materilas in the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportIlon system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized
Intrusion or the presence of exoosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function required for special nuclear material accounitablity?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountably
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Control Devices Level 4: WA

Level 3: WA Level 5: WA

qA-7 - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation ieldit, reduce dose rates In radioactve areas, or require personnel acess hto radiation
areas by Rs awn radioctve sos term?

0 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportatlon system does not have Ks awn radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shleldn or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 the SSC permnty Instaled ladlaton monior which monitors areas for persnnel raation protecton?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

Ts question Is for hiodical and traceeblly pwuposs nl. A 'esenswr to ft quesfon does notpro ide hncuson to Me Q-a

3.0 Are there other facto, sh as pv nalyses, a body ofconsensus, or by drect clusin, Ihat led lo the prevlus conclusion that
this SSC Is bnpotard to radiological safely (QA-1) or waste isolation (QA.2)?

Q Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportation system Is contained on the Q-Llst by direct hickislon fbr the Underground
Services and Utty Systems, SSA 35.1 Transportation System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Locomotives Level 4: N/A

Level 3: WA Level 5: NA

CA-1 cA-z QA-S cA4 CA-6 QA-6 CA-7 Non-Q
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 S_

QA-1 - Important to Radiological Safety

11 Is the SSC required to prvide reasonable ssurance that high4lvel waste can be recelved, handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrievd wthout exceedIn the federal Imits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Development Transportalon system supports the development of the repository by providing transportation
for personnel and material travellng between the surface and the subsurface development areas. This subsystem Is not
associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of hIgevel waste.

1.2 Is the SSC required to function to prevent, mllgate, or monitor a credible Design Basis Event which would otherwise result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:
.The subsurface development transportation system Is not required to function to prevent or mitgate DBEs that would
otherwise result In a radloatIve release above the federal E1mits.

1.3 Wi the direct falure of the SSC result hi a edible Design Basis Event whih would lead to a radioactiv release above the lederal Emis?

i Yes? Rationale:

Direct failure of the subsurface development transportation system would not result In a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - Iportant to Waste Isolation:

2'1 Does the sSC perform a waste Isolation function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

L Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste
Isolation function.

2I2 Can direct falure of the SSC sgificantly affec the hydoogical, geochemical, or geomechanical characterstis of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them from performnmg theIr waste isolation function?

0 Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface development transportation system would not affect the waste iolation functions performed
by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Locomotives Level 4: N/A

Level 3: NWA Level 5: N/A

QA3 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 islthefunction of e SSCdesignedfreoletioncontaimuent, andlo monitorg ofsite-generated rdioactivewaste?

LI Yes? Ratiole:

The subsurface development transpoiaon system s not associated wvh sae-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 - Irportant to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from the effects of fire?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportation system does not perforrn fire protection functions.

QA4 - Inportant to Potential lnteraction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could failure of the SSC impair the capabtity of QA-1 or GA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste Ilation function?

L Yes? Rationale:
Fallure of the subsurface development transportatIon system would not impair the capability of A-t or QA-2 SSCs fom
performing their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - knportant to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs functon pvide detection oroaarm o au ted ktrusion or unaut ud explosive materials Inthe reseuicted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface developrenr transpartation system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized
intrusion or the presence of exploshre materials.

.2 Is te SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system Is not assocIated with special nuclear material accountability
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Locomotives Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NWA Level 5: N/A

GA-7 - Inportant to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radlation sheldin, reduce dose rates In radioactive areas, or requhe personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own raioactive source term?

L Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation sileldift or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 I the SSC a permanently installed radationworitor which monitors areas for personnel radiation prection?

a Yes? Rationale:
Thi SSC Is not a radiation monitor.

Previous QA Classification:

This queson Is fo histodcae and hceablEy purposes ona. A Oyee answer to this qsfon does not pro& Idenduslon to the -Ust

3.0 Are tee oher factors, such as previous analses, a body of consensus, or by direct lncusbn. tht led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC Is kImpotant to radiologIcal safety (QA-1) orwaste isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportation system is contained on the 0-Lst by direct Inclusion for the Underground
Services and Utility Systems, SSA 3.5.1 Transportation System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Rail Subsystems for Personnel & Equipment Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NMA

CA-1 CA-Z CA-S QA-4 CA- aA-6 CA-7 Non-C

o 0 0000 0

QA-1 - rimportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 Is the SSC required to pride reasonable assance that high-level waste can be received. handled, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved without eceeding tie federal limIts?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Development Transpwlation system supports the development of the repository by providing transportation
for personnel and material travelir between t surface and the subsurface development areas. This subsystem Is not
associated with the emplacenent, stoage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

1.2 s he SSC requted to functin o prevent. miigate, or monltor a cedible Desgn Easis Event which would otUerwse r i a radloactive
release above the federal Enmits?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development b tnportaton system Is not required to function to prevent or mtigate DBEs that would
otherwise resut hi a radloative release above the federal lmits.

1.3 Win the direct failure of the SSC result In a credible Design Basis Event which would lead to a radioactive release above the federal Eimts?

U Yes? Rationale:
Direct failure of the subsurface development transportation system would not resut hI a credible DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal limit.

QA-2 - Important to Waste Isolatton:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolatin function by forming part of the natural or engineered barriers?

O Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface developrent transportation system Is not part of the natural or engineered barriers that perform a waste
Isolation function.

2.2 Can direct bikure of the SSC significanty affect the hydrological, geochemical, or geomechanical characteristics of the natural or
engineered barriers which may prevent them fron performing their waste Isolation function?

o Yes? Rationale:
Direct fanure of the subsurface development transportation system would not affect the waste isolation functions performed
by the natral and engineered barriers.
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SOD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Rail Subsystems for Personnel & Equipment Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N(A Level 5: NIA

QA-4 - Important to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 Is the funcdon of the SSC degned for s d ecione containment, andfor monitorhio isle-generated radboactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportation system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA.4 Important to Fire Protection:

4.1 Does the SSC protect QA-t or QA-2 SSCs frm theeffects of Ir?

EO Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportation system does not perform lwe protection functions.

QA-6 - knportant to Potential Interaction:

6.1 As a result of *Design easis Event. could filure oithe SSC Impair the capability of QA-t or OA-2 SSCs from performing their
radiological safety or waste isolattiofunction?

C Yes? Rationale:

Fdalure d the subsurface development transportation system would not hiqalr the capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performing ther radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

GA46 . Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs function provide detection or alarm of unauthowrzed Intrusion or unauthortted explosive materials In the restricted area?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development Irinsprtation system Is not associated with the detection or alarming for unauthorized
Intrusion or le presence of explosive materials.

6.2 Is the SSCs function requed for special nuclear material accountability?

1 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development transportation system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Rail Subsystems for Personnel & Equipment Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NWA Level 5: N/A

QA-7 - important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide personnel radiation sielding, reduce dose rates In raedoactive areas, or require personnel access Into radiation
areas by Its own radioactive sotue tm?

3 Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface developnent transpoitatlon system does not have Its own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation shielding or the reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanenUy hstaled radiion nitor which montor areas for persomel radaton protection?

( Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is not a radiation monlor.

Previous QA Classification:

This quesonisorNstocda)andtiaceatafypurposes ony. A yes'answer toIs ques3on does notproWe hkduslon to gte Q-Ist

.A Are there other facors, uch s previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct bnluson, hIat led to the previous conclusion that
this SSC k important to radiological safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

6Z Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development bansprtation system Is contained on the Q-Ust by direct inchisuon for the Underground
Services and Utlity Systems, SSA 3.5.1 Transportaon System, as QA-1.
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SDD: SSI6 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Rolling Stock Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 5: N/A

OA-1 CA-2 0A3 CA-4 CA- CA-S QA-7 Non-4
O O OO 0 0 0

QA-1 *hnportant to Radiological Safety:

1.1 lithe SSC required to prmide reasonable assuance Wt high4evel waste can be received, handed, packaged, stored, emplaced, and
retrieved wthou exceeding the federal kmits?

1 Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface Development Transportation system spports the development of the repository by providing transportation
for personnel and material traveling between the surface and the subsurface development areas. This subsystem Is not
associated with the emplacement, storage, packaging or retrieval of high-level waste.

12 Is the SSC required to funcicon to prevent, mitigate, or monfor a credtble Design Basis Event which would otherwlse result hI a radioactive
release above the federal Emis?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system Is not requred lo uncion to prevent or millgate DBEs that would
otwwse result In a radlative release above the federal EImits.

1.3 Will the direct h flure .f the SSC resu h a credie Design Basis Event wtich wod lead to a radoactive release above the federal Emits?

C Yes? Rationale:

Direct falure of the subsurface development transportation system would not result In a credble DBE that could lead to a
radioactive release above the federal Emit.

QA-2 - hiportant to Waste Isotation:

2.1 Does the SSC perform a waste Isolation function by forbig part of the natural or engineered banlers?

C Yes? Rationale:

The subsurface development Iransportation system Is not part of the natural or engineered barrers that perform a waste
sotation functon.

2.2 Can direct failure of the SSC s caniy affect he hydrological geochemical, or geomechanical characteristcs of the natural or
engineered banrers which may prevent them from performing their waste isolation funtion?

0 Yes? Rationale:

Direct fature of the subsurface develprment transportation system would not affect the waste isolation functions performed
by the natural and engineered barriers.
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Rolling Stock Level 4: N/A

Level 3: N/A Level 6: N/A

QA-3 - Ih n t to Radioactive Waste Control:

3.1 the hnction of e SSC designed Ior coflectonbcainment, andormonitor of site-genete radioactive waste?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system Is not associated with site-generated radioactive waste.

QA4 - kmportant to Fire Protection.

4.1 Does the SSC poect QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from effects afire?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system does not perform fire protection functions.

QA-6 - kmportnt to Potential Interaction:

5.1 As a result of a Design Basis Event, could falure of the SSC impair the capability of QA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from perforning their
radlological safety or waste ischation function?

C Yes? Rationale:
Fadlure of the subsurface development transportation system would not Impair GOe capability of OA-1 or QA-2 SSCs from
performn their radiological safety or waste Isolation functions.

QA4 - Important to Physical Protection of Facility and Materials:

6.1 Does the SSCs funcion provide detecin or alarm of unauthortzed Intrusin or unauthorized exqicslve materials hi the restricted area?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportation system Is not associated with the detection or alarmini for unauthorized
hItruslon or the presence of exploshre materials.

6.2 Is £he SSCs function required for special nuclear material accountability?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsurface development transportatlion system Is not associated with special nuclear material accountability.

. :
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SDD: SS16 - Subsurface Development Transportation System

SSC: Rolling Stock Level 4: NIA

Level 3: NIA Level 5: NJA

QA4- - Important to Occupational Radiological Exposure:

7.1 Does the SSC provide peonnel raton s felding, educe dose rates h radIoacthe reas, or requi personnel access ito radiation
areas by its own radioactive souce term?

C Yes? Rationale:
The subsuface development transpatation system does not have Is own radioactive source term and does not provide for
personnel radiation slieldir or Ihe reduction of dose rates.

7.2 Is the SSC a permanently hIstalled radiation monitor which monutr areas for personnel radiation protection?

C Yes? Rationale:
This SSC Is nota radlation monIor.

Previous QA ClassItication:

Ths qusfonfrisrstolandbhcabiypurposas es . A yes'answerto tsqueitlon does notpro ide hduslon to he -List

3.0 Are there other factors, such as previous analyses, a body of consensus, or by direct Inchusion, that led to the previous cnclruon that
this SSC Is Important to radiologcal safety (QA-1) or waste Isolation (QA-2)?

Z Yes? Rationale:
.The subsutface development transportation system Is contained on the 0-List by direct Inclusion for the Underground
Services and Utility Systems, SSA 35.1 TransportatIon System, as QA-1.
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